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INTRODUCTION 

 
This practice-based research project is an examination of the ceramic object as a critical 

vehicle. I will argue that: The ceramic object offers a range of effective critical alternatives to 

traditional forms of satire. I shall substantiate this judgement with the use of six case studies 

(CS) of significant ceramicists, notably Robert Arneson and Richard Slee, in order to establish 

contemporary practices, later referencing their work in contextualising my own practice which 

engages with six lines of enquiry (LoE). I shall draw upon a range of theorists from Rene 

Descartes on affect to Michel de Certeau on the everyday. I will conclude with the reflections 

and insights gained into materiality, affect and audience and suggest how these might clarify 

our understanding and contribute to the current literature. 

The impetus for this research originated outside academia in a review of my studio practice. 

It is the natural development of previous postgraduate enquiries, each of which concluded with 

outstanding questions.1 These experiences strongly suggested that clay has the capacity to 

produce stimulating and, possibly, alternative readings when used within a critical framework. 

My view is that ceramics is a dysfunctional field of practice, but one that has enormous 

potential as a critical tool if it adopts what I have termed the blague.2 This hypothesis stems 

from previous preliminary research which suggested that adopting a combination of artists’ 

case studies and studio practice lines of enquiry would produce significant primary research 

material.3 The previous studio practice being underpinned by humour suggested satire as the 

major research focus. I have adopted the term blague as an aggressive, critical form of mockery 

and ridicule which is tested across the LoEs. It should be noted that ceramic satire is not a 

recent phenomenon. Daumier’s terracotta portrait busts of members of the French National 

Assembly are unsurpassed but exist outside the scope of this contemporary enquiry.4 

The scope of this enquiry does not cover ceramics’ expanded field, now largely focused on 

installation and performance. These areas have acquired critical priority and my research 

concern has been to address a gap recognised in a critical context. It is specific. In order to 

frame a distinctive and coherent research model, my concern has been to focus on the 

alienations driving artists to use the mockery and ridicule of the blague. The focus here is on 

figures who may not traditionally have been central to the story of artistic development. These 

marginal figures are used to illuminate historical and material changes within individual case 

studies and related lines of enquiry. 

This thesis sets out to answer two key research questions: 

1 To what extent has the ceramic blague previously been used as a critical strategy? 
 

 

 
 

1 These include Does the documentation exist with regard to this domain? Which ceramic practitioners have 

developed satirical practices? How do you engage with a non-informed audience and how might clay’s 

materiality inform these contacts? 
2 The rift between traditional ceramic forms, academia and developments in museology and installation is 

considered within the case studies. 
3 Geoffrey Lee, ‘The Drawn and Printed Ceramic Surface (unpublished Master’s Thesis, University of Lincoln, 

2013). 
4 These works do demonstrate an artist responding to a specific zeitgeist which is a theme to be developed 

within the case studies and lines of enquiry. 
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This will be established in grounding what the research has identified as the blague and 

recognised in the work of past ceramic practitioners. Case studies build on the initial American 

experience and are elaborated by the subsequent UK practitioners. 

2 What is the blague’s potential for making alternative, additional and distinctive 

contributions to social debates, why and how might these be achieved? 

Building on the case study examples, the studio practice will illustrate an evolution of 

outcomes as the LoEs progress. 

The research is framed by the understanding that the status of objects is transitory and as 

objects of discourse they are dependent on the manner of their articulation. This assessment is 

supported by outcomes whose meanings are not abstract but embodied, felt, interactive and 

cumulative. 

These are the central arguments I am going to make: 

1 Critical ceramic practices continue to develop and enrich the English satirical 

tradition. 

I shall illustrate this assertion with case studies of Stephen Dixon’s symbolism, Philip 

Eglin’s historicism, Barnaby Barford and Neil Brownsword’s kitsch and Richard Slee’s 

theatricality. 

2 That the practice’s vernacular core offers both insights into past practices and 

opportunities for new and alternative critical approaches. 

I shall substantiate these with six strands of argumentation via the lines of enquiry referencing 

a range of thinkers. These are: 

1 Alienation/Hegel, Marx, Jung 

2 Objects & Materiality/Piaget, Kristeva 

3 Agency/Descartes, Gell 

4 Metaphor/Barthes, Owens 

5 Skill/Benjamin, Pye, Gardner 

6 Exhibition/Mauss, Levi-Strauss, Kwon 

I have divided the written component that accompanies the practice as research into these 

six LoEs for these reasons: 

1 They allow a more detailed and specific enquiry 

2 They demonstrate the versatility of the medium 

3 They demonstrate the evolution of the practice 

4 They are substantiated by theorists as indicated above 

5 They contextualise the work of the case study artists 

This approach can be justified through the context of established methodological and 

theoretical contexts. The use of this format relates to University of London Professor Robin 

Nelson’s approach: Locating the work in a lineage and drawing upon the know-that of 
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contemporary thinking allows the specificity of the practice to be understood in its own context. 
5 

 

The adoption of practice as research is intended to construct a more authoritative discourse 

with associated accountability. My methodological approach relates to MacLeod’s Type A 

research model where the researcher is concerned to position practice concerns and where the 

text carries the information relevant to an exact positioning of a culturally critical activity.6 The 

practice is paramount. The artefacts produced demonstrate theory and provide evidence of 

insights revealed. They are integral to communication and supply points of reference. 

My concern with discovering what can be known through the experience of making 

identifies with Francesco Varela’s theory of enactivism. This proposes that knowledge is 

grounded in the activity itself and that emergent thinking is observable through experience. 

This relationship is considered in detail in the Practice as Embodied Cognition essay in the 

writing portfolio (appendix 2) and is demonstrated as the LoEs progress. 

Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari’s support for a rhizomic practice is referenced throughout 

the text and demonstrated in exploratory, discursive and preparatory forms located in the 

drawing and writing portfolios. Related drawings are located within the text and where issues 

are necessarily discussed briefly in the LoEs, the reader is directed to more detailed 

considerations in the writing portfolio. 

A key indicator of a thriving research community is the demand for a suitable infrastructure 

which nurtures a developing critical discourse. Literature as a key component is meagre within 

this domain and indicates the gap being addressed by this research. Janet Koplos signals the 

problem: 

…let’s pause to enumerate the forms of writing about ceramics. I can name the 

types in just a few words: technical, lifestyle, work documentation, experiential, 

historical and theoretical, probably in descending order of frequency. I think 

that tells us something… there seem to be problems with finding writers who 

are not involved with the people or places they’re writing about. One can’t be 

sure of the critical independence and objectivity of what one reads.7
 

Rather than a discrete literature review, my strategy has been to locate relevant texts which 

will be found within appropriate thesis contexts, but three significant publications which act as 

overviews are indicated here. 

The publication of Andrew Livingstone and Kevin Petrie’s The Ceramics Reader appears to 

contradict Koplos’s claim, but whilst offering a wide range of texts critical of ceramics, there 

is little evidence of ceramics as criticism.8
 

My bibliography offers evidence that Garth Clark has been the pre-eminent critic, 

significantly in his monumental Shifting Paradigms in Contemporary Ceramics. 9 This volume 

offers a  range  of  works and critical viewpoints addressing the contested topography of 

 

5 Robin Nelson, Practice as Research in the Arts (Basingstoke: Palgrave MacMillan, 2013), P. 66. 
6 MacLeod, K. (2000) The functions of the written text in practice-based PhD submissions. 

Retrieved<26/06/2018>from URL, http;//www.herts.ac.uk/artdes/research/papers/wpades/vil1/macleod2.html 
7 Janet Koplos, ‘Ceramics and Art Criticism’, Ceramics Millennium Conference, (Amsterdam, 1999). 
8 The Ceramic Reader, ed. by Andrew Livingstone and Kevin Petrie (London: Bloomsbury, 2017). 
9 Shifting Paradigms in Contemporary Ceramics, The Garth Clark and Mark del Vecchio Collection, ed.by 

Garth Clark and Cindi Strauss (Houston: Houston Museum of Fine Arts, 2012). 

http://www.herts.ac.uk/artdes/research/papers/wpades/vil1/macleod2.html
http://www.herts.ac.uk/artdes/research/papers/wpades/vil1/macleod2.html
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ceramics, but his interest in the ceramic object as art exposes the gap that exists between his 

discourse and the satirical domain being studied here.10
 

Within ceramics, I regard Alison Britton as this country’s most thoughtful and eclectic 

maker/writer. Her 2013 book Seeing Things consists of illuminating essays, examines several 

of my case study artists and is a chronology of agency and affect advocating adoption, 

accommodation and absurdity as key elements in engaging with the complexity of our times.11 

Her concerns will be addressed in detail in LoE 5. 

Whilst five lines of enquiry focus on production, the sixth’s concern with exhibition and 

curation is equally important. Articulation has been adjusted for a range of audiences beyond 

the privileged spectator in the gallery space. This strand, with the case studies and other lines 

of enquiry, will be addressed with reflections, insights and understandings in conclusion, with 

speculation on further developments and opportunities. 

 

 
Alienation as a Core Element in the Enquiry 

 

 
There have been inherent difficulties in the adoption of the term alienation as a core 

component of this enquiry. Here, alienation is not employed at the level of a dysfunctional 

relationship nor as a problematic separation, rather, it indicates the breaking of a baseline 

connection. Often used as a generic term and without clear definition, meaning may be 

obscured. One could wish for a periodic table of alienations. Functioning within different 

frameworks and levels, psychological, sociological and philosophical, the term too often 

appears to be wholly negative, simply indicating rift and disjunction. 

Marx’s keynote text, his four alienations, only offers the last, the alienation of man from 

society, as related to this enquiry. Marx’s concept, mainly economic and historical in character, 

is largely concerned with human potential, self-realisation and work as alienated labour.12 The 

alienations considered here are too fundamental to be confined to an economist framework. 

Accordingly, I am using alienation as an umbrella term but with specific nuance in individual 

case studies. 

It is Hegel’s original meaning which acts as a useful blanket term: the process through which 

an individual becomes separated from the social order (the breaking of the baseline 

connection).13 Hegel’s reference is to being at home (zu Hause). He proposes that the social 

and political structures of the social world constitute a home because they enable individuals 

to realise themselves as family members, agents and citizens. Alienation is the loss of this 

connectedness.14 
 
 

10 This is established in the first LoE which addresses alienation rather than Clark’s concern with artistic 

positioning. 
11 Alison Britton, Seeing Things, Collected Writing on Art, Craft and Design (London: Occasional Papers, 

2013). 
12 A specific text on Marx and alienation is Bertell Ollman., Alienation: Marx’s Conception of Man in Capitalist 

Society (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1977). 
13 Cited by Frank Johnson in R. Felix Geyer and David R. Schweitzer., Theories of Alienation (Leiden: Martinus 

Nyhoff Social Sciences Division, 1976), p.80. 
14 Michael O. Hardman, Hegel’s Social Philosophy: The Project of Reconciliation (Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 1994), pp119-122. 
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Hegel becomes a keynote reference for the enquiry by observing that alienation characterises 

life images during periods of transition (for Hegel it was the epoch following the French 

revolution). Case study artists and my own work will be seen to demonstrate responses to 

specific zeitgeists. 

The purpose in adopting alienation as a focus is twofold. Firstly, I want to avoid repetition, 

the conventional historical, technical and biographical approaches (whilst acknowledging their 

contributions as contexts). Secondly, my focus is on the artists’ voices as articulated by the 

work. This strategy establishes individual distinctiveness in order to uncover fresh insights. 

Marx muddied the water when using the terms alienation and estrangement as being 

analogous. I am more specific in using three terms to distinguish degrees of consciousness. 

Beginning with antipathy, an intensity develops into estrangement, culminating in antagonism, 

the objective being to record the strength of feeling between artist and issue. 

 
                                                Methodology of Making 

 

    The project’s methods and strategies have been framed as a multidisciplinary model of 

border crossing activity aimed at negotiating frontiers rather than expanding knowledge by 

inflating known territories. These intersections operate between lines of enquiry, between media 

techniques, between text and process and between works and audiences. These are acts of 

adoption, adaptation and assimilation. 

    The KNOW-WHAT phase is foundational and is informed by review to identify both the 

domain and individual contributors. Here, the case studies provide a primary examination  via 

artist’s work and interview in order to set out the parameters of the research. 

    The KNOW-HOW and key phase, the studio practice is procedural knowledge and is 

informed by past practices from case studies and personal experience. The artists contextualised 

into the lines of enquiry provide a visual to visual model of making which avoids a synaptic 

jump from looking to making assumptions about the intentions of an artist. In this phase, 

considering another artist’s practice displaces one’s own habitual and familiar working 

practices.  

    There are two critical methods at this stage. The first is the continuous and reciprocal transfer 

between lines of enquiry which enables repetition and comparison as hands-on strategies. The 

second is the critical dynamic between object and text. Katy McLeod refers to this as seesaw. I 

prefer to think in terms of tennis with each hitting a provocation towards the other. 

    The written text has been instrumental in the conception of the artwork but the work itself 

has then exacted a radical rethink of what has been constructed in written form because the 

process altered what had been defined in written form. As a key method the essay has been a 

way of trying to make an affective turn to augment the object’s speculative turn and migrate 

from singular linguistic, textual and production models. The emergent nature of these methods 

results in a degree of unpredictability in terms of outcomes with the necessity for an ongoing 

decoding, translation, analysis and evaluation. This is achieved by a four- part model; a 

conversation between artist, object, text and audience in order to offer new insights and 

understandings. 

   The subsequent KNOW-THAT phase is propositional, an accumulation of the material 

properties of craft and the critical properties of art. The know-that is inductive, built up by 

patterns, theories and generalisations emerging and shaped by the experience of multiple 

methods of working. These combined into a methodology of making demonstrate that practice-

based research can create new apprehensions but that an object produced as part of the research 

may not, in itself, embody knowledge. However, the text produced in conjunction with the 

work may illuminate a new way of creating apprehensions that can be classed as new insights 

and understandings 
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TRANSATLANTIC TRANSGRESSIONS 
 
 
 

My purpose in examining the radical ceramic practitioners of the American West Coast in the 

1960s and1970s is in order to understand their motivations and practices and to use these as a 

means of contrast in pinpointing the distinctiveness of an ongoing English tradition. I aim to 

demonstrate that a functional discursive field existed, including literature and discourse. I 

suggest that we can learn from this moment in developing an English discursive field. 

My subjects are Robert Arneson and Howard Kottler, two artists whose work entered the 

American mainstream and whose biographies offer material for further investigation. Whilst 

printing onto plates during the MA Printmaking course (Northampton University College, 

2002-2004) my research led me to Kottler and subsequently to Arneson as artists escaping 

traditional formats in order to satirise their cultures. Their blagues, conspicuous alienations, 

were consequently understood as a constructive introduction to this enquiry. 

Mythmaking, often identified with the artist’s persona, that of the artist as outcast, tends to 

position the individual as a romantic emblem of subversion. In contesting this conception my 

objective is an alternative analysis and a focus based on specific forms of alienation and their 

contexts. Although positioned as marginal figures in a global setting, these ceramicists have 

attracted their own mythical cargoes, aping the formidable alienations of Pollock, de Kooning 

and Rothko. Myths substituting for the art of Arneson and Kottler have obscured the work and 

have become validating emblems in the absence of close readings. It is the purpose of this 

enquiry to uncover the opposing convention, that of the voice. 

This case study situates biographical information within a wider socio-political examination, 

balancing evidence of the life with fresh interrogations of the artworks, using alienation as 

focus. Previous readings have, understandably, focused on the artists’ technical innovations 

and these with their medical histories are attractive to myth making, but here instead, I avoid 

the cultural assumptions celebrated by the myth.
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As I shall explain, the dominance of the New York art world with its privileges and dismissal of 

West Coast art, had a profound effect on the latter’s critical exposure. 

In applying theories of alienation to these artists I shall initially cite Keyan Rostam’s useful 

means in identifying alienation with triadic limitations.15 These are: 

1 The outside: the geophysical environment. 

2 The intersubjective: the realm of social interrelations with others. 

3 The inside: the biological, psychological and spiritual conditions. 

 

 

 
Robert Arneson (1930-1993) 

 

 
In the case of Robert Arneson these three forms were interwoven rather than discrete, 

combining to create a wilful antagonism. At Mills College he resented the fact that as an 

MFA student he was barred from seminars in which painters and sculptors discussed ideas, 

denying him physical and academic environments. Distanced, too, from the ceramicists who 

insisted on this separation by evaluating a professional practice on the basis of skills, 

Arneson became isolated. 

Further estrangement derived from the dominant ceramic voice being heard at Otis 

University, Los Angeles. The Peter Voulkos-led group, influenced by abstract expressionism 

and fetishization of surface, provoked Arneson into a response of Dada-esque figuration. 

The first demonstration of his estrangement from the fine art and ceramic abstract 

expressionist communities was the Funk John of 1963 (illus1), the most vulgar subject 

matter with which to attack ceramic decorum. 16 The sexual anatomy, excrement and 

scatological graffiti combined in an act described by the artist as ‘potty training’. I have 

found no further reference to this comment in the Arneson literature, but I interpret this 

beyond the obvious reference to childhood. I suggest that this can be seen as a metaphor for 

the preliminary stage of an activity to be developed into a mature artistic practice. 

Inevitable references to Duchamp’s urinal were rejected: Duchamp did not make a toilet, 

he made an untoilet, his work was about transformation. 17 Removed from exhibition by the 

sponsor and later destroyed, the work’s importance to Arneson’s practice and to ceramic 

history is only available now as a photograph, limiting the references available to the viewer. 

It is clear, however, on that evidence alone that Funk John is the first ceramic blague of the 

modern era. 
 

 

 

 
 

15 Keyan Rostam, Being and Alienation (New York: The Philosophical Library, 1981), P. 22. 
16 Bruce Conner first applied the term ‘funk’ to his assemblages in 1957, but according to Peter Plagens, Funk in 

1967 was historically late, having appeared in jazz circles, the term implies an improvisation, looseness and 

difference. Peter Plagens, Sunshine Muse, Art of the West Coast 1945-1970 (Berkeley: University of California 

Press, 1999), P. 87. 
17 The potty training and Duchamp statements were made in a conversation with Jonathan Fineberg, June 27th, 

1990. Jonathan Fineberg, Art Since 1940: Strategies of Being (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall, 

1995), P. 287. 
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Hegel had remarked that …an art removed to a zone of safety had little effect on our 

existence, 18 Arneson had removed his work from a zone of safety into one of controversy 

with evident tensions between the artist’s need for recognition and his willingness to cause 

offence to audiences and institutions alike. Subsequent Johns were followed by an extended 

series of trophies suggesting deep-seated, gnawing tensions. Intestine-like handles, multiple 

breasts and female genitalia all featured, referencing and sublimating the sexual prowess 

inherent in athletic trophies: Trophies that were dealing with some aspect of my body. 19 

Touch was often referenced via fingers and the eroticism of touch became an increasingly 

iconographic and self-reflexive element in subsequent work. Also, an increasing deafness 

furthered his isolation, adding to his alienations. 

Karen Rosenberg, in the New York Times, 1st August 2013, suggests that the trophies have a 

sly countercultural agenda, but my reading differs. My reading of the trophies is that Arneson 

is recoding existing forms as an act of subversion rather than as a countercultural activity- 

blagues as attack and in no way constructive. Hal Foster’s definition of subcultural practice is 

a valuable application to this work and is usefully stated in full: 

Subcultural practice differs from the countercultural in that it recodes cultural 

signs rather than poses a revolutionary programme of its own. Far from an inert 

sociological category, the subcultural must be grasped as a textual activity. 

Plural and symbolic, its resistance is performed through a spectacular 

transformation of a whole range of commodities, values common-sense 

attitudes, through a parodic collage of the privileged signs of gender, class and 

race that are contested, confirmed, customised. In this bricolage, the false nature 

of these stereotypes is exposed as is the arbitrary character of the social/sexual 

lines that they define.’ 20 

During the hippy and flower power countercultural zeitgeist of the late 1960s, Arneson was 

able to adopt this parodic collage as a personal subcultural vehicle. Embracing the freedoms of 

the Californian counterculture, Arneson was able to contest both social and professional 

stereotypes. It was, in fact, largely due to the countercultural permissions that he was able to 

engage with his subcultural blagues. 

In order to construct these blagues, Arneson adopted a low status white earthenware clay 

which enabled him to use bright ‘so-called‘hobbycraft’ colours,’ paints and transfers, an 

eclectic mix of surface and colour lavishly connoting amateurism. 

Art historical references were always a feature of Arneson’s work and generated a mocking 

response to the American Bicentennial celebrations in 1976. George and Mona in the Baths at 

Coloma, now in the Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam (illus2) voiced the torrid affair between art 

and commerce: 

I did a portrait of George Washington from the dollar bill. I had it blown up 

with all the etching marks glazed in dollar bill green. The head of Leonardo’s 

Mona Lisa with clothes taken off and put them in a mud bath together. The title 
 

 
 

18 GWF. Hegel, Vorlesung uber die Aesthetik.1 (H G. Hotho, 1935), pp.134ff. Uns gilt die Kunst nicht mehr als 

die Hochste Weise in Welcher die Wahrheit sich existeug 
19 Robert Arneson, ‘Scowhegen Lecture’, Scowhegen School of Painting and Sculpture, Maine (1979). 
20 Hal Foster, Recodings: Art, Spectacle, Cultural Politics (Seattle: Bay Press, 1985), P.170. 
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is after the town in the foothills of the Sierra Nevada where the 1848 gold rush 

began. There was George letching after Mona trying to get culture. 21
 

My reading is that the work exists as a cogent matrix of signifiers, of power, politics, 

commerce, art hierarchies, sex and celebrity. 

Five years later there were twin rejections causing Arneson personal distress. Commissioned 

to commemorate the assassinated mayor of Los Angeles, the work was rejected amidst 

controversy, shortly followed by stinging criticism from the East Coast. In response to 

Arneson’s work in the ‘Ceramic Sculpture: Six Artists’ exhibition in the Whitney Museum, 

December 1981, prominent critic Hilton Kramer not only damned the work itself but used 

Arneson as a symbol to damn ceramics, West Coast artists and the Californian lifestyle. Kramer 

took the view that art had to be serious, no jokes, and that no serious artist would work in clay 

or live outside New York. 

Deeply offended, Arneson produced a mordant response, a work thumbing its nose at what 

the artist saw as self-righteous pomposity. The life-sized self- portrait Californian Artist (illus3) 

is a denim clothed figure, shirt open (navel gazing), eyes blank, a disintegrating pedestal, beer 

bottles, cigarette butts and marijuana plants at the foot of the plinth. The work is a blague not 

only mocking Kramer’s view, but it can also be read as deriding artists’ semi-heroic self- 

portraits over the centuries. 

By using a basic cast of his own head Arneson was able to produce two hundred self - 

portraits in a stream-of-consciousness practice. A typical example, Klown, (illus4) references 

the facial distortions of Messerschmidt’s sculptures. Klown, the spelling amplifying the 

jokiness, points to the hobbyist genre of bad clown painting whilst evoking the tradition of the 

clown as metaphor for the artist, the sad outsider looking in. Harnessing low culture to the 

museum, Arneson had commented on kitsch rather than actually producing it. These 

representations, investigating identity, oscillate between private fetish and public totem, the 

shifting appearances subverting the idea of a stable identity. They stand in opposition to a 

celebrity’s self-identity, for example, Monroe’s instantly recognisable Marilyn-ness whatever 

her role. 

Cindy Sherman, in undermining established genres, transforms herself into invented 

characters, becoming other. The moral implication of Sherman’s use of satire lies in its ability 

to reveal and therefore to critique the artifice of constructions of identity, myth and archetype 

and the social and psychological character that they manifest. Arneson has reversed that 

process, adopting another’s appearance, characteristics and mythologies. In doing so he has 

signalled ‘this is not really me.’ He is not playing a role but quoting a character, acting, as it 

were, in quotation marks. 

During my interview with Arneson’s studio assistant Carole Windham she directed me to 

the importance of French Connection of 1991, an image that I had previously overlooked.22 

Despite their humorous facades the double self-portraits and masks explore a disturbing assault 

on self-determination. The return of his cancer in the late 1980s appears to have intensified 
 

 
 

21 Robert Arneson, lecture, San Francisco Institute of Art, (1979). 
22 Carole Windham was one of Arneson’s last studio assistants, returning to the UK and completing her studies 

at the Royal College of Art. She is a practicing ceramic artist, writing on her work with Arneson in On the Edge 

in Ceramic Review 150 (Sept/Oct 1996). The interview is dated 27th March 2014. 
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Arneson’s isolation with the artist using his work as a process of self-examination and the 

construction of a persona. 

Arneson had made images of several major artists but an increasing obsession with Jackson 

Pollock revealed his identification with the ‘American artist,’ Arneson, too, seeing himself as 

a distinctly American artist. Pollock’s tragedy induced Arneson to articulate the tensions 

between his sense of identity and public recognition. Arneson’s graphic style began to evolve 

into joint portraits with layered images. The self-doubt, too, echoed that attributed to Pollock.23
 

There is an element of paradox here. This research aims to valorise the work apart from the 

myth, whilst Arneson was engaging with Pollock’s myth in order to create his own persona. In 

fact, his last works, including the Chemo Series (not blagues, so not illustrated) were the 

ruthlessly objective reactions of a man facing imminent death. 

Arneson was reading Jung and referencing the process of self-examination and the 

construction of a persona. Jung proposed the persona as a consciously created personality or 

identity and applied the term explicitly due to its twin meanings of personality and the masks 

used by Roman actors expressive of the roles being played. Referencing the Brechtian 

condition, the argument is that the persona is no more than a well-played role, a compromise 

between the individual and society as to what an individual should appear to be. 

One work from 1988 is representative of both the Pollock imagery and gives the clearest 

understanding of Arneson’s mindset at the time. J and Jung is large scale (182cms x 71cms x 

83cms) (illus5) and depicts Pollock with psychic demons discharging from ears, eyes and 

mouth. The reference to Jung relates to Pollock’s time in therapy but also resonates with 

Arneson’s demons. Jung’s theory of individuation can be readily applied to Arneson and his 

work of this period.24 The theory is applied to the personal history of the individual who goes 

through a series of stages in the life cycle. During this cycle the individual goes through a series 

of archetypal experiences and incorporates them into his or her personal life. This piecing 

together is referred to as individuation, the process usually beginning in mid to later life when 

the individual has acquired sufficient maturity to come to terms with these experiences. Jung 

describes the difficulty of coming to terms with the persona and the shadow, the darker and 

more dangerous side of the personality. In Arneson’s case the relationship between 

individuation and social alienation can be seen as a means of recognising developments in his 

later work. 

So how does Arneson relate to this enquiry’s later examination of contemporary English 

satire and is there evidence that ceramics has ever been an effective critical strategy? There are 

individual works that are monumental in scale and intention, notably The Californian Artist, 

controversial and latterly iconic, now situated in The San Francisco Museum of Modern Art. 

Monuments are powerful, their materials suggesting permanence, markers of memory and 

history because they operate both iconically and indexically. They can evoke feelings through 

material and form and in these cases symbolise social narratives of periods and events. 
 

 

 
 

23 The degree of doubt was unbelievable at times: Lee Krasner. In an exhibition catalogue interview with Lee 

Krasner Pollock. B H. Friedman, Jackson Pollock, Black and White, (New York: Marlborough Gallery, 1969), 
P. 8. 
24 CG Jung. Memories, Dreams, Reflections, ed. by Aniela Jaffe, trans by Richard and Clare Winston (New 

York: Pantheon Books, 1963). 
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We can learn from Arneson in his later alienation from the self as he speaks directly to the 

lack of a stable core in narcissism, becoming unfamiliar as the boundaries between self and 

other widen. Writing during this period, social historian Christopher Lasch argued that: 

 

Self-absorption defines the moral climate of contemporary society. The 

conquest of nature and the search for new frontiers have given way to the search 

for self-fulfilment. Narcissism has become one of the central themes of 

American culture.25
 

 

Viewing Funk as an example of visual culture demonstrates how images contribute to socio- 

cultural networks, possessing signification based on the Zeitgeist, the cultural moments they 

expose. Arneson’s work is an example of how these networks of relations form meaning in the 

cultural narrative of Funk. He acts as a synecdoche for the American Funk movement, his 

nonconformism signifying a sub-cultural political expression unique to that specific period. 

Arneson’s blagues remain compelling today. Their prescient articulation of self-absorption, 

one of the most unsettling cultural phenomena of recent times, finds echoes in selfies, 

Facebook, Instagram and YouTube, subjects to be explored in the English case studies. In 

specific terms, Arneson’s use of graffiti and diaristic commentary on some works presages 

contemporary practices but in the wider arena his use of vernacular subject and means allows 

for taste to be adopted, adapted and contested by a wide range of audiences. 

Arneson’s work exposes an ongoing concern regarding the myth, the man and the disjunction 

between them. The gap between what we experience viscerally and that mediated by images 

from television and social media is critical to our time. By articulating this conflict Arneson 

constructed sets of relationships as tangible objects, allowing the viewer to act in consideration 

of such relations. 

Ultimately, there is the question ‘was the affront a success?’ The reactions to the toilets, the 

Los Angeles commission fiasco, the response to Hilton Kramer and the subsequent clamour 

for his work by major museums appear to indicate that invective, irascibility and nonsense were 

successful means of skewering perceived nonsense. 

 

 

 
Howard Kottler (1930-1989) 

 

 
When seeking originality in an artist during the 1960s, critics would describe work by a painter 

who learned by imitation as derivative, whereas writers on ceramics revered tradition and skill 

developed through imitation of exemplars, notably the Japanese cult of the informed and 

explicatory copy. Whether copy or appropriation, differences exist between these and the 

original phenomenon which Sickert called ‘the coefficient of error’ and which may contain a 

vitality of their own.26 Copies or appropriations may reveal more of themselves and their 
 

 

 
 

25 Christopher Lasch, The Culture of Narcissism: American Life in an Age of Diminishing Expectations (New 

York: WW Norton, 1979), p.25. 
26 Michael Ayrton, British Drawing (London: Collins, 1946), P. 162. 
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authors as they may place greater emphasis on one aspect rather than another of the original. 

To compare these is to become part of a three-way conversation. 

Appropriation is an act of power and repositioning, in this instance into an interstitial space. 

It is this uncertain space that I want to explore in relation to Howard Kottler’s professional 

alienation in parallel with the defining circumstance of the homosexuality acting as bedrock to 

his character. Whilst Robert Arneson reacted volubly to the dominant East Coast ceramics, 

Kottler reacted against both its materiality and overt masculinity27
 

Trained and skilled in the traditions and decorum of ceramics, Kottler followed an academic 

path, achieving one of the first PhDs in ceramics in 1964, followed by tenure at Seattle State 

University. 28 I am, however, proposing Howard Kottler as the first genuine ceramic 

postmodernist, his work bridging traditional graphic representations and later diverse practices. 

His use of appropriation, ornamentation, historicism and metaphor, all postmodern tropes, 

attest to this positioning which is yet to be fully recognised. My reading is that there are two 

factors impeding acknowledgement of Kottler’s contribution to postmodern discourse. Firstly, 

industrial technologies have always been anathema to the studio potters focused on the hand 

and truth to materials. Secondly, the appropriation of industrial whiteware and decals was 

initiated by art rather than craft students, those to whom Kottler would be invisible as 

precedent. Blaming Kottler’s lack of exposure on the Howard Kottler Testamentary Trust, critic 

Regina Hackett has written: 

Kottler’s view is entirely his own and deserves a place equal to Voulkos in 

Twentieth Century art history, instead it has become near erasure…what are you 

trust people doing? He was ahead of his time and his time has come.29 

The primary focus of this case study is Kottler’s series of decal plates, cultural and political 

satires on contemporary American society, its attitudes and prejudices.30 Dissatisfied with the 

imperfections of his own hand-made plates, Kottler turned to commercial white blanks, the 

epitome of a clean precision and polar opposite of the dominant visceral expressionist aesthetic 

of the East Coast grouping. This choice alone constitutes a blague. Factory china and porcelain 

are regarded as the antithesis of craft activity by traditional ceramicists, and in the UK, for 

example, Paul Scott, academic and innovator, has been denied status by the Crafts Council for 

his use of white ware whilst I have received verbal abuse for such use on occasion. 

As a Jewish homosexual his politics, puns and innuendos stemmed from powerful social and 

artistic alienations. The Kottler strategy was to take familiar potent existing representations 

such as Lincoln and the flag, images loaded with pre-existing meanings, and to construct new 

and ironic contexts, a standard form of postmodern critique. The reworking of familiar imagery 

allowed Kottler to reveal the underlying assumptions, politics and interests and their hold on 

the public imagination. Some images derived from commercial decals and in reworking these 

 

27 An example of the attitude of the Voulkos Otis group’s attitude is Paul Soldner’s comment; ‘Kids are getting 

more and more effeminate in their art- work. It’s part of the minimal kick and highly lustered ‘old lady’ glazes 

and the use of sensual qualities as against the more masculine ones.’ Paul Soldner, ‘Pottery Workers’ Very 

Feminine in Styles Today.’ Ponca City, Oklahoma News, (3rd May 1970), American Craft Council Archives, 

Objects: USA file. [accessed 1 February 2019]. 
28 Howard Kottler, An Exhibition of Pottery in Support of Three Processes in Ceramics (Doctoral Thesis, Ohio 

State University, 1964). 
29 Regina Hackett, Kottler’s Wonderful Decal Plates at last get some Attention. Seattle Post Intelligencer (7th 

October 2004). [accessed 1 February 2019]. 
30 Decal is the American term for a transfer and is used in this context as it is the word used by Kottler himself. 
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reworked images, Kottler, following Duchamp’s precedent, was creating second order 

readymades. 

Not only did the politics of the work pose potential problems for its reception, the medium 

of choice could easily be misread as a craft-based activity. Kottler’s trick was to draw the 

viewer in via his refined ware and expose the social constructions from which they derived. 

Technique beyond requirements can result in mannerism, but Kottler’s strength was in working 

across established disciplinary boundaries. He could be identified as a printmaker working in 

the context of ceramics as easily as a ceramicist working in the context of printmaking. The 

creative tension in the work derives from the combination of two distinct formats, enabling 

new insights to emerge. 

No artistic action or pattern of behaviour is dysfunctional in itself, it can only be termed as 

such in relation to action or behaviour of a different nature. Tensions occur when establishment 

functions are frustrated by activities such as Kottler’s reworkings of entrenched icons. His 

choice of plates as a medium, is in itself a blague, suggesting a souvenir quality, one in which 

garish colours and images become acceptable due to the way in which a souvenir narrows the 

gap between experience and recollection. 31 Such objects can become promiscuous 

communicators and Kottler’s plates reveal themselves as: 

1 Signs of status and identity 

2 Vehicles of meaning and equivalence between cultures 

3 Bearers of aesthetic value 

4 Components of ritual 

5 Objects of discourse 

As in the case of Robert Arneson, Kottler embraced practices frowned on by 

traditionalists and rather than amplifying the object’s materiality he adopted industrial 

processes and qualities as a basis for his art-historical recodings. 

Some images, the shredded American flag for example, are readily understood as examples 

of 1960s iconoclasm and anti-establishment rhetoric, but the target audience exceeded the 

hippy anti-war community. The voice in an early work, the Peace March’plate (illus6) was 

already highlighting things out of order, seriousness undermined, a tongue-in-cheek 

theatricality suggesting a Busby Berkeley chorus line, close to camp but with an acidic 

sharpness. 

Kottler’s first major series, American Supperware, Drip Dry and Envelope, 1969 (illus7) is 

a collection of images deconstructing the American flag and his most overtly political act. 

Explaining his estrangement, he spoke of his uncertainties: Things that more or less I looked 

up to as being stable were no longer stable and I couldn’t be certain of anything anymore. 32 By 

cutting out areas of the stars and stripes Kottler began to focus on absence and loss as a major 

theme and this strategy is exhibited in his religious alienations. Jewish by birth, his customary 

restraint gives way to hostility in the face of Catholic symbols and icons. 
 
 

31 Raphael Samuel suggests that historians have become accustomed to thinking of commemoration and 

souvenirs as a cheat, something which ruling classes impose on the subaltern classes as a weapon of social 

control, a means of generating consensus and legitimating the status quo by reference to a mythologised version 

of the past. Raphael Samuel, Theatres of Memory (London: Verso, 1994), P.17. 
32 Vicki Halper, Look Alikes, The Decal Plates of Howard Kottler (Washington: Tacoma Art Museum, 2004), 

p.19. 
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Art objects may use formal complexity and technical virtuosity to disturb expectations 

(Dada, Surrealism) and create cognitive ambivalence, but a border object is a more challenging 

concept due to the dependence on the contexts within which it is used. Kottler’s Last/Lost 

Supper erasures (illus8) constitute an important contribution to postmodern strategies of 

representation and wordplay. These border objects are part of a complex of liminal situations 

in which they may enact epistemic characteristics. Themes of protest may develop out of 

attempts to overcome the tensions between individual communities and hierarchies and access 

to institutional arenas denied by authority. Kottler’s flags and religious reworkings exist as 

examples of this form. 

The Pope plates of 1969, Bar Mitzvah Boy (illus9) and Paisley Pope caused indignation. The 

Star of David skullcap and Paisley patterning caused offence to those who otherwise accepted 

sentimental imagery on garish religious souvenir plates. These plates are objects out of place 

and ‘objects’ as Levi-Strauss says: have places. One way of knowing their place is recognising 

when they are out of place, when the semiotic order is breached. Being out of place, 

consequently disturbing semiotic coherence and the natural order of things thus gives an object 

cultural power. 33
 

Whilst aware of Pop and Funk as strategies, Kottler was more concerned with the ironies, 

double-entendres and puns that could extend the literal content of the work and with which he 

could enact via art historical recodings. Following the examples of Duchamp and Magritte he 

assisted the work by the inscription of text but with the interference of textual and visual 

wordplay. What’s in a Name? is a plate labelled Mona Lisa by Howard Kottler, revealing 

himself as the artist and in this he is quite correct, the work references the mind not the hand. 

(The Mona Lisa references used by both Arneson and Kottler indicate these artists’ transaction 

with art’s histories). As he observed: 

I really don’t know why I started to use titles. I do know I liked the way the 

words braced the forms, I always wanted to incorporate the title directly into the 

surface. Titles add another way of looking, they can be a means of getting into 

the piece, and at the same time the work can have other dimensions because of 

the way the title relates to it, directly or indirectly.34
 

 

 
The pursuit of a great image rather than a great painting is a theme of American regional art 

(Washington Crossing the Delaware). American regional art becomes illustration in the case 

of Norman Rockwell and in the case of Grant Wood’s American Gothic it negotiates a path 

from regionalism to national consciousness. Such art derives its strength from shared values 

with which Kottler used the image as a basis for a series of plates suggesting the couple’s 

possible secrets and insecurities. In this alternative world the artist parodied vaudeville black 

faced minstrels with whitened faces and critiqued Nixon’s silent majority by removing their 

mouths. The same sex couple in Lookalikes, Restless Sex and Playmate Conditioner suggest a 

conflicted duo, conservative, racist and gay, a Silent White Majority (illus 10).This series above 

all others reflects on Kottler’s specific alienations, professional, sexual and psychosocial and 

become the artist’s influence and medium. 
 

 
 

33 Claude Levi-Strauss in Ian Woodward, Understanding Material Culture (London: Sage, 2009), P.77. 
34 Patricia Failing, Howard Kottler Face to Face (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1995), P.35. 
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As in advertising, some of the audience identify with the subjects of American Gothic whilst 

others hold it in condescension or contempt. The original painting is usually understood as an 

image of Midwestern probity, but an alternative reading suggests a satire on a repressive 

culture, a view supported by its frequent use as parody. 

There is greater acidity in them, which isolates the work from the camp element evident in 

his later work. Unlike camp, these are blagues, satirical objects using sarcasm, ridicule, irony 

and caricature to attack and expose what he regarded as the vices and follies of society, they 

exist as a form of reprisal. In defining these works as blagues, it requires reiteration that this 

was the period of Nixon’s America, reactionary, racist and virulently anti-homosexual. The 

work is antithetical to the existing hegemony. 

For over half a century Kottler’s plates have received less exposure than merited. An analysis 

of his plate series suggests that this lack may be partly due to the time frame in which they have 

existed, his technologies (scissors and scalpel) sidelined by recent and immense industrial, 

technical and digital progress. 

Howard Kottler’s singular approach oscillates between mimicking the clichés of a 

commercial vernacular language whilst allowing the work to be read from a formal ‘high art’ 

perspective. The popular codes and cultural meanings deny immediate assimilation by the 

institutions of ‘high culture’, whilst simultaneously being outside the popular due to its 

anchorage in ‘high arts’ practices. These twin aspects allow the work to question both popular 

and high culture. 

To summarise, Kottler’s contribution to critical ceramics can demonstrate that in the hands 

of an astute and inventive artist, ceramics is capable of being adapted to specific time frames 

and related forms of representation. The work is evidence that ceramics has the capacity to 

address specific roles, issues and events. Kottler shows that critique can be aligned with specific 

alienations and, importantly, he has initiated a genre only established and developed a 

generation later. Printed ceramics now constitutes a major genre within the fine arts with 

Grayson Perry the pre-eminent practitioner. 

The socio-cultural discourses surrounding the work of these artists expose the irresoluble 

conflicts and paradoxes within a wider society. If we believe that art contributes to and reflects 

social discourse, it follows that it will, at times, generate division and plurality with the real 

possibility of offending mainstream sensibilities. These divisions are deeper than taste alone, 

they fail to explain the artists’ ridicule and the intemperate critical responses on the one hand 

and wilful neglect on the other. In offering their critical discourses these American artists 

provided coded images contesting their social marginality and act as markers of the discontents 

and alienations of a specific zeitgeist. 

Several decades later it is possible to compare on-going reaction to these historical figures. 

Arneson’s work is recognised and collected by major museums, the Stedelijk Museum in 

Amsterdam for instance. His work can now be seen to sit in a timeline between that of Daumier 

and the Chapman brothers. 

Kottler, however, remains unsung, still alien to the craft world and remote from art world 

recognition, due I think, to a combination of his chosen medium and its period. The dominant 

art figures of that era have overpowered his character and achievements, but his focus and 

processes mark him as a precursor of much that has come to be recognised as postmodern 

practice. 
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CASE STUDIES 

 

To begin this section on contemporary blageurs it is necessary to establish the essential 

difference between current British and American satirists. The American artists previously 

considered should not be regarded as typical of the overall American scene. From examination 

of a range of published examples, the majority appear to produce work that is consistently self- 

referential as demonstrated in Judith Schwartz’s Confrontational Ceramics 35. 

Mario Vargas Llosa’s useful term ensiminismamiento (being wrapped up in yourself) may 

be used profitably with regard to the American constituency, whereas British praxis will be 

shown to be largely defined by the problem in hand, the alienation is not self-focused, rather it 

is centred on the concern and is self-effacing. 

I have identified and located a culture-sharing group within ceramics, one whose shared 

language, patterns of behaviour and attitudes have merged into a discernable pattern. There is 

no common style or aesthetic involved, rather an attitude, these artists demonstrating personal 

sets of strategies when confronting issues. They offer a fluid definition of ‘ceramics’, not as 

self-sufficient but rather as a receptacle for an intersection of disparate issues, materials and 

images. 

These artists are considered on an individual basis, although there are themes, issues and 

processes which migrate between practices and which make both comparison and contrast 

useful investigative tools. A specific work or series is considered in relation to each artist, with 

some reference to how these blagues are situated within overall practices. The selected artists 

are: Stephen Dixon, Philip Eglin and Richard Slee, with Barnaby Barford and Neil 

Brownsword considered together. 

There are two issues to consider prior to examination of the individual artists. Firstly, they 

are all in various ways, storytellers.36 In his essay, The Storyteller, Walter Benjamin describes 

the activity of storytelling as: an artisan form of communication, comparing a personal artisanal 

form of exchanging experiences with the industrialised, standardised way to communicate 

information. 37 For Benjamin, storytelling opens ends, stays ambiguous in its content and leaves 

free space for interpretation. Narrating, as a complex form of communication requires both 

creative storytellers and actively involves listeners (viewers). This assertion is demonstrated in 

the Dixon and Eglin sections. 

Secondly, there is the issue of skill, which requires address as each artist, in his own way, is 

highly skilled and this constitutes part of the work’s content. 

Historically, within ceramics as in other crafts, the preferred approach has been based on 

the assumption of the object as being of prime importance, able to speak for itself, our access 

unmediated by context, location and our historical and social positioning as viewing subjects, 

the issue here being the notion that quality is of overriding importance in this analysis; 

cultures working on the assumption that there exists an accepted scale of values, valid across 
 

 
 

35 Judith Schwartz, Confrontational Ceramics (London: A&C Black, 2008). 
36 Positioning themselves as storytellers sets the UK artists apart from their American counterparts who tend 

towards the biographical. Even Neil Brownsword’s reminiscing will be seen to use a degree of distancing. 
37 Walter Benjamin. The Storyteller in Illuminations (London: Fontana, 1992) 11.2. 
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time and cultures.38 Largely discredited within these terms, outside of this focus, skill can be a 

live issue within art pedagogy, not as a bundle of techniques but, in Howard Gardner’s terms, 

a series of multiple intelligences, both conceptual and empirical.39 It is the reference to the 

artists under review and their contemporary skills in renegotiation, adaptation and 

accommodation, which merits attention. Ceramics might be considered to be a provincial 

domain when compared to contemporary mainstream fine art practices and part of the 

irritation inherent in that provincialism is watching the provincial ‘modernising’ a practice 

that is out of date into something that is also out of date. These studies focus on artists able to 

avoid such a pitfall. 

 

 

 
Stephen Dixon (b. 1957) 

 

 
Stephen Dixon as artist, professor and writer has established a respected position within 

ceramic forums. He has written on his political and social motivations and his alienation from 

the society Orwell characterised as a ‘swindle’. The line of his vision has generally received a 

positive critical reaction although there has been some criticism of political content. 

It, therefore, makes sense to consider a concern voiced with regard to Dixon’s alienations 

and their moral positioning. In 1992 Dixon was given a solo exhibition, The Seven Deadly Sins 

and the Four Last Things at Pro-Art Gallery in St Louis, Missouri. Reginald Gant, reviewing 

the exhibition, wrote: Against this portrait of modern middle- class aspirations Dixon’s posture 

of moral outrage and ridicule seems old-fashioned. How can he possibly awaken modern, moral 

sensibilities that may have slept through the roaring 80s?40 

I suggest two answers in reply to this question. The first consists in actually examining the 

work. Each piece is multi-faceted and drenched in irony and paradox; engaging with it is similar 

to shaking a Christmas snow dome. Everything is in flux, but on examination gradually settles 

and the image can be seen for what it represents rather than illustrates. Gant’s use of old- 

fashioned suggests a naivety or innocence, but a Dixon blague is harsh mockery and laughter; 

and innocence and laughter are mutually exclusive. They can only exist within a dialectic by 

accident when failing to recognise the presence of each other. 

Secondly, Gant himself refers to Dixon’s Carnival of Clay and this is exactly how Dixon 

could awaken sensibilities in the roaring 80s-that is, by Bakhtin-like carnivals, outrageous, 

over-the-top and appealing to a sensation-seeking audience. 

Historical references are a prominent feature of Dixon’s range, a demonstration of a breadth 

of knowledge and allusion. This order of evidence has been raised as a major concern, notably 

by Ignace Feuerlicht who suggests that intellectual alienation, whether personal, cultural or 

political, can trigger an anti-intellectual void as a response to this root metaphor.41
 

 

38 This is not to contradict the close examination of the objects produced by the American artists above. 

Articulation of the work is critical and discussed at length in the final LoE. Inevitable ambiguities and anomalies 

will exist in open texts. 
39 There is an extended discussion of spatial intelligence with specific reference to the object in: Howard 

Gardner, Frames of Mind: The Theory of Multiple Intelligences (New York: Basic Books, 2004), p204. 
40 Reginald Gant, Stephen Dixon’s Carnival of Clay. Ceramics Art and Perception No 9 (1992), p7. 
41 Ignace Feuerlicht, Alienation from the Past to the Future (Westport: Greenwood Press, 1978), p.157. 
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Dixon navigates this potential hazard via the use of emblems, symbols and accessible images 

from popular culture: 

My own obsessions lie within a narrative and populist tradition. .. all of these things 

share a common visual language of recognisable images, symbols and metaphors and 

are deliberately non-elitist, accessible and understandable.42
 

This is an important consideration, a microcosmic reflection on contemporary social and 

political divisions; Hogarth, as precursor, provides an example of this on-going animus between 

elites and populists. 

Intellectual and cultural differences flourish, in Gant’s 1992 America and now in Britain, 

post-referendum.43 Debate is all too often reduced to a competition of patriotisms where dissent 

from the wishes of those whose interests are tied to capital accumulation is simplified as 

unpatriotic nay-saying and from there rapidly becomes seen as a species of anti-capitalist, even 

Soviet, propaganda. As a result, alternative or progressive ideas are not even discussed, simply 

labelled as Marxist (or left-wing looney) and once one’s opponents are so labelled, they may as 

well wear carnival outfits for all the serious attention they will receive. In this context Garth 

Clark has written of ceramics’ capacity as a stealth vehicle, a kind of Trojan horse, to undertake 

narrative and allegorical excursions under the skin of British respectability.44
 

Allegory is a principle strategy, allowing Dixon to nuance his narratives and circumnavigate 

the obvious; indeed, his manipulations resemble a quickstep, a distinct contrast with much 

lumpen ceramic satire which more resembles a clog dance. He has written: 

There is also a deliberate connection with the historical (ie: unfashionable) 

tradition of allegory. I have a fascination with the allegorical sculptures, 

paintings and prints of the late Renaissance, with their rich complexity of images 

and symbols. They have their own visual language, full of narrative and cultural 

references.45
 

Dixon speaks clearly in defence of his practice.46 His focus is on the object, and objects can 

be promiscuous communicators, whether engaged phenomenologically or via signification 

(both in Dixon’s case) This promiscuity can operate at all levels, from monument to potato 

peeler. The former act as markers of history and memory, operate iconically and idexically due 

to materiality (marble, bronze) as well as symbolizing the narratives of past events. Yet the 

potato peeler can be an entangled object, both materially and ritualistically, referencing gender, 

status, ritual and intention. The contemporary object is well placed to demonstrate such 

entanglements, manoeuvred into new forms via appropriation, irreverence and humour and 

capable of analysis via numerous themes. Tim Dant, for example includes objects: As signs of 
 

 

 

 

42 StephenDixon, ‘A Partisan Self-Portrait,’ Ceramic Review, 139, (1993). (p. 27). 
43 Clark makes this suggestion in reference to Dixon’s series ‘The Sleep of Reason’ in Garth Clark, The Sleep of 

Reason, Ceramics Art and Perception,59, (2005), (P71). He had also used this analogy in Garth Clark. The 

Potter’s Art: A Complete History of Pottery in Britain (London: Phaidon Press, 1995). 
44 Garth Clark. A reference to Grayson Perry as ’The Queen of Decoupage in Shards’ in Garth Clark, Shards 

(Distributed Arts Publications, 2003), P.35. 
45 Stephen Dixon, The Sleep of Reason, Ceramics Art and Perception, 59, (2005), (P.73). 
46 Stephen Dixon, ‘Ceramics and Political Narrative’, Ceramics and Politics Symposium, Holborne Museum, 

Bath (November 14, 2014). 
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status and identity, as vehicles of meaning and equivalence within and between different 

cultures, as bearers of aesthetic value, as components of ritual and as indicators of lifestyle.47 

With these considerations prominent I am focusing on Dixon’s teapots produced as blagues 

from 1997 to 2004, made concurrently with oil can forms referencing the Gulf wars of the 

period. The resulting hybrid forms combine printed surfaces with a single figure placed on the 

lid, Sphinx (illus11). 

Dixon had sculptural credentials. As a student of Eduardo Paolozzi at the Royal College of 

Art he developed an alphabet range of cast objects and images ranging from classical 

mythology to Hollywood B movies. The ability to mix and match these cultural indicators into 

significant narratives acts to refute possible charges of naivety and is central to his practice. 

The distinction of this group of teapots is in the strategy of selection and display, isolating 

objects and images, then grouping them into an alternative form of placement. Of course, a 

‘proper’ placement is only the matrix of a discourse, not an innate property of the object. In 

this instance a selected item is removed from its original ‘proper’ placement and relocated into 

a taxonomy whereby its form and signifiers contribute as agents within the whole, More Tea 

Vicar? (illus12). 

The modelled figures, Britannia, Diana and Queen Mother types straddle each form. These 

grotesque characters, offspring of circus and carnival, target issues with an intensity only thinly 

disguised by flimsy festivity. Intentionality and agency are paramount here. We can observe 

the status of the objects as transitory, relying not only on the objects themselves, but on the 

manner of their articulation within a specific network. In their varied and transitional capacities, 

these teapots have a capacity to exist as epistemic things. Originally conceived and existing 

within a ‘proper’ function, they have been relocated within alternative strategic conditions into 

a ‘system’ function. The system function consists of the current systemic relationship of the 

thing with other things and these conditions are independent of the specific content of the 

function. 

The storytelling element of the work is most clearly seen in the imagery printed into and 

onto the ceramic surface (illus13). The range is extensive, images culled from art’s histories, 

newspapers, his own and his childrens’ drawings. The layering of these images can be read as 

being closely related to archaeologist Helen Wickstead’s practice. Wickstead makes drawings 

of objects and sites onto permatrace film. This allows her drawings to be layered. She explains: 

Layering drawings allows us to see how whatever we dig right now relates to 

what we dug a few days ago. Looking back through drawings and layering them 

in different ways can produce startling new discoveries. 48
 

There is a particular wisdom here, also evident in Philip Eglin’s work; that is the use of 

children’s drawings, that of a world surveyed by those too young to be answerable for anything 

in it. In applying these images Dixon and Eglin demonstrate a double-jointed capacity, at once 

sarcastic but also romantic in spirit. This spiritual element parallels the physical, heightened as 
 

 

 

 

47 Tim Dant, Material Culture and the Social World (Buckingham: Open University Press, 1999), P38. 
48 Helen Wickstead , ‘Layering’ in Drawing. The Purpose, ed by Leo Duff and Phil Sawdon (Bristol: Intellect, 

2008), P,19. 
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Ernst Gombrich explains, by condensation, by grotesque exaggerations and by physical 

contrasts; for example, between beauty and ugliness.49
 

These teapots and oil cans exist as Dixon’s final, specific blagues, his work having evolved 

into serious critiques of specific issues, for example the 21 Countries, which exposes American 

military aggression. 

There is, however, one teapot on which I continue to focus. This is the Diana of 1998, 

Dixon’s pot is a comment on the ongoing adulation of the Princess of Wales ten years after her 

death. This subject coincides with my own concerns a decade later and becomes a focus of 

enquiry within my own practice. Having reacted to the original media hysteria via printmaking, 

Diana’s belated public postmortem has provoked my own ceramic reaction which is illustrated 

in the Alienation LoE. 

 

 

 
Philip Eglin (b. 1959) 

 

 
Printing onto plates during my Research MA resulted in several examples of a deliberate 

discord between text and image. Not only did the words contradict the images but the identities 

of both remained unstable throughout. Reflecting on these pieces has demonstrated a 

relationship with the way in which Philip Eglin stages the intersections in his work, not as 

settled boundaries between words, images and objects but as a site of play and disruption. 

Eglin’s most significant objects, his Popes, are confrontational, corresponding to the term 

used by Philip Larkin: the artist constructing a device to be activated by the audience.50 And it 

is this concept of device and detonation which Eglin’s work merits, effectively countering 

Martha Rosler’s criticism of art frequently being a highlighting rather than engaging act. Eglin 

engages and does this by making it easy for his readers but difficult for his interpreters. 

Ambiguity and wit can be considered as twin supports for Eglin’s discourse, but in a scientific 

age, ambiguity can be seen as a problem if not a vice, but these narratives expand to plurality 

of reference as key components with multiple readings. Ambiguity’s plurality of reference is a 

key component of the language. Its organisation and exploitation are strategies for avoiding 

simplistic or didactic readings of critical work. So, readily retrievable meanings are not 

available, the strangeness of the work denies an easy semiotic reading. Rather, the object 

operates as a portal whereby a sculptural object becomes multi-screen signifiers and virtual 

rather than being simply physically grounded. This approach patently engages a contemporary 

audience used to multiple screen images and multi-layered graphics of the everyday. 

Eglin’s explicit form of realism conforms to Richard Wollheim’s twofoldness: that is, a 

reciprocal relationship between seeing an object in pictures (the recognitional aspect) and an 

awareness of the marked surface itself (the configurational aspect).51
 

 
 

49 EH Gombrich, The Cartoonist’s Armoury, Meditations on a Hobby Horse and Other Essays in The Theory of 

Art (London: Phaidon, 1963). 
50 Larkin alluded to the effect of a rocket taking off. Philip Larkin, The pleasure Principle in Required Writings, 

Miscellaneous Pieces 1955-1982 (London: Faber, 1983). P. 80. 
51 James Elkins, On Pictures and the Words that Fail Them (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), 

P.5. 
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Both form and marked surface are crucial in recognising Eglin’s achievement. (illus14). By 

focusing both on the systems of fabrication and systems of signification, the logic of his artistic 

process can be articulated. A mode of analysis limited to one sense would be a flawed account 

of experiencing these figures due to the multi-sensory nature of that experience. 

It is in the nature of much current writing on the crafts to frame them in their history and to 

attach footnotes, producing didactic interpretations couched in the language of academic, 

historical, thematic and material, comfortingly authenticated, but Eglin’s figures are full of the 

visual equivalent of sound bites, diverse images, captions, references, their diversity 

challenging their audience to operate in unspecified territories and contexts and to construct 

personal connections. Consequently, the artwork is not simply an existent material entity, 

rather, it is a scaffold, a structure permeated by lacunae, uncertainties and possibilities. 

Parallel with his figures, Eglin’s Buckets (illus15) demonstrate the diversity of technique, 

imagery and mark making. He likens the results to TV channel hopping and to the loop tape 

where there is no beginning and end. So how might a viewer engage with an Eglin work? The 

gaze suggests inappropriate stability. Is there an iconography of the stare? This too suggests 

the static. The glance, however, is a useful form of perspective for registering other planes. 

This problem has an historical precedent suggested by Ronald Paulson: 

Indeed, Hogarth’s is an art of multiple gestalts, one shifting into another as in a 

series of optical illusions. ..... his prints refuse to stand still, continuing to impose 

new gestalts and defeat expectations as long as we look at them. Sometimes the 

initial impression is one of visual confusion.52
 

Brian O’Doherty has written on the vernacular glance with regard to the multiple layering 

of images and texts in the work of Robert Rauschenberg.53 This form of observation is the polar 

opposite to the 19th Century pastoral walk, the vernacular glance is not so much a form of 

museum watching as a form of movie watching. 

Eglin’s promiscuous mark making shares common features with much of the mark making 

in 20th Century painting. Disorderly, dislocated and eluding coherent narrative and symbolic 

consistency, these fragments combine as objects conceptually and linguistically awkward and 

challenging. Whilst the strangeness of the female figures denies an easy reading, Madonna Col 

Bambino (illus16), the Popes are an explicit target and the attack is direct. 

And here Eglin’s voice, the mental template, is distinctive. Form, facture, decoration and 

text engage of necessity, and engagement is paramount. Eglin gives lavishly because even the 

greatest work will not continue to engage and surprise us if it did not give us something to 

remember in the first place. There is an intersection of the political and the aesthetic in these 

Popes. Their disjunctions mirror the ongoing religious and social tensions surrounding sexual 

abuse. The constant crossing of codes is symptomatic of postmodern fragmentation, refusing 

illusions of a fixed system of representation. 

An Eglin ceramic Pope, a blague, exposes a loathing of the hypocrisy and sexual scandals 

still affecting the Catholic church. This alienation and anti-Catholic posture, is a reference to 

typical prints of the eighteenth century, all visual counterparts of the inflammatory cry of ‘No 
 
 

52 Ronald Paulson, Art and Politics 1750-1764, Volume 3 (Cambridge: Lutterworth, 1993), P.56. 
53 Brian O’Doherty, ‘Rauschenberg and the Vernacular Glance.’ Art in America, 61. (September-October 

1973), (pp.82-87). 
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Popery.’ This is not a critique of religion as such nor its right to exist, but the assumed right of 

prelates to dogmatize upon the nature of things and the special competence it claims for itself 

and for knowing man’s place in the world. 

Eglin regards himself as a maker of vessels, these figures are conceived as vessels and in 

their hollow forms the works reference containment both actual and metaphorical. These border 

objects can be agile and provocative means of organising a disorder or of disorganising an 

order, with actual, performative or liturgical scope for the artefact. In order to showcase his 

figures, Eglin calls upon a consummate skill. There are very substantial practical problems in 

manipulating soft sheets of wet clay and in joining, stacking and cantilevering hollow forms to 

resist gravity whilst drying and firing. In achieving these self-supporting anatomies, the poses 

conform to the material’s requirements in a way similar to the requirements made by limewood 

for the Northern Renaissance sculptors.54
 

In conjunction with the articulation of these forms, Eglin’s work is notable for the recycling 

of the social discards of industrial capitalism into a new productive system; the ribs of a Coke 

bottle form the Virgin’s skirt and plaster casts of packaging form fingers, ears and toes, all of 

which semaphore character and liveliness. As opposed to ceramics’ theoretical expanded field 

this is an expanded practice via an established technique, that of mould making. Referencing 

the past, the figures are re-energised and illuminated both by this recycling in conjunction with 

the decoration, the drawings, transfers and variety of mark making with slips and glazes, 

establishing a novel figurative tradition. 

The selected figure, Dog’s Toe Twirler is one of Eglin’s Popes, Prostitutes and Pooches 

series (illus17) an example of his use of drawing, text, anagrams and references to 

contemporary culture. The figure references one of Eglin’s favoured sources, Staffordshire 

flatback figures. The flatback was constructed in order to be sited on a shelf or cupboard using 

minimum space but with maximum stability. The flat back would, of course, not be seen, but 

Eglin uses it as a canvas to suggest the currents beneath the church’s superstructure, the 

improper behind the ceremonial facade. There is within it, ambiguity, the emphasis on condoms 

being both ‘how to’ and a comment on the church’s opposition to contraception. This Pope 

demonstrates the relationship between the recognitional aspect and the configurational, the 

mark making. Beneath the drawing and the surface marks there is an avoidance of over- 

refinement, the seams from the moulds are left as an indication of the work’s facture and make 

another reference to traditional robust Staffordshire wares. 

Eglin’s trick is to frame the work in its own history and to add footnotes (literally in the case 

of one figure, ‘pedo’ being inscribed on the foot). The object may be sorted into a category: 

historical, process, theme, purpose, contribution to tradition, but additional personal references 

and contexts can simultaneously locate it as alien. More comprehensively than any artist in this 

medium, Eglin’s work defines the blague as a form of mocking cruelty, criticism accompanied 

by schoolboy laughter. The Popes are fabricated with care, traditional materials and processes 

act as a counterpoint to the drawings, prints anagrams and brushwork. These figures challenge 

both the aesthetic and social norms of their period, they appear to exist outside their time. Both 

their recognitional and configurational aspects are ahead of traditional contemporary ceramic 
 

54 The typical cracking of a log of light hardwood like limewood is a radical pattern of splits running from its 

ends, for which the term is ’starshake’. What Baxendall calls sublimated starshake can be detected in the lines 

of Renaissance sculptures which feature radically extended vertical forms that are unlikely to suffer tangential 

shrinkage and hence disastrous cracking-the determining factor in the period’s sculptural compositions. 
Referenced in Glenn Adamson, Thinking Through Craft (Oxford: Berg, 2007), P75. 
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figuration whilst simultaneously describing a return to processes of figuration either forgotten 

or overtaken by newer technologies. These blagues are, in fact, a form of double negative in 

which a superseded language acts to reify contemporary speech itself (graffiti). 

Philip Eglin’s Popes provide a marked contrast to his regular positive statements; the female 

figures, the Virgins and crucifixions are all largely celebratory. There are critical elements on 

certain figures and on the buckets, but the Popes demonstrate a brutal contrast, a virulent 

response to the perceived corruption of the Catholic church. 

 

 
Barnaby Barford (b. 1970) 

 

 
The purpose in linking the blagues of two younger artists is to demonstrate Goncourt’s 

anarchic schoolboy humour and to contrast the means by which they produce their figurative 

narratives.55 In their early thirties when making these blagues, both have moved away from 

satire, Barford into monumental sculpture and video and Brownsword into the social 

documentation of Stoke-on-Trent’s declining ceramics industries. 

Barford uses figurines, predominantly Meissen-inspired copies, but also kitsch figures 

collected from EBay and car boot sales. His strategy is to cut then reassemble and repaint the 

figures in order to recontextualize them into contemporary narratives. Joseph Cornell spoke of 

found objects in alliance with other impulses to be avenues of awareness and Barford’s 

figurines in their reworked contexts follow Cornell’s dictum precisely: Found objects-it’s a 

material we’re all very comfortable with-the impact is to be challenged, shocked by it.56
 

The most disturbing factor in these reworkings is the use of children as subject matter. Unlike 

Dixon and Eglin referencing innocence, Barford’s children could exist in a horror movie: 

I think the children represent us  all. They represent our innocence    our 

characteristics have not changed. I want to make work about our society now, 

our society in relation to history and to the future and it really wouldn’t matter 

what era I visited or lived in as the human condition hasn’t changed.57
 

The disjunction between childhood and depicted events is made even more disquietening by 

Barford’s titles: Wonderland! What Fucking Postcode’s That? (illus18). And on Humpty 

Dumpty being cracked open Stick That on YouTube. 

Barford’s tableaux succeed in contesting the previous lives of the figures, whether 

originating in palace ware, the grand tables of the European Eighteenth Century or the homely, 

reassuring conversation pieces of the cottage mantelpiece. Linking ceramic histories and 

contemporary events allows Barford to challenge prevailing assumptions and expose 

characteristics best suppressed. 
 

 

 

55 Mockery as the structured maintenance of childhood-eternal. Cited in Walter Redfern, French Laughter 

(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008), P5. 
56 Barnaby Barford Interview with Kate Donnelly. Kate Donnelly, ‘Barnaby Barford,’ Kate Donnelly [on line] 
newdesks@k8bdonnelly.2010-2014 [accessed 29 October 2014]. 

 

57 Donnelly interview. 

mailto:newdesks@k8bdonnelly.2010-2014
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In the storytelling tradition of Chaucer and Hogarth, Barford uses dark humour in a 

reworking of the latter’s rake’s and harlot’s progresses. The Big Win, A Modern Morality Tale 

(illus19), commissioned by the Laing Art Gallery, Newcastle, is a series of six tableaux telling 

the story of a young layabout lottery winner. The sting in the tale is due to the public being 

asked to decide on the ultimate scene. Perversely, as is the case with such referenda, after 1200 

suggestions, Barford was able to add another layer of discomfort by opting for the rake selling 

his story to the media, thus enhancing his celebrity and financial status. 

It should be noted that there is an acute irony and paradox in the circumstance of this work 

as it represents a critique of lottery-funded indulgence actually funded by the national lottery 

itself. Other Barford work continues to reflect his views on human cupidity.: 

The crux of it is that we think we’re pretty advanced as a society, but actually, 

emotionally, our characters are exactly the same as they’ve always been, 

probably since the dawn of society. Our emotions as individuals haven’t 

changed.58
 

This asperity contrasts with Barford’s outwardly amiability. There may be a form of isolation 

and alienation, however, stemming from childhood. Barford’s interest in class subjects may 

well stem from, childhood experience. Brought up by a mother obliged to work to make ends 

meet, the young Barfords were sent to a private school paid for by their grandfather. 

Commenting on this rupture: In school time we were quite well- off people and then in the 

holidays we went to a day care centre in Dorking.59
 

The singularity of Barford’s tableaux relates to their links to comic strip utterance in terms 

of their extreme legibility and reduction of reality to clearly understood types. These, together, 

form a rational style which in comic books communicate simple ethical ideas. As opposed to 

the comic book moralists, Barford turns that morality on its head, it becomes cultural 

expression as allegory. 

To speak of alienation in addressing Barford’s work is, arguably, too strong a term. 

Estrangement would be more suitable, but an estrangement from a particular culture of which 

he is a member. His familiarity with the tropes of the digital and commercial world are clearly 

those of an insider who has now decided, professionally to move on. 

 

 
Neil Brownsword (b.1970) 

 

 
Neil Brownsword’s figurative blagues would merit inclusion within this enquiry as stand- 

alone examples, but in examining them in relation to Barnaby Barford’s characters it is possible 

to clarify both the nature and contribution of each artist. 

All of Brownsword’s concerns have been centred on the manufacturing and social decline 

in his native Stoke-on-Trent in recent generations. Raised in a family reliant on the pottery 

industry, Brownsword originally trained as a tableware modeller on a Wedgewood training 
 

 

 

58 Grant Gibson, ‘Barnaby Barford’, Crafts magazine, January/February (2013), (p.37). 
59 Grant Gibson, P34. 
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scheme, later following in the footsteps of Dixon and Eglin by assisting his tutor, Eduardo 

Paolozzi at the Royal College of Art. 

Concerned by the surrounding physical detritus of the failing ceramics industry, 

Brownsword’s working focus was to reflect this in his tableaux, both as substance and as 

metonym. The material scraps of objects and shards of process, negligible within a hierarchy, 

nevertheless stand as a critical reflection on a marginalised industry and cultural heritage within 

a post-industrial society. 

These figurative pieces, Not Tonight (illus20) exist as an archaeology of decline, both 

industrial and cultural; shards, broken moulds and kiln furniture signal an emotional confusion, 

numbness and dejection. Each of these figures, scornful in utterance, combines unsettling 

subject matter with an acute sensitivity to the materials’ previous lives. Compared to Barford’s 

laundered figures, these pieces are wholly punk, and punk stands as an entirely appropriate 

description, a rebellious aesthetic, that of the non-conformist outsider, 

In using industry’s marginal discards, Brownsword’s figures exhibit recurring themes and 

anxieties relating to the working-class male. Self-image, relationships, masculinity and 

sexuality all conspire to overwhelm the subject. Whilst not specifically autobiographical, these 

figures suggest observation from the inside, they are schraff. Schraff is the local term for the 

waste from ceramic processes and Brownsword’s knack is to combine the physical schraff with 

the verbal schraff and the use of well-known or well-worn slogans and adages, She Wants Your 

Junk (illus21). This is vernacular articulation of an adroit order. 

Objects report on their experiences by showing wear and tear. When deprived of usage, such 

objects are prone to nostalgia and can become pedestrian, apart from acting as sophisticated 

quotation as in the case of Cornell. Brownsword, however, combines previous usage with the 

textures of process, resulting in an oscillation between objecthood and process giving the 

figures a troubling half-life. In this unexpected appropriateness these textures, shapes and 

colours combine into a form of slang. He has given the figures a slangy voice where the cheek 

is produced by the objects talking back to themselves through process and titling. The blague 

is reinforced by the wrestling match between the modalities of the vernacular and normative 

museum perceptions. 

Brownsword’s alienation, or more accurately, estrangement, from current developments, 

expresses itself as a form of memorialising, accomplished with a human, even tender touch and 

reverence for marginal discards. It is the tenderness and reverence that position the artist as 

estranged rather than antagonised. This double-jointed conjunction of the romantic and satiric 

demonstrates an opposition to the hard-edged chill of Barford’s tableaux. Interrogating the 

nature of skill and its contingent relationship with subject matter, nostalgia is absent from 

memory, these figures are far removed from a rosy glow or any sepia-toned chronicle of loss. 

In operating as a salvage ethnographer, Brownsword simultaneously expands our perception, 

knowledge and understanding of an art form in conjunction with highlighting his own social 

concerns. 

Brownsword’s figures hover around his home territory, his estrangement a literal correlate 

of Hegel’s not being at home (zu Hause). The situations underpinning his figures’ existences 

are clearly strongly felt, but there is always an element of sadness and loss built into their 

characters. These figures span a short period of time since when Brownsword has become 

engaged in artistic and social activities. His determination to record the ongoing loss of both 
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the industries and personnel of Stoke-on-Trent is his primary focus and may well make him 

the area’s most effective ethnographer. 

Brownsword and Barford both rework historical genres and material, paying tribute to 

tradition whilst they work to contest those representations. Instinct, insight and dexterity are 

hallmarks of both artists, challenging generally held preconceptions and assumptions within 

the ceramic community. 

 

 

 
Richard Slee (b. 1946) 

 

 
The introduction to Richard Slee’s 2003 exhibition at Tate St Ives states: ‘...and on examining 

every piece that has been documented in publication, the clarity of his thought and vision is 

unusually explicit.’ There may well be clarity of thought but not in audience comprehension 

for Slee (as with Eglin) in making it easy for his readers, makes it difficult for his interpreters. 

Paul Graves-Brown in discussing an object’s functions, voices and meanings sets out a template 

which can be applied to Slee’s work. He suggests that: 

… this multiplicity of functions is dynamic in the sense that things are 

constantly losing or acquiring functions. It is particularly important to 

understand this process with regard to proper and system functions because it is 

a different process in each case. Individual existing things acquire or lose system 

functions by being brought into or displaced from relevant system context.60
 

 

 
To encounter Slee’s work is to experience Wordsworth’s ‘shock of mild surprise.’ The 

inherent paradox in accessing this work is how explicitly the artist registers his reservations, 

the conditional tense dominates. Hesitation and uncertainty are defining characteristics, but the 

work is not indecisive, but indirect, which is a different thing. In person, Slee appears to flinch 

from certainty.61 This view is reinforced both by personal experience and by his interview with 

Grayson Perry in discussion of his work Sausage 62
 

Sausage, 2006 (illus22) supplies fertile material for the fundamental parameters of Slee’s 

production. A metre long white glazed ceramic sausage strapped to a workmate with rubber 

ties becomes slippery in surface, performance and meaning. There is a clear reference to male 

DIY 63. There is a phallic overtone and a sense of loss (women now invest more heavily in DIY 

than men). Slee appears to have constructed a personal matrix of sites within a cultural life 

which is open to ‘otherness.’ His use of the vernacular to explore this territory makes him his 
 

60 Matter, Materiality and Modern Culture, ed. by Paul Graves-Brown (London: Routledge, 2000), p31. 
61 This was my reaction when speaking with him at the Ceramics and Politics Symposium, Holborne Museum, 

Bath, 14 November 2014 and the New Directions in Ceramics Conference, York Museum,12 September 2018. 
62 Victoria and Albert Museum, Richard Slee and Grayson Perry discuss ‘Sausage’, 2009 [online 

video]:https://www.youtube.com [accessed 1 December 2017]. 

63 Richard Slee, Means of Production, exhibition at Tullie House Museum and Art Gallery Trust, Carlisle, 

2009. ‘Do you go to museums for inspiration?’ ‘I did but I rarely do now. I look at contemporary culture 

anywhere. I go to Wickes.’ Teri Lloyd Jones interview with Richard Slee, Crafts magazine (July/August 2014), 

(P. 82). 

https://www.youtube.com/
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own ethnographer, operating in a third world between a subjective interior self and the exterior 

world of objective things. His disruptions have surreal qualities in which reality is undermined 

by the absurdity of the offering. And Slee is fascinated by the imaginative leaps which activate 

objects, the toys made by parents or children: ‘The stick becomes a gun.’64 This expression of 

childhood experience suggests a world populated by animate things rather than passive objects. 

This is an arena which in military terms could be classed as a ‘theatre of operations’65
 

And Wittgenstein was here a century ago: 

Just as we are quite unable to imagine spatial objects outside space or temporal 

objects outside time, so too there is no object that we can imagine excluded from 

the possibility of combining with others, and objects contain the possibility of 

all situations.66
 

A ceramic umbrella fabricated as a carrot (illus23) challenges the articulation of art as a form 

of knowledge, as an episteme removed from paradox, difference and aporia. 

Evidence that Slee makes readings difficult for his interpreters is that when a work is 

reviewed each reviewer produces a different angle and judgement67. Slee is elusive and in this 

way he evokes similarities to some other artists producing open art works, Jasper Johns for 

example.68 He accumulates a critical mass, writings on themes but divided by a common 

language, conjuring no consensual, cogent response. 

Slee’s Wincottian ‘transitional space’ offers a dual experience. Firstly, he proposes a new kind 

of object, certainly not functional, seldom decorative and hard to classify. Secondly, he shifts 

the object from its habitat, signalling new arenas of experience whilst contesting ceramics’ 

histories and practices. These articulations and disruptions form a voice which is fluent but off- 

key and illegitimate in terms of ceramics’ past practices. 

The performance which constitutes a thing’s everyday function must be 

linked to the causes or reasons why the thing is there in the first place, that is, 

why it is in existence or why it is where it is. So, a given performance X is the 

function of a thing Y if and only if 1) Y is there because it does X and 2) the 

performance X is the result of Y being there.69 

So, in terms of performance Slee’s object Y is no longer there because it does X, it now does 

Z and the performance Z displaces the expected X due to Y being there. 

My specific focus here is to examine Slee’s Toby jug blagues from the 1990s and to consider 

them as being extra-discursive in the sense that they are ‘outside’ discourse, extra-textual in 

the sense that they do not produce, or not produce only, knowledge. Rather, this art is not an 
 

64 Amanda Fielding, From Utility to Futility, exhibition catalogue essay: Victoria and Albert Museum April- 

June 2010. 
65 This is an allusion forming part of the introduction to Jane Bennett’s Vibrant Matter. 
66 Ludwig Wittgenstein, Tractatus Logico-Philoshicus. 2.0121 (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1974), P.6. 
67 ‘One of the most fascinating aspects of Richard Slee’s three decade-long career is the parallel struggle by 

writers and critics to wrestle his sly and slippery output of ceramics into a craft context as in Garth Clark, 

Resident Alien from the Land of Pop: Richard Slee in Context (London: Distributed Arts Publications, 2003), 

P.189. 
68 Engaging with a Slee work has similarities to Leo Steinberg’s dialogue with Johns’ art: ‘ I feel as a slightly 
bewildered stooge.’ Joan Rothfuss., Things Past and Present. Jasper Johns (Minneapolis: Walker Art Center, 
2004), p 12. 
69 Matter, Materiality and Modern Culture, ed. by Paul Graves-Brown (London: Routledge, 2000), p.31. 
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object of knowledge, it does something else, and however theorised, this apartness constitutes 

the art’s importance. Outside Marxist representation and Derridian deconstructive apparatus, 

these objects’ effectiveness and above their existence as long-standing cultural emblems, have 

recourse to the notion of affect. In an era of art history in which deconstructive and semiotic 

readings have become hegemonic, the existence of affects and their role in art, can be attested 

by Slee’s productions. For this is what art is; a bundle of affects or as Deleuze and Guattari 

propose, a bloc of sensation, to be reactivated by a spectator or participant.70 Strictly speaking, 

you cannot read affects, you can only experience them. 

During the late Eighteenth Century Britannia as an emblem of Britain, was gradually 

superseded by John Bull as a symbol of Englishness, and from depictions of a bemused peasant 

(illus24) evolved into a prosperous, no-nonsense individual. The figure of Toby stands as 

counterpart to John Bull, with identical characteristics, a disturbing combination of bluff and 

proud, but also a myopic, jingoistic bar-room politician. The original Toby jug is as English as 

pre-BSE roast beef. Slee is producing post-BSE representations, complex in reference and 

allusion. 

Largely the creation of Staffordshire companies in the Nineteenth Century as embodiment 

of John Bull Englishness, Slee also presents a parallel Toby as Mr Punch (illus25). Slee’s Punch 

is tragic-comic, drunk, a violent wife-beater and child abuser, the amplified scale adding to its 

mournful presence. 

Read as deconstructive text the figure could be considered a political allegory, challenging 

the politicians’ appeals to Victorian values, their moral hypocrisy plus references to 

contemporary issues and events. But these figures, defying deconstruction, are complicated, 

provoking and unsafe and Slee, as noted, goes to Wickes, his subjects are vernacular as is the 

language of his process. 

Tanya Harrod has examined and clarified the position of Slee’s vernacular vocabulary and 

its location within the domestic: 

Slee’s ceramics are sensitive to the whole range of ornamental objects that do 

‘memory work’ for us-horse brasses, Toby jugs etc...homes are full of practical 

things......they frequently lack art works as defined by the art world. Slee, by 

working from ornament to create ornament is able to enter the home with ease. 

And without anyone much noticing, Slee manages to investigate big themes like 

national identity, landscape, industrial pottery and ideas of power and 

governance.71
 

The highly Antiques Roadshow types of Toby were often based upon famous celebrities of 

the day, Walpole and Nelson through to Churchill, often in comic or satirical guise. The first 

reaction to Slee’s Tobies concerns their size. At 50 centimetres, much larger than the traditional 

figures, Wordsworth’s shock of mild surprise is again a typical reaction to their presence; 

located in the ceramic domain, they could be considered monumental. And this adds a layer of 

complexity as monuments are powerful agents as markers of memory and history and act 
 
 

70 The work of art is a bloc of sensations, that is to say, a compound of percepts and affects. Gilles Deleuze and 

Felix Guatarri., What is Philosophy? Trans. by Graham Burch and Hugh Tomlinson (London: Verso, 1994), 

P164. 
71 Tanya Harrod, House -Trained Objects: Notes towards Writing an Alternative History of Modern Art, in 

Contemporary Art and the Home, ed by Colin Painter (Oxford: Berg, 2002), excerpted. 
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iconically and indexically. They can, therefore, activate feelings through their facture and 

materiality as well as symbolize social and cultural narratives.72
 

Acid Toby 1993 (illus26) supports this assertion. The yellow smiley-face evokes the 

contemporary fascination with recreational drugs. Slee’s immaculately worked fetish-finish 

contests the rudimentary surfaces of the mass-produced article.73 The work denotes and updates 

the figure. The anarchic Slee relies on contrasting existing symbols of order in the way in which 

criminals depend on the law for their identity.74
 

And with both Acid Toby and Abstract Toby 1994 (illus27) there is a concern with material 

and process. As with other artists in these case studies, Slee uses earthenware clay and glazes 

both in order to control the making and application and to obtain the surface qualities so 

necessary in his work. The Abstract Toby echoes Suprematist ceramics (Malevich’s 

Suprematist teaset is valorised by ceramics academics) and their place in the contemporary 

auction room. 

Contemporary studio ceramics currently fetishize finish, but with a focus on raw and random 

effects. The accidental and unauthorised are celebrated as a quasi-religious ‘truth to materials.’ 

Despite Slee’s own form of truth to materials to which he is dedicated, what he is actually 

engaged in is an activity in which his chosen materials are reconceptualised to demonstrate the 

opposite, that there are no essential attributes to matter. 

These Tobies demonstrate an elasticity in their semantics, historical citations and material 

properties. He has embraced different domains of objecthood, the cultural artefact, the singular 

strategy and the raw materials. 

I suggest that the agency of Slee’s work not only demonstrates a trajectory away from 

somewhere or something but also that the direction and location may be obscure or absent. 

Multiple points of reference may be intentional or dependent on each viewer’s own experience. 

A reading of Acid Toby would place his physical location in Docklands or a second home in 

the Cotswolds rather than the cottage location of the original. Physical characteristics take the 

viewer elsewhere or nowhere: the scale could refer to Claes Oldenburg’s fascination with large- 

scale functional objects, colour might indicate Patrick Caulfield’ palette or Jeff Koons 

brilliance. And Toby, as with the drunk Punch, may well be cultural comment, his figures as 

monuments to alcoholism, child abuse and social hypocrisy. 

As with others, Slee’s impulses should be seen as a form of estrangement and distancing. 

And, as with all his work, Slee contests an easy reading or categorisation. The blague has been 

defined as cruel, mocking, schoolboy laughter but the mockery in Slee’s work is certainly not 

cruel, but equally certainly, they are blagues. Silliness is employed as a weapon against the 

silliness of much in the current social world. To attempt to pin Slee down is akin to attempting 

to pin down an active liquid. Better to engage with each piece on its own terms. 
 

 
 

72‘ Were those smiley-faced Toby jugs laughing at New Britain taking ecstasy or at the heritage industry 

clinging onto Olde England?’ in Garth Clark, Richard Slee (London: Distributed Arts Publications, 2003), p. 

189. 
73 Slee may spray glaze and fire a piece from five to seven times in order to obtain the qualities he is seeking. 
74 When the image of a Punch type Toby appeared on the cover of the first edition of the new Studio Pottery 

magazine in February 1993, Bernard Leach’s wife Janet remarked that she liked the magazine but ‘why did you 

have to put that horrible little thing on the cover?’ When reminded of its actual size she replied: ‘It’s still a 

horrible little thing.’ 
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LINES OF ENQUIRY 
 
 

Alienation 

 

 
The original contextual surveys of the designated artists suggested that their blagues derived 

from a number of personal alienations from their subject matter. Antipathy, estrangement and 

antagonism have been offered as potential working designations in clarifying the impulses 

driving individual artists whilst continuing to recognise Hegel’s original meaning which still 

serves as a general umbrella designation: .the process through which an individual becomes 

separated from the social order. 75
 

Some writers, most notably, Herbert Read, have muddied the waters by implying alienation 

as a romantic form of artistic estrangement with nature as its remedy.76 Herbert Marcuse, by 

contrast, has produced a harsh and more pessimistic viewpoint with specific reference to the 

general spirit (and echoing Hegel on epochs), the Zeitgeist of an industrial or post-industrial 

society. His alienated protagonist is cast as impotent opposition to the antagonistic social forces 

and technological controls. 

By developing this theme in discussing Marx’s concept of alienation, Laclau and Mouffe 

provide a distinction between antagonism as opposition and logical contradiction; they suggest 

that Marxists fell into confusion by considering antagonism as contradiction. They consider 

that contradiction is propositional and conceptual. Antagonism, however, occurs on the 

contrary, in the terrain of real objects, an object has a reality of its own, independent of that 

opposition.77
 

This text acts in support of a material practice and frames oppositions, the order-maintaining 

hegemony of authority and the order-transforming oppositional functions of cultural shifts 

where the blageurs are located. Discussions of alienation materializing in an academic context, 

however, can indicate misjudgements or confusion; Ignace Feuerlicht asks: 

Is it more than a dramatic metaphor which for reasons peculiar to intellectuals’ 

experience has become their favourite root metaphor for perceiving the social 

universe ? Is it less, however, a tool for understanding than a projection of the 

psychology of intellectuals disenchanted with themselves?78
 

As previously noted in the American Case Studies section, the dissatisfactions forming a 

specific alienation centre upon states experienced as dissatisfying, owing at least in part to the 
 
 

75 Frank Johnson in R. Felix Geyer and David R. Schweitzer, Theories of Alienation (Leiden: Martinus Nyhoff 

Social Sciences Division, 1976), P.80. 
76 Herbert Read, Art and Alienation, The Role of the Artist in Society (London: Thames & Hudson, 1967), pp. 

13-26. 
77 Ernesto Laclau and Chantel Mouffe, Hegemony and Social Strategy (London: Verso, 1985), pp.122-132. 
78 Ignace Feuerlicht, Alienation: from Past to the Future (London: Greenwood Press, 1978), P.138. 
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perspective from which they are viewed. Accordingly, tensions differ, Arneson alienated from, 

Eglin towards and Dixon against. These tensions, then, are necessarily tied to self- 

understanding, beliefs, attitudes, aspirations, desires and feelings to those who experience 

them. These factors constitute the psychological framework which mediates the individual’s 

perception of and reaction to his or her situation. Satire, within this context, can be seen to be 

not as a view of life, but certainly as a useful and sometimes necessary by-product of one. Satire 

has no independent existence. It is essentially an external reaction to the absurdities confronting 

the inner self. 

As the research journey has progressed, my reading of the literature combined with first- 

hand artist contacts has confirmed that a focus on distinct individual forms of alienation and 

their correlation with specific outcomes offers new insights into and understanding of these 

individuals and their diverse voices and can be usefully referenced in relation to the studio 

practice which forms the spine of this research. The antipathy inhering in a Dixon teapot and 

the antagonism of an Eglin Pope will be seen to relate to my own practice. 

 

 
Alienation and Studio Practice 

 

The case studies demonstrate the personal and social concerns underpinning artistic practices. 

Whereas Marx had suggested that workers were alienated from their labour and products, these 

artists were using their labour to produce outcomes generated by individual concerns. 

The work adopted as the starting point for this demonstration of practice is what I have 

termed the Diana Chronicles. The reasoning for the choice is a combination of familiar subject, 

the relationship to a Stephen Dixon work and the opportunity for an extended material 

investigation into the continuing traditional use of symbols and emblems. The subject presented 

an opportunity to critique a specific target, in this instance, the callous treatment by the popular 

media of a dead subject. 

The work does also demonstrate how lines of enquiry not only coincide, but how in Deleuze 

and Guattari’s terms, the practice becomes methodologically rhyzomic and deterritorialized. 

Germane to this practice, they explain the concept: 

Every rhizome contains lines of segmentarity according to which it is 

stratified, territorialized, organised, signified, attributed etc; as well as lines of 

deterritorialization down which it constantly flees. There is a rupture in the 

rhizome whenever segmentary lines explode into a line of flight, but the line of 

flight is part of the rhizome. These lines always tie back to one another. 79
 

In terms of this practice, deterritorialization consists of the free movement between several 

art forms. Past experiences in drawing and printmaking have allowed a flexibility beyond the 

restrictions of a single medium process. 

This also demonstrates how lines of enquiry coincide and how in Deleuze and Guattari’s 

terms the practice becomes rhyzomic and deterritorialised. The intention then is to demonstrate 
 

79 Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus, translated by Brian Massumi (London: 

Continuum,1987), pp10 & 156-157. In relation to this research rhizomes describe horizontal movements, 

multiple growths in multiple directions. Deterritorialization indicates border crossings and working across 

established disciplines. 
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that the range of outcomes is in no way arbitrary but exhibit a logic through making. This 

challenges the notion that the artist’s own practice might denote a predetermined hermetic set 

of operations to be treated with suspicion in a research context as possibly relying on the idea 

of a set of operations inhering in or belonging to the individual. In this instance it is a personal 

awareness of the danger of imposing the medium as the common thread and reducing it to a 

recurring medium, a delimiting constant rather than a liberated choice. 

 

 
Contextual References 

 

In coupling my choice of subject with that of Stephen Dixon, the intention is to demonstrate 

the ability of the medium to access alternative interpretations and outcomes from a common 

starting point and similar sense of estrangement. 

Britannia has long been used as a symbol for Great Britain and her supposed qualities of 

fortitude and reliability are regularly appropriated by both political and business communities. 

In adopting Britannia as a motif, Dixon uses her as a readable parody and the form, modelling 

and print demonstrate his personal domain. During this period, the Gulf wars, Dixon used oil 

and petrol cans as basic forms and with teapots also as signifiers, used drawings and print with 

a figure mounted aloft; in the process avoiding the danger of the decorative sublimating the 

embedded iconographic meaning and diluting the political message. 

The first image, Marilyn as Britannia, 1985 (illus28) clearly references the pinups of the 

popular press whilst the Britannia on the Hearts of Oak Teapot, 1998 (illus29) is far more 

scathing in its allusions. Here, Britannia is reduced to a charwoman, shield and trident replaced 

with dustbin lid and broom, a source of carnivalesque mockery, suggesting Bakhtin’s carnival 

via Brueghel, Don Quixote and the dressing-up box. In adopting the carnivalesque, Dixon 

avoids a potential charge of bourgeois nostalgia or romanticism as a reaction to a disappearing 

civilization or protocol. (‘Romantic’, as understood by Herbert Read, can be viewed as a term 

of condescension, applied to disparage an oppositional stance in the same way as ‘decadent’ 

can mask the positive aspects of a culture in decline). 

 

 
Process 

 

The common understanding of Britannia as a symbol representing British values allowed me 

to use the image of Diana in a similar vein. With initial reference to the Dixon work, I could 

then use a recognisable image in varied approaches, via drawing and print prior to the first 

ceramic attempt 

...he recalled the ‘Dialatory’ that prevailed in1997 on a scale not seen since 

Queen Victoria hoofed the pail, grief totalitarianism across the land. News 

sources reacted much as North Korean state TV handles the demise of a Kim or 

Spanish telly did when Franco died, and of the Royal Family: They had shown 
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themselves indifferent to the fate of a drama queen whose early death spared us 

all a lot of tedium.80
 

Not all observers have been royalty enthusiasts but my own concern in using Diana as 

Britannia substitute was with the media response, abusive in the week before her death and 

sanctimonious in its aftermath. My distaste for the ways in which the media tore her image 

apart in concocting anecdotes on her life became the subject matter of my own fabrications in 

collage form. Distaste for the media and a complicit public evolved into a distinct estrangement 

from this area of public life. The following section documents the journey made in response to 

this instinct. 

The process employed was essentially straightforward: initial drawings and collages, 

developed into print and photographic results followed by four stages of refinement to the final 

outcome. Beginning, as with most projects, with drawing, the work produced acted less as 

preparatory, more as Denkraum, thinking space, using the role drawing can play in evoking 

synaesthetic or multi-sensory experience, how its concepts constellate.81 This is synaesthesia in 

its original Greek meaning, ie: the fusion or communication between the senses and not 

necessarily the neurological condition that it has become in modern psychology. 

Using Gillray as antecedent The Artist regards the New Britannia (illus30) comments on 

obesity whilst The New Britannia (illus31) depicts the worn- out model evolving phoenix-like 

(or Doctor Who-like, according to preference) into a new format. 

This subject matter had suggested itself via the late and unwelcome inquest with all the 

accompanying media clutter. My distaste, however, found a voice in the rich pickings of images 

from which to make drawings and collages in which Diana embodied a modern spiritual 

Britannia (see portfolio). The variations on this theme were then developed via the cyanotype 

photographic process into blue and white prints referencing traditional ceramic decoration 

(illus32). The goddess-like status accorded the subject suggested a reference to Greek pottery 

and a Greek goddess. The images were then printed as decoration on amphorae and lekithoi 

(illus33) depicting the goddess framed with an additional kitsch cherub-adorned frame with 

gilt finish. 

The next step, taking the work into three dimensions, produced a shallow cut amphora form 

(illus34) followed by a smoke fired jug form intended to reference the demotic and decay (illus 

35). Analysis confirmed that these two pieces were limited visually, both in their actual 

production and address and, crucially, neither acted as blagues in arguing against media 

representations. The resulting decision was to revert to the blue and white semiotic with high- 

end production values in collision with a fragmented image. 

The first attempt was a transfer print in which the image was literally fragmented over three 

plates in which the image could be pulled apart or reassembled at will (illus36). An audience 

at the Anglian Potters Camp, August 2014 demonstrated a limited response, ‘why three plates?’ 
82 This response resulted in work on a larger, more focused high- quality print (illus37). This 

 

80 From the obituary notice of Professor Glen Newey, 1961-2017, professor, Keele University. Daily Telegraph, 

20 December, 2017. 
81 ‘Artworks say what is more than existing and they do this exclusively by making a constellation of how it is.’ 

Theodore W. Adorno, Aesthetic Theory, trans. by R. Hullot-Kentor (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota 

Press, 1997), P.133. 
82 These events gave me access to an unscientific but consistent control group of ceramicists ranging from 

academics to part time hobbyists. 
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large dish proved successful as a print but still lacked the element of mockery and contestation 

necessary for a successful blague. The difficulty was eventually resolved by referencing my 

dissertation on art works’ titles and labels.83 Marcel Duchamp characterised titles as ‘invisible 

colours’ simultaneously precise, paradoxical, ironic and impossible.84 Referencing Duchamp, 

my solution was to christen the work Meat Dish. Firstly, this supplied a denotative title where 

the words stand in direct relation to the material object and its function and, secondly, the title 

is intended to provoke connotative, allusive referents to the meaning of the image in which the 

media has effectively treated the subject as no more than animal flesh. Shown to a similar 

audience at a later potters’ camp, August 2016, this piece was received far more positively, the 

title, integral to the work, assumed an important factor in audience engagement. 

As a result of the use of text as subject matter, this suggested a tangential move into a 

comparison of American and English patterns of mockery. Richard Prince had produced a 

series of paintings comprising texts and jokes painted onto bare backgrounds. By appropriating 

a Prince text, I wanted to examine the contrasting Prince and Kottler approaches. The process 

consisted of appropriating two of Prince’s texts and reframing them as an enquiry into the two 

approaches. The text for the American version reads: Do you know what it means to come home 

at night to a woman who’ll give you a little love, a little tenderness? It means you’re in the 

wrong house, that’s what it means (illus38) and exists only as banter. For the English version 

the joke read: A mother took her incorrigible son to the psychiatrist. ‘Does he seem insecure?’ 

asked the doctor. ‘No, ’replied the mother. ‘ But everyone around him does’. Printed in blue 

and white with the royal family as subject, the work exists as a personal attack. In the tradition 

of Gillray in attacking named subjects, Pitt, Fox, George the Third and the Prince Regent, this 

plate exists as a swipe at the current Prince of Wales (Prince used to attack Prince) (illus39). 

Howard Kottler’s alienations were primarily empirical observations, laughter, almost camp 

and designed to annoy the straight-laced. By contrast, my first American plate lacks focus and 

fails to act as an alienated voice. The blue and white Prince of Wales plate, however, references 

Gillray and Steve Bell in its personal attack and antipathy towards monarchy. When comparing 

the Arneson and Kottler bodies of work, I feel that Arneson’s wide range of subject suggests 

American culture as a process, whereas Kottler’s critiques appear to reference the English bias 

towards social structure and defined groupings. (Grant Woods’ American Gothic and Kottler’s 

subsequent response are exceptions which unite both). The slippage between the two forms is 

evidenced in my plates, the American version is a light generic observation and miscarries as 

a voice, whereas the English version is a focused blague. 

Whilst the enquiry’s initial workings related to Stephen Dixon’s Diana, subsequent plate 

production moved the contextual focus towards Howard Kottler and a specific comparison of 

his voice to my own. In referencing his work and appropriating an appropriation I asked 

whether I could embody his thinking process by re-enacting his subject matter and reveal that 

thinking more deeply. As Kottler had produced his blague by the reworking of Grant Wood’s 

iconic American Gothic 1930 (illus40), this suggested an opportunity for development. 

Kottler’s image, erasing facial details, is significantly titled Silent White Majority, a dual 

critique of the then current race riots and also mass unspoken sentiment. This blague also 
 

 

 

83 ‘The Camden Town Murder’, MA Drawing Course, Norwich University College of the Arts, 2008. 
84 John C. Welchman, Invisible Colours. A Visual History of Titles (New Haven & London: Yale University 

Press, 1997), P.8. 
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references Midwestern attitudes towards Kottler’s sexuality and the gay community and it 

reinforces my suggestion of bias towards social structure and defined groupings. 

The choice of image, governed by Kottler, and my own drawing of Zombie Gothic’(illus41) 

is one of the few instances in which a sketch book drawing may be regarded as directly 

preparatory. Superficial in concept and technique the subsequent dot to dot drawing is a critique 

of the demotic, the dumbed- down imagery of much popular culture was replaced with another 

personal irritant and target, the dumbing down of imagery (illus42). Both Kottler’s and my 

images are explicit blagues but my own antipathy in this instance signals a warning for satirists: 

is patronising contempt the price of admission to the work? My example appears to come close 

to crossing that line whereas Kottler’s work appears to be more antagonistic, with more social 

concern. My own work intended as implicit rather than explicit has to be judged on an 

individual basis rather than as a direct comparison. 

The worth of my own contribution, in this instance, is secondary. The insights gained from 

Kottler’s very personal utterance were attained from the reworking of the subject matter. This 

gave me an understanding of how the work had been produced, the key qualities of the artist’s 

thinking and reinforced the idea of copying as a method of learning (copying as explained in 

the Practice as Embodied Cognition portfolio essay). 

As a final blague on alienation itself and referencing both Robert Arneson’s mocking self- 

portraits and Marcel Duchamp’s invisible colours, I produced a drawing based on the latter’s 

Rose Selavy (illus43). The drawing was subsequently reproduced via transfer to a porcelain 

plate, again, in the blue semiotic. The caption, Ceci n’est pas un Rose formed a triple pun being, 

literally not a rose, neither was it Rose Selavy nor the artist, but rather mockery of self- 

alienation, which today might be seen as a form of gender politics. It is a piece which has 

generated laughter from a knowing audience. 

 

 
Analysis 

 

So, what has been revealed from an initial focus on the term alienation as described in the 

initial paragraph? Two things, I think. Firstly, concerning alienation itself, both the examples 

cited, and my own attitude question the term as a generic application. To be alienated, in these 

circumstances, suggests a reaction against, as a negativity, disagreement, not necessarily 

protest. Certainly, regarding my own motivations, I have come to consider antipathy suitable 

as a positive attitude towards the problem, issue or person as in the use of the plates. In the 

Diana series, however, antagonism as presented by Laclau and Mouffe as the terrain of real 

objects would appear to be more appropriate. As such, this suggests the use of both antipathy 

and antagonism as terms for personal critiques. 

Secondly, the use of plates, their material, surface, decoration and performance, has opened 

a number of pathways. This is neither a purely theoretical analysis nor the basis for a factual 

report, it is an exploratory effort in which insights have been accumulated from data and from 

new empirical encounters. The choice of plates is underpinned by Csikszentmihaly and 
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Rochberg-Halton’s research in ‘The Meaning of Things’. Plates figure prominently in the tables 

of results from respondents listing objects with personal significance.85
 

In the case of the Diana plates and dish, the strength of response came from the vernacular, 

the plate as decorative and souvenir, eligible for display rather than use. 

The joke plates, however, with their added texts, introduced questions of function. Proper 

function expresses what a thing is supposed to be able to do, but also a sense of what you are 

supposed to do with it. Other activities are conceived as misuse, the correlate of malfunction 

on the part of the artefact. So, the joke plates have moved from proper function to both 

technofunction and ideofunction in their modified states. The proper function of container has 

been superseded by system functions such as decoration and souvenir (to which, in other 

contexts, could be added plate spinning and Richard Wentworth’s plate balancing art works). 

The use of titles, texts and American references also reinforce the notion of exploration as 

outlined earlier. 

Recognition is when we experience a thing and interpret it as something we already know. 

On the other hand, the plates suggest that perception occurs when we experience a thing and 

recognise its inherent character via new placements and contexts. The various uses to which 

these plates have been put should not divert from their ceramic materiality as signifier. Rather 

than an overt materiality the fine finish of the readymade plates has offered a means of 

engagement. For audiences, touch has been an essential element, the invitation to touch 

contesting the museum’s argument that touch has little cognitive or aesthetic use or benefit 

within its systems of display. 

My plates have been experimental interventions with attendant calculated risks. 

Incorporating material into a single system of meaning is safe but tends to reproduce 

knowledge already known. By contrast, exploring multiple connections by bringing different 

materials together risks creating connections which are unproductive, even counter-productive, 

(as will be seen in the case of some of the later figurines). This process of making connections 

across difference, however, reveals knowledge to be a practice capable of new relationships 

and hypotheses., a proposition now to be developed in the next line of enquiry. 

 

 

 
Objects and their Materiality 

 

 
Empirical observation in a domestic context often demonstrates that early in life and cognitive 

development, a child develops a relationship with objects as a means of negotiating the world 

around. This role of objects as precursors of language suggests that such imaginative use 

beyond that of daily life could be adopted to analyse and determine their role as social 

commentary and, perhaps, also act as activating critique in negotiating private and public 

worlds. 
 

 

 
 

85 Mihaly Csikszenmihaly and Eugene Rochberg-Halton, The Meaning of Things. Domestic Symbols and the 

Self (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1981), pp.58-285. 15%of all respondents cited plates, 20% were 

females, 68 out of 82 households. 
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Support for this proposal can be found in Jean Piaget’s writing on symbolic play. At the pre- 

operational stage, he asserts, children may play and adopt roles with props that symbolise real 

life objects. 86 Children transforming a chair into a stagecoach (Giorgio Agamben) 

demonstrates an innate relationship with material outside and above linguistic expression, one 

often preceding language. 

It would be simplistic to suggest that the trouble with conventional aesthetics is that it is all 

about how something looks rather than with what it does, but the example of anthropologists 

treating art objects as texts and how they mean being as important as what they mean can prove 

useful.87 The kinds of index with which the anthropologist or critic has to deal with are of 

artefacts with the capacity to index their origins in arts of manufacture, specifying both the 

identity of the originating agent and its material outcome. This suggests the importance in 

practice –often neglected in the search for meaning and social context-of close examination of 

the object’s fundamental material characteristics. This examination could be considered as an 

interview: what is its past experience, inherent status, how has it changed with age, what has 

been its career so far, what are its ambitions? This idea suggests that if objects may be held to 

possess their own biographies, it is but a short step to consider them as possessing their own 

agency.88 Also suggested, then, are those materials and experiences as starting points for a 

wider range of analyses and interpretations. 

Artefacts can be both hypotheses on the one hand and conclusions on the other as seen in 

this previous work (illus44). In this piece the audience is co-opted into breaking the plates, re- 

contextualising them from functional objects into mosaic flooring. This performance piece is 

largely based on surface qualities and material fragility and surface as skin is recognised here 

by Haim Steinbach: 

I’ve always thought in terms of surface, of masquerading and the outer skin of 

things. ...... to me all surfaces are cultural surfaces, the most interesting aspect is 

the overdetermination of the object’s identity, the way the object presents itself, 

how it is dressed.89
 

Whilst this and the previous line of enquiry focused on the surface quality of the work, in 

contrast, this case study makes use of ceramic figurines in order to expose the material qualities 

inherent in the artefacts. To this end, comparing and contrasting the figurative pieces of two 

selected artists proposes a productive pathway. 

 

 
Context 

 

In their original lives the selected Hummel type figurines were created to represent a form of 

history and ideology and were heavily laden with Utopian contexts but have now been 

presented in narrative scenes that question them via later social ideologies. And prior to the 

 

86 Jean Piaget., The Child’s Conception of Physical Causality (London: Routledge, Kegan Paul, 1951). 
87 Evidence is abundant in the Sainsbury Centre at the University of East Anglia, specifically in the Oceanic 

collection. 
88 This idea is amplified in Chris Gosden and Yvonne Marshall., The Cultural Biography of Objects , World 
Archaeology, vol 31, No. 2 (Oct 1999), pp 169-178. 
89 Haim Steinbach in Peter Schwenger, The Tears of Things. Melancholy and Physical Objects (Minneapolis: 

University of Minnesota Press, 2006), P134. 
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Hummels, small scale sculpture from Sevres, Meissen and Nymphenberg have suffered insult 

as kitsch ever since art historian Joachim Winckelman questioned why Europeans had gone to 

such trouble to discover for themselves China’s secret of making porcelain when it was mostly 

used to produce idiotic puppets, curios and souvenirs.90
 

I am focusing on Barnaby Barford’s reworking of the traditional figurine genre in making 

work relevant for today, demonstrating both his debt to and respect for tradition. His figurative 

tableaux are key pieces representing a generic style and process and they highlight a way in 

which contemporary makers play with the preconceptions and assumptions surrounding a 

ceramic tradition. I find Barford’s use of children as blague subjects a disturbing reworking of 

human identity with indifference replacing innocence (illus45). As vehicles of identity 

development, the tableaux juxtapose childlike innocence and faith with adult violence and 

indifference. Here I am recognising this work as embracing the mockery and cruelty of the 

blague rather than acceding to the general terms in which Barford’s tableaux are often 

discussed, that of Twitter conversations. 

It is a paradox that the familiarity of these figures suggests that they have none of Ruskin’s 

virtues of aesthetic or social redemption through craftsmanship. Instead, they demonstrate 

alternative skills of a high reference. They resonate with traditional roles native to the historical 

mainstream. Examination exposes the reworking, cutting, assembling and painting with which 

Barford contests the idea that objects that began life as myths now sit on a plinth representing 

memorabilia of the past. And Barford also proves to be adept in his use of titles, the invisible 

colours, Stick that on You Tube as a disquieting example. 

The tableaux’ blatant contradictions between mass culture and contemporary fine art culture, 

the impact of technique, processes of reproduction, Benjamin’s unique auratic work and the 

readability for mass audiences are all elements constituting a contemporary figurative blague. 

Examination of these objects suggests, therefore, that rather than being simple they are more 

complex because they are: 

1 Processual – they demonstrate the trajectory of the figures through diverse times and 

spaces of human activity. 

2 Transformative – they show that objects can be continuously shaped and reshaped by 

their users and their interplay of physical and symbolic manipulation. 

3 Contextual – they show how objects can be situated within alternative narratives, 

disguises and myths, as reframing of cultural interpretation and meaning.91
 

Now, by aligning Neil Brownsword’s and Barnaby Barford’s tableaux I am making sense 

by using comparison to expose the different qualities of each artefact, and how it has arrived 

as an outcome. Described as ‘the Pindar of the ceramics’ industry,’ Brownsword’s figurative 

work from the 1990s combines disturbing subject matter with an acute sensitivity to his 

materials.92 An archaeology of broken shards, casts taken from broken moulds, bits of kiln 

furniture and scraps of transfer prints are assembled into ‘punkish descendants of the figurine.’ 
93 The work exists as an improbable balancing act, combining sardonic social 

 

90 Ingrid Schaffer. Dirt on Delight in The Ceramics Reader, ed. by Andrew Livingstone and Kevin Petrie 

(London: Bloomsbury, 2017), P.302. 
91 I have extracted these as useful from a lengthy discussion of objects and their meaning in Tim Dant, Material 

Culture in the Social World (Buckingham: Open University Press, 1999), pp. 21-38. 
92 Paper given by Tanya Harrod at the New Directions in Ceramics Conference, York Art Gallery, 12/9/2018. 
93 Tanya Harrod, The Real Thing. Essays on Making in the Modern World (London: Hyphen Press, 2015), P.72. 
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commentary with an acute understanding and response to materials with rich and complex 

histories. The immediate contrast between Barford’s fetish finish and Brownsword’s riotous 

wreckages provides the most obvious difference in both material and narrative but there are 

deep themes recurring in the latter’s work underpinned by a sense of self image – the politics 

of relationships, masculinity and male sexuality within the working class culture of Stoke-on- 

Trent in a recent past. The work is both observational and autobiographical (illus46). The self 

in the figures is a site for multiple thoughts, feelings and sensations; identity is a collaboration, 

the self is multiple. Translated into ceramic form, this fragment of working -class culture has a 

subversive quality absent in traditional documentary formats. 

Ambiguity has been a mainstay and recurring element within my own practice, but also in 

the appraisal of the work of others. Here Brownsword’s histories and layers of possible 

meaning make the objects quite distinct from the readymade. They could be critically analysed 

and dissected but they are allusive, they are learned, they are carriers of meaning, their subject 

is culture itself. Critical here, is Brownsword’s avoidance of ambiguity and his adoption of 

allusion. The crucial element in Brownsword’s tableaux is the density of the visual and material 

sign systems. The information is conveyed synchronically (as it is in Barford’s work, albeit 

with less complexity). One system of signification cannot convey meaning without reference 

to the other systems that make up the work since they depend upon one another for their effect, 

the values transmitted by the work depend upon the interaction of all the component elements. 

The dominant material index relies on its conjunction with icon and symbol, the object’s 

histories or its nauseous toxic yellow lead glaze. As with the previous examples, Brownsword’s 

use of titles is a critical element, ‘Free Love Messes up your Mind.’ and adds a coarse local 

vernacular to the coarse local materiality. 

What, then, can be gathered from the agency of the collective material properties of these 

two artists’ works? The following suggest themselves: 

1 Function: They are tools for cultural commentary 

2 Signification: They are depictions of social groupings 

3 Sexuality: They represent specific identities 

4 Knowledge: They store information 

5 Aesthetics: They make statements in their materiality 

6 Mediation: They are acts of communication 

Apart from no 3, sexuality, these properties acted to underpin the range of production in the 

ensuing studio practice. 

 

 

 

Process 
 

The significance of objects and their materiality within the research called for extended efforts 

and attention in following this line of enquiry. Logic suggested both a continuation of the 

figurine theme in parallel with a focus on clay as physical reality. 

My interest in the figurine was of kitsch objects as fictions, as lies presenting a Utopian 

ideology intended to put the viewer at ease through false identifications. I knew that the 

challenge of the blague would be to rework the readings of the objects via contexts and titles 
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so that whilst remaining kitsch they could still situate the viewer in a position of self-reflection. 

This is essentially an argument against Cicero’s Sidere mens eadem mutate (the same mind 

under changed skies). The ambition here is of changed minds under changed skies. The 

category to which an object belongs and the judgements and narratives it prompts may be 

historically prefigured, but as social and cultural entity it is capable of change in defiance of its 

material stability. The remorseless familiarity of objects’ initial appearances, teapots and plates 

for example, is short circuited by their relocation and references. 

When an object conventionally functions in one role or is taken to mean one thing, invention 

occurs when what signifies then exceeds its habitual signification and discloses other 

possibilities, it’s found elements becoming foreign and recontextualised and exhibiting new 

networks of association and structures of meaning. 

 

 
This is not a modest programme. A blague requires the immediacy of a cartoon whilst 

accommodating insights inviting attention, perception, emotion, spatial awareness, 

imagination, intuition and a range of memories. With the intention of achieving a rupture with 

existing readings, craft suggests a potential for upsetting established art understandings and to 

perform this rupture as a demotic act, mere facture, a blague in opposition to art’s grand 

gestures. 

The interest, in this instance, was in using the balance between the inherently banal and the 

enigmatic qualities, not to integrate them, rather to highlight their mutual challenge. I was 

entirely aware of the figurines being unavoidably kitsch, but the context of the investigation 

enabled me to use their essential nature to my advantage, not by theory and critical analysis but 

by using the simple binary oppositions of image and text (In addressing kitsch there was also 

an obligation to avoid any sneering contempt as noted in the earlier line of enquiry). 

This example from the initial set of figures (illus47) was assembled to triangulate the artefact 

with two language systems, the vocabulary of theory and a vernacular argot (an extension of 

the joke plates). Of no singular report, these figurines acted as staging posts for use as 

challenges to adjacent artefacts. An example of this consisted of drawings and prints based on 

the decay of the Willow Pattern as a metaphor for cultural disintegration (illus48). The final 

drawing with the addition of the traditional ‘Marseillaise’ border, was converted into a blue 

and white transfer and printed on to a porcelain pastiche of an 18th Century dish. The resulting 

tableau (illus49) comprises a group of contemporary figures contemplating their ravaged 

archetypal landscape. The image and its observers’ reactions are implied rather than stated; this 

is in no way didactic but rather intended as a conversation piece. 

Whilst working on these pieces during a period of national financial austerity my own naked 

hostility flared when faced with the political mantra (often from millionaire ministers) ‘we’re 

all in this together.’ The initial rudimentary reaction consisted of figures covered in slip with 

obvious visual connotations (illus50), followed by figures coated with the dried-out clay 

residue (illus51). Interestingly, these photographs could well act as stand-alone art works as 

their recognised materiality is paramount, an additional contribution to the earlier portfolio 

essay ‘Can you have a ceramic practice that is not ceramic?’ (appendix 3). 

Moving away from the found objects, moulds were made from doll parts and the casts 

assembled into piles and hollows (illus52), with the word in from the title suggesting hollow 

as being more representative. Rather than invite comparisons with large scale figurative 
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ceramics (Rachel Kneebone, for example) the solution suggesting itself was to revert to the 

kitsch figurines. By making a large pestle and mortar and piling the figurines inside, the allusion 

to us all being ground down together could be made as final outcome (illus53). 

Before leaving the subject of figurines a question arose concerning the most appropriate use 

of a specific medium. Whilst keeping Brownsword’s figures in mind I located Rose Wallace’s 

Three Disgraces (illus54) in Claudia Clare’s book Subversive Ceramics. A phone call to the 

artist and conversation with the author at the COCA conference, 20/3/2018, indicated that they 

both regarded the work as irony, a highly equivocal social mirror that exposes folly but does 

not condemn. Both Wallace and Brownsword have produced satires on their own sex but with 

an underlying fondness. It is the social circumstance that is being censured in each case rather 

than the adolescent subjects. 

In producing a response of my own to the original image of the drunk girls in The Daily 

Telegraph, the resulting drawing (illus55) referencing St George proved to be too near to that 

sneering contempt for comfort. In any case, I could find no way in which a three- dimensional 

outcome would improve the narrative. Such a development, in this instance, would simply 

increase the suspicion of that predetermined set of operations rather than an expanded practice. 

In developing a more direct transaction with ceramic materiality, it should be recognised that 

in sculptural terms this domain has mostly been dismissed critically on the ground of its 

perceived minor discursive relevance and its semantic associations to pottery. This view is 

contested by the choice of subject. The topic subsequently selected for a material exploration 

is The Trophy and its complex of associations. This is not a direct reference to Robert Arneson’s 

trophy series although serendipitous, the subject forms a response to a personal cultural 

antipathy. Within contemporary society, a cursory examination would seem to indicate that 

within the media, events and activities must be reduced to a state of competition. Even such 

gentle activities as flower arranging and gardening must join their social counterparts, cooking 

and dancing as rule-fixated activities to be analysed and scored. These vulgarisations deserve 

appropriate reward and the series of Terrible Trophies is intended as a blague, a response to 

these activities. 

Traditionally, the trophy can indicate sports, running, Olympics, winning or a star’s identity 

and can promote multiple positive readings. My observations are that everyday objects can 

become art objects on the suspension of their utility (Tony Cragg’s loaves or Richard 

Wentworth’s plates for example) and filled with meaning once emptied of original substance 

and with their symbolic potential accelerated. It is this conjecture which underpins the trophy 

series. 

These artefacts derive their meaning mainly from the activity of making and from the dictates 

of the materials used. Their physical collapse is dictated by a combination of weight to softness 

ratio to gravity. The forms constructed with Baroque allusions reference many of the overblown 

kitsch awards seen in professional sport. Particular attention has been paid to surface qualities. 

These are discussed in the later skill enquiry, but the glaze trials here demonstrate the wide 

range of surface available (illus56). In the case of the trophy illustrated (illus57), the close-up 

(illus58) demonstrates an example of surface emanating from advanced material research 

during the course of the enquiry. The suggestion is that the trophy is the physical fact of a social 

fiction. 
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In their various ruined states these objects may suggest lives reduced to Kristeva’s 

melancholy things, their abjection existing at the crossroads of phobia, obsession and 

perversion.94 This may be, however, to unnecessarily theorise the object rather than submit to 

its affect. The material object exists in the world, but another version may exist in our thoughts, 

intangible and based upon phenomenological experience and negotiation; inescapably real if 

not actually tangible. 

 

 
Analysis 

 

In working with found or readymade objects, one is open to the accusation that by 

appropriating materials for art purposes they lose their extra-art associations and become 

materials without histories (the proper function versus the techo, socio and ideofunction 

argument). But both in the Hummel figurines and, more significantly, in the Brownsword 

assemblages, objects assert their right to keep their original qualities (memory returned to use, 

formal material and institutional qualities) rather than be exhausted by their reworking. 

In Barford’s tableaux the work is a codification of its marginalisation, as a regional version 

of the artistic mainstream. Proposed as conversation pieces, the language that the objects speak 

is chatty, its grammar explicit and the artistic process revealed absolutely. My own tableaux, 

also regional, operate in a lower register. Of the six original objectives, they do, at least, address 

signification, aesthetics and mediation. Not so much a conversation piece, the work has the 

immediacy of graphic cartoons. 

Brownsword’s figures, by contrast, are not readymades in the Duchampian sense, they are 

found objects ready-to-be-made-and-relate (a narrative). They represent the two fundamental 

operations of language, selection and arrangement. Often, specifically in poetry, one of these 

is preferred and dominant but for Brownsword both are essential components, the asymmetry 

of prior functions activating humour and irony. They can, consequently, be proposed as 

immersive blagues rather than the highlighting texts of Barford and myself. 

Agency, discussed more fully in a later enquiry, acts as a focus in the consideration of 

material exegesis, with specific attention paid to the trophies and allowing these judgements: 

1 We can see the status of objects as transitory rather than fixed. 

2 We can recognise that the status of these objects relies not only on the objects 

themselves but in the manner of their articulation within human and system networks. 

3 We can understand objects as having active and multiphased existencies. 
 

A synthesis of the material exemplars of featured artists, my clay body and glaze trials and 

trophy outcomes suggest a number of themes both as means of analysis and as forms of 

explanation within the matrix of the practice: 

1 As signs of status and identity. 

2 As vehicles of meaning and difference between periods and cultures. 

3 As elements of ritual. 
 
 

94 Julia Kristeva. Powers of Horror, an essay in abjection, trans. by Leon S. Roudiez (New York: Columbia 

University Press, 1988), PP. 44-46. 
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4 As markers of lifestyles, values and identity. 

5 As objects of discourse, both institutional and vernacular. 

6 As carriers of aesthetic readings. 

 

 

 

Agency, Sensation and Affect 

 

 
The proposal underpinning this enquiry is that objects, their forms and materials, are capable 

of contributing additional and alternative readings to texts and images. The argument is not that 

material forms only comprise an alternative language, but that they can complement rather than 

duplicate or reflect what can be said or written. Were they merely to propose that which could 

be stated in words, they would simply be redundant. There is a case to be made here for objects 

as a self-sufficient language. They are evidence of the materialisation of social structures that 

would otherwise escape verbal readings and do this by indexing the productive activity 

involved. Whilst acknowledging the value and necessity of the verbal, this enquiry contests the 

hegemony of linguistic approaches to the object world (poststructuralism’s prioritising 

language to the detriment of objects). Such approaches act as reification of a dominant form of 

research which is constructed on a positivist scientific model, inappropriate for this line of 

enquiry. To reiterate, therefore, the ambition is for the verbal and visual to complement each 

other, for the commentary and practice to operate in tandem rather than the former simply 

theorise the latter. 

A distrust of the word as mainstay of communication, however, can be traced back as far as 

Bacon and Hobbes: The basic constituents of human knowledge for Locke are simple ideas 

obtained through sensation and reflection. We accumulate knowledge through experience, by 

objects impressing themselves on our senses and creating in us simple ideas such as ‘hardness.95
 

This directs us to the agency of objects and its concomitants, sensation and affect. There is, 

of course, an artificiality in constructing the lines of enquiry. This is particularly evident in the 

separation of agency from objects and their materiality (also, too, in the case of metaphor which 

is significant here). The justification for this structuring is twofold. Firstly, to consider objects, 

materiality and agency together could result in an over-complex and dense text. Secondly, by 

separating these components, the ambition is for a more focused and forensic approach. 

A preliminary scan of Alfred Gell’s much-cited book Art and Agency suggests a primary text 

regarding this enquiry. 96 He begins constructively. The power of artefacts, he argues, is not 

that they convey meaning, but that they are social agents in and of themselves97 Gell’s key 

question is to ask of art works what has been asked of artefacts-what do they do? so shifting 

the focus away from an analysis of meaning to an analysis of effect. My difficulty is that he 

rejects semiotic study in favour of the work’s physical qualities alone and stating that: I have 

avoided the use of the notion of ‘symbolic meaning’ throughout this work.98 He thereby denies 

the contribution of emblems and symbols, mainstays of past critique and crucial to this enquiry. 

 
95 Locke, 1997 11.1.1 in Clive Cazeaux, Art Research, Philosophy (London: Routledge, 2017), P.17. 
96 Alfred Gell, Art and Agency (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1998). 
97 Ibid. P338. 
98 Ibid. P6. 
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My second disagreement is with his contention that persons are always the primary agents, 

but that art works and other inanimate objects can be agents in a secondary or indirect sense – 

as an extension of the person. This takes no account of inanimate objects beyond human 

agency, nor in this instance, of unforeseen actions or material effects. 

Another questionable proposition is that art objects are distinctive as they exercise their 

agency by means of the technical processes embodied in them. In valorising technical expertise 

of a high order, he fails to distinguish this class of object from a whole range of technical non- 

art objects, a suspension bridge or Dyson vacuum cleaner for example. And non-complex 

physicality can mediate social agency, examination papers and footballs are such cases. 

Finally, in claiming that it is their technical complexity that gives art works their aesthetic 

value, Gell implies that these values are the same cross-culturally, a claim contested by 

numerous ethnographic collections. 

An absentee throughout Gell’s text is the condition of the viewer. Understandably, the 

concept of a work is credited to the artist, but the performance and interpretation (ref Barthes 

and Derrida) is collaborative. The viewer, after all, is engaged primarily with the work itself. 

What that viewer thinks an object capable of doing needs to be separated from that which is 

actually known it can do, but also that which is as yet unknown. Gell’s focus on the power of 

artefacts is surely right but he fails to demonstrate the art object’s role and status within 

different forms of function. 

As noted in the previous Richard Slee case study, Deleuze and Guattari offer a more direct 

judgement on agency and affect, that the work of art is a bloc of sensations and that affect is a 

dimension of experience not easily amenable to analysis in terms of linguistics or iconography. 

In a period during which deconstructive strategies have been pre-eminent, the existence of 

sensation and affects and their central role in art needs asserting. That bloc of sensations, a 

bundle of affects, exists to be reactivated by the collaborative viewer. Affects, after all, cannot 

be read, only experienced. In consequence, affects can be described as extra-discursive, as 

being outside structure. In relation to this enquiry they can be described as extra-textual in the 

sense that they do not produce-or only produce-knowledge; they constitute a dimension of 

experience unavailable to analysis via linguistics or iconography. They also dispute the priority 

given to that which is measurable with verification by others, and the implication that 

knowledge can be freed from subjectivity.99
 

Yet increasingly, knowledge production appears to be framed in the language of audit, inputs 

and outputs, key performance indicators, timelines and target audiences. A dilemma for this 

enquiry is to what extent it is consciously or unconsciously rendered auditable, the 

tangible/intangible relationship for example. 

That the reiteration of the value of visual and material expression should still be necessary 

within a research context remains an irritant in the light of the quantity of existing affirmative 

texts, for example Howard Gardner in Frames of Mind cites Rudolph Arnheim’s thinking: 

In ‘Visual Thinking’ Arnheim argues that the most important operations of thinking come 

directly from our perception of the world with vision serving as the sensory system par 

excellence which undergirds  and constitutes  our cognitive  processes. As he puts it: the 
 

99 Affect theory is discussed more fully in relation to open texts and appropriation in the Open Texts essay in the 

writing portfolio ( appendix 4). 
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remarkable mechanisms by which the senses understand the environment are all but identical 

with the operations described by the psychology of thinking.100
 

Silvan Tomkins is more specific in suggesting that cognition has been at once too narrowly 

defined and too easily imagined as an independent ‘high command’ mechanism which would 

assess and arbitrate other ways of knowing. Instead, he argues for affects, listing primary affects 

and their degrees as: surprise/startle, interest/excitement, distress/anguish, shame/humiliation, 

contempt/disgust, anger/rage and fear/terror.101
 

There is an obligation at this point to note the danger of an over-reliance on sensation and 

affect, the possibility of limiting intellectual content. In this instance, for example, the claim is 

that the surface values of the smoke and raku fired objects are beyond immediate sensation. I 

would claim that their presence evokes atmosphere and situations enhanced by their location 

within a research context.102
 

 

 
Context 

 

It is with the first two of these affects, surprise followed by interest, that the work of Philip 

Eglin is being considered. Shock would be too forceful a description, but Wordsworth’s useful 

term, ‘the shock of mild surprise’ indicates a reaction taking a little longer to take effect.103
 

Eglin’s figures from the 1990s are exemplified by this seated nude from 1996 in the Castle 

Museum, Norwich (illus59), with colour flicked, daubed and sloshed in conjunction with 

drawings and prints. These figures, including Madonnas, would be pristine and inert in their 

original state, but avoiding pure historical references, the agency of the figures become 

paramount via graffiti-like contemporary reference. A useful visual correspondence is evident 

in the Luca della Robbia Madonna from the Palazzo Ducale, Urbino (illus60) in which the 

fractured terracotta clay is exposed in contrast to the original white coating, the ageing adding 

visual interest and signification to its history. 

In the case of Eglin’s Seated Pope of 1997(illus61) the use of satire lies in its ability to reveal 

and critique the artifice used in constructing the original identity. The strange maliciousness 

which animates this object articulates a trenchant alienation. The agency of these vessels (Eglin 

considers them to be containers) is twofold: they respect archaic forms and conventions on the 

one hand, but in the light of the Catholic Church’s recent histories, they act as reconstructions 

of modern imaginings. 

Eglin’s constant referencing of Staffordshire flatback figures has tended to allow critics easy 

previous readings, referencing the mantelpiece and historical precedents. The new object is 

then quickly tidied into a pre-existing category, historical, process or theme and conveniently 
 

 
100 Howard Gardner, Frames of Mind: The Theory of Multiple Intelligences (New York: Basic Books, 1983). 
101 Silvan Tomkins, Affect, Imagery, Consciousness, 4 Vols (62-64) in Ernst Gombrich 1977: 176, 190-191. 
102 Susanne von Falkenhausen has argued against affect theory, claiming it to be independent of cognition, 

describing it as a lifebelt. This argument is entirely academic, the author stating that she does not want her 

emotional states deployed, which would appear to be the flaw in her encounter. frieze.com/article/trouble-affect- 

theory-our-age-outrage, (issue 204), June-July-August 2019 [accessed2/11/2019]. 
103 There is an analogy with drinking here. A mouthful of a big wine may create an instant ‘wow’ factor, but 

often, it is a more restrained mouthful that has the longer finish. 
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authenticated within the traditional figurative field, disregarding any of Tomkins’ range of 

affects. This is to ignore the work’s acidic intensity subverting established ceramic genres. 

The figure of the Pope is camouflaged with a profusion of images, Christ, prostitutes, 

condoms and Paisley prints, which, depending upon viewer and context, may incite a variety 

of reactions. Important here is the context which the collaborative viewer brings to the work. 

Eglin provides specifics but the work becomes an open text due to the potential crossing of 

codes. Alternative readings are possible but not inevitable. Skill is orderly and controlled 

(delight/esteem), the expression is free and striking (antipathy/laudable). The difficulty is in 

the double reading imposed by the montage aesthetic, the refusal of a fixed system of reading. 

The English satirical tradition suggests that contempt can find its object amusing in an ironic 

form whereas disgust finds its object repulsive. Contempt may use ridicule and derision, but 

Eglin uses disgust which is bound to the metaphor of sensation showing that ceramic objects 

through their materiality and satire can create such feelings. 

The purpose in citing Eglin’s Pope in this context is that it constitutes an intersection of the 

satirical, the political and the aesthetic. The moral implications of this blague lie in its ability 

to reveal and critique the artifice underpinning the construction of identity, myth and archetype 

within the Catholic Church and the social and psychological character that they manifest. 

Whilst the viewer may find the figure ambivalent, it indicates that, for the artist, it represents 

coded images of his own social marginality and historical alienation. 

The constant crossing of codes can be seen as symptomatic of a postmodern phenomenon of 

fragmentation, the work acting as a form of discourse, a reconstruction as allegory, cross- 

referencing ideas, images and places, images collected or newly produced. It denies specific 

iconographic reading and reconstructs meaning via both the viewer’s art world and other world 

experience, reactions and past encounters. 

Is there a danger in this instance of over-interpretation? Quite possibly, but two conclusions 

may be drawn from Eglin’s multivocal objects. 

Firstly, Eglin achieves agency via: 

1 Mark making-drawings and prints and their references (Ingres’ Odalesques and 

Staffordshire figures) 

2 Marks as protective covering (camouflage, disguise) 

3 Marks as graffiti or defilement (referencing Voulkos’ ceramics and de Koonings’s 

paintings) 

4 Marks and images referencing bodily fluids (still taboo) 

 
Secondly, a difference can be read between a post-historical manipulation of conventions 

whose values and status are considered as given and an historical transformation of practices 

whose values are expanded or contested (tradition versus innovation). 

Philip Eglin’s distinction is in his ability to straddle the two. 

 

 
Process 
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At the level of cell’s transformation is a change that is context dependent-an object 

inculcating another object in effect. Transformation can also occur naturally through direct 

contact and equal transfer between cells, a process known as ‘conjugation’ or conversely, 

dramatic cell transformation can take place artificially by using other methods including 

transduction where a foreign virus is deliberately introduced to the host.104
 

A significant historical demonstration of this process is the example of Joseph Cornell 

moving objects into liminal spaces, enabling them to play in subtle and allusive ways. In 

Cornell’s work the objects’ agencies yield a phenomenological charge and a subsequent range 

of sensations and affects. Cornell’s work, however, targets a sophisticated audience, quite 

different from the current objective of reaching a wider audience via popular culture. Cornell’s 

choice of objects is largely based on their evident life experience and I use this reference to 

advance the character of much of my later work. A wooden child’s toy carries its experience 

in a way not available to a plastic object, which is an ambition for my later pieces. 

The initial exercise consisted of a simple blague intended to provoke reaction from 

colleagues within the established ceramics community. The theory was slight and unsubtle, an 

intention to elicit a response by critiquing that community’s fetishization of the teapot. In order 

to incite reaction, I produced a series of ‘Terrible Teapots’ (illus62). Size, balance, proportion, 

position and decoration were all ‘wrong’, the opposite of a correctly functioning vessel 

(illus63). Reaction was swift, ranging mainly from dismissive to caustic, but confirming that 

the agency had prompted a reaction. It should be noted that a number, mostly ceramicists with 

other world experience, knowingly reacted with a detached and amused sense of irony. This 

exercise then quickly gave way to a more focused and critical position. 

This segment of the research is a direct engagement with the hierarchies of the art world and 

the status of satire in reaching a mass audience. One of the reasons for the arts remaining opaque 

to the majority is that it offers a realm of experience and cognitive value outside the interests 

of popular capitalist entertainment. The ambition has been to engage a non-specialist audience 

by attempting to dislocate the hierarchies of high culture (galleries, museums) and of low culture 

(cartoons, vernacular forms) and assembling. new and persuasive forms. In order to emancipate 

this constituency, the objective was to blur the boundary between actor and viewer into a 

collective body. This ambition is developed in the Exhibition and Context line of enquiry by 

using six exhibition strategies to achieve a wider audience base. 

By adopting the pig as a common metaphor, greedy pig, dirty pig, ugly pig, lazy pig, fat 

pig, the intention for the series was to speak to a commonly understood insight. The original 

drawing (illus64) easily grasped, produced an expected positive but short-term response. In a 

more considered investigation, a performative piece based on Marcel Mauss’s concept of gift, 

was presented at the University of Lincoln Postgraduate Conference, February2015 (illus65) 

and at the Postgraduate Showcase, University of Lincoln, June2019.The inherent implication 

of reciprocity resulted in conversations regarding both medium and meaning, indicating a 

heightened degree of agency within a performative format. The follow-up to this event was to 

employ a direct metaphor in constructing the Piggy Bank Tower Blocks (illus66). The reading 

required two shifts to achieve meaning. Blocks of apartments are routinely bought as 

investments rather than for habitation. The process, therefore, was to think apartment =safety 

deposit box=piggy bank. Reaction was positive, the work regarded as amusingly ironic. 

 

104 Bruce Ferguson discussing transformation in Iwona Blazwick, Cornelia Parker (London; Thames & Hudson, 

2014), P.11. 
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Significantly, in attempting to achieve a wider audience, several viewers normally outside art’s 

orbit, appeared to be pleased that they had made the connections for themselves. 

This positive response encouraged a further development of the metaphor with the 

construction of the Broken Brexit Britain configuration (illus67). This piece, at 1.5 m, consists 

of fifty broken piggy banks representing a post-Brexit financial devaluation. In this piece the 

emotional/affective component constitutes a major aesthetic judgement and the binaries of 

positive/negative, thrift/greed. This component’s function steered the work clear from the 

concepts, gestures and documents of quantative investigation, the emotional/affective impact 

of the piece being precisely the element allowing personal experience and mode of knowledge 

to impact on any encounter. 

In this instance the objective was to lure the viewer via the work’s vernacular code, the cliché 

of the everyday image whilst introducing a stealthy but palpable degree of phenomenal 

difference. The surface and lucidity of the original remained but offered difference within 

sameness. 

The significance of this piece is its demonstration as an open text, as a contrast to the 

previous two outcomes as closed texts. It highlights a strategy by means of which objects have 

the capacity to assist additional interpretations and open conversations rather than act as a 

singular focus. 

Working on the understanding that sensory perception can be a cultural as well as a physical 

act (the national flag fluttering), I proposed working on a subject previously exhibited by an 

artist in a different medium in order to assess the responses to both outcomes. In 1989 Scott 

Dread installed What is the proper way to display the American Flag? in the Chicago Art 

Institute. The invitation to walk over the flag caused outrage leading Congress to frame 

legislation protecting the flag. The challenge was to determine whether ceramics could offer a 

satirical alternative to Dread’s original. 

An associated ‘hot topic’ was the debate on gun control with several initial possibilities 

including the scrap bin whose contents provided a strong graphic image (illus68). Utilising 

ceramics’ liquid/soft/hard capacities the work developed into guns decomposing into the flag 

(illus69). A first attempt using blobs of clay had little visual impact and agency. The subsequent 

rethinking returned the work to the vernacular and a mass media formation with the clay 

squeezed into gun shapes to form the stripes with Philip Guston cartoonish Klu Klux Klan 

figures forming the stars (illus70).Basic in concept and self-explanatory in its geography, the 

final arrangement did afford a more ironic reading of gun control and nationalism than the raw 

political charge of the Scott Dread original. The agency of the Dread concept lies in the use of 

a real flag, of treading on an actual icon. Clay, in this instance, is a demotic material. Dread’s 

alienation is clearly more visceral than my own antipathy, but the exercise demonstrates the 

nuances available to both artists in their use of a chosen medium. 

Examination and analysis of the final arrangement revealed a less than successful outcome. 

The guns dissolving in their container demonstrated conceptual adroitness and the stripes of 

slip an equivalence, but the cartoon nature of the figures appeared banal both in concept and 

image. Work on the piece was justified, however, by the demonstration of clay’s ability to 

evolve from one state to another within an image. 
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Analysis 
 

The first concern in addressing the agency of featured works is to set them in the context of the 

contemporary ceramic domain in which, even now, the moral hegemony of fitness for purpose 

idealizes and implies attainable truthfulness. Although unsubtle and essentially vernacular 

clichés, the Brexit pigs (and to a lesser extent, the American flag) succeeded due to their evident 

demonstration of process. Process as product gave the work an ambiguous aesthetic and a spirit 

of enquiry by presenting objects as metaphors recast by process. The American flag 

installation, although flawed, achieved its agency by its openness to material and responsive 

pliability within a conventional installation. 

The following themes are suggested as ceramically distinctive in this segment of research: 

1 Delusions of high tech, the ability to replicate and reproduce items in semi-industrial 

procedures. 

2 Shock of the real, the ability of clay to cast objects. 

3 Shock of the old, the ability to distress and age material as metaphoric activity. 

4 When more is just more, large accumulations of objects and material. 

 
The use of a traditional hang, a gift and an installation over this series has demonstrated that it 

is more productive to study the response to these ceramic objects as they are displayed, 

exchanged and circulated in order to determine what they mean to people, how they build and 

maintain narratives according to context, experience and imagination. Meaning in these 

instances is not abstract but embodied, felt, interactive and cumulative. 

The artless vernacular ceramic pig has contested the idea that experience and language might 

form two separate streams, a separation of sensation from thought. Whilst experience may 

embrace inner, qualitatively unique particularities and thought contain public, shareable 

generalities, both have been evident in audience reactions to the four outcomes. In addition to 

the focus of each individual metaphor, the agencies of each have demonstrated subtle 

distinctions in response, both verbal and active. 

It is clear that a retreat from Silvan Tomkins’s cited ‘high command’ art values into the 

vernacular with its kitsch and cliché has widened audience response ranging from antipathy to 

the disgust of alienation. Whilst not available for audit, responses have, at the very least, 

enabled conversations. The best of the work has defied a simple knee-jerk response due to the 

fact that it is conversational, the ambiguity slowing the audience down for a chat. The ambition 

has been to avoid last words and for the audience to question everything from formal properties 

to the work’s place in the world. And the value of vernacular as ‘brute’ is affirmed by Julia 

Kristeva: Kristeva’s work acknowledges the agency of ‘brute’ materiality. In creative 

production there is no opposition between inside and outside-consciousness and materiality are 

mutually constitutive and enfolded.105
 

Empirical evidence, significantly from the presentations of the pig series, confirms that 

agency is tied to the idea of insight and can reconfigure thoughts and feelings, even provoking 

perplexity (as demonstrated by Eglin and Slee). Because the agency of objects is capable of 

interfering in the way we think, those objects may be regarded as being theoretical objects with 
 

 
 

105 Estelle Barrett, Kristeva Reframed (London: I.B.Taurus, 2011). 
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their cognitive armature considered as part of that agency. As such, the audience is required to 

experience what is happening via theory in conjunction with physical and emotional responses. 

My jugs, trophies and exhibition strategies, however, emphasise the relationship between 

the agency of materials and emotion, becoming clearer in the following lines of enquiry, 

significantly in the contextualising of objects in the curation enquiry. Hector Berlioz, with 

regard to music, claimed that rather than emotional, responses were neurological, muscular and 

foreseeable. Whilst not rejecting emotion, I can find an element of this thinking whilst working 

and in anticipating responses to a Brownsword or Slee figure, or, indeed, to one of my own 

wreckages. 

Significantly, as a personal insight, this segment of practice has demonstrated a growing 

awareness that during the enquiry the studio has been transforming from a physical location 

into a discursive community. 

 

 

 
Metaphor and Related Tropes 

 

 
I want to explore the idea that working with materials can generate innovation through 

metaphor and that these metaphors can provide new epistemological resources for further 

artistic research. These ideas are supported by three claims: 

1 Metaphors are common. This is addressed in the following paragraphs. 

2 Material properties can generate innovation through metaphor and these metaphors can 

provide new epistemological resources for further research. The jug portraits are offered 

as a primary source of evidence in support of this argument. 

3 Metaphor can be used as a means of explanation and clarification to aid cultural 

understanding. The Spode plates, the Britannia dome and the Shards project are proposed 

as evidence of the use of metaphor in a cultural context. 

A brief introductory overview prior to context and process is useful at this point. 

Use of metaphors is common, their use during news items often operating as an aid to 

understanding. Pigs have been treated like swine since the dawn of time, their appearance and 

devotion to sleep and gluttony making them ideal vehicles for metaphor as illustrated in the 

previous line of enquiry. I suggest that this acts as an endorsement in using metaphor to widen 

the constituency away from the academic alone and in assisting a wider engagement and 

understanding. We can see metaphor operating at all levels, even within research as Gray and 

Malins use the metaphor of a journey of exploration to describe the research process.106 And in 
 

 

 
 

106 Carole Gray and Julian Malins. Visualising Research (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2004), P.2. 
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academia, alienation is used as a dramatic metaphor for perceiving both the social sphere and 

a range of more personal disenchantments. Howard Pollio expands the theme: 

...the use of tropes is unavoidable. We may think of figurative language as 

most obviously a feature of poetry and more generally of ‘literary writing’ but 

there is more metaphor on the street corner than in Shakespeare,107 A claim by 

Daniel Chandler also supports Pollio: Much of the time we hardly notice that 

we are using metaphors at all and yet one study found that English speakers 

produce an average of 3,000 novel metaphors per week.108
 

In a useful, related reference Gramsci recognised the difficulties attending some concepts, 

situations in which metaphor might usefully act as a means of explanation and clarification: 

 

A very common error is that of thinking that every social stratum elaborates its 

consciousness and its culture in the same way with the same methods, namely 

the methods of professional intellectuals. It is childish to think that a clear 

concept suitably circulated is inserted in various consciousnesses with the same 

organising effects of diffused clarity; this is an Enlightenment error.’109
 

And metaphor’s potential has long been understood, Giambattista Vico 1668-1744 being the 

first to identify four master tropes, metaphor, metonymy, synecdoche and irony. 

Cognitive scientists George Lakoff and Mark Johnson contract the understanding of 

metaphor into a single sentence: The essence of metaphor is understanding and experiencing 

one thing in terms of another. Paul Ricoeur expands the process in the following: 

In the case of metaphor, A and C are given in reading - they are the tenor and 

vehicle. What must be constructed is the common element B, the Gestalt, 

namely, the point of view in which A and C are similar.110
 

In the context of this research, practice is ‘seeing as’ which is the intuitive relationship that 

makes the sense and image hold together. 

Lakoff and Johnson, in rejecting objectivity and subjectivity as individually discrete options 

of address, offer an alternative which appears promising for practice as research: 

We reject the objectivist view that there is absolute and unconditional truth 

without adopting the subjectivist alternative of truth as obtainable only through 

the imagination, unconstrained by external circumstances.111
 

As an alternative they offer an experientialist synthesis, an approach suggesting that 

objective/external and subjective/internal are not opposing concerns. From their experientialist 

perspective, metaphor is a matter of imaginative rationality permitting an understanding of one 
 

 

 

107 Daniel Chandler. Semiotics: The Basics (London: Routledge, 2002), P. 124. 
108 Howard Pollio, J. Barrow, H.Fine and M. Pollio. The Poetics of Growth: Figurative Language in 

Psychology, Psychotherapy and Education (Hillsdale, New Jersey: Lawrence Erlbaum, 1977). 
109 Renate Holub. Antonio Gramsci. Beyond Marxism and Postmodernism (London: Routledge, 1992), P.110. 
110 Paul Ricoeur in Sunil Manghani, Arthur Piper and Jon Simons, Images: A Reader (London: Sage, 2006), 

pp175-178. 
111 George Lakoff and Mark Johnson, Metaphors We Live By (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 1980), p.235. 
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kind of experience in terms of another. In consequence, coherence is structured by the natural 

dimensions of experience enabling new metaphors capable of creating new understandings. 

Building on this proposition for the current studio practice, imaginative rationality proposes 

a transaction in which materials placed in a positive environment, open to play and 

interpretation, possess a capacity for transformation inviting or requiring description. If the 

manipulation of materials functions metaphorically within this process it is hoped that this 

manipulation can be understood as a potential contribution to knowledge. 

 

 
Context 

 

In a similar fashion to the Terrible Teapots blague in which opposition was evoked, I am using 

a binary opposition to illustrate just what my next subject does not do. By manipulating found 

consumer and industrial durables into new objects and configurations, established artists Tony 

Cragg (plastic found objects), Richard Wentworth (ceramic plates) and Bill Woodrow (rope), 

have combined a personal material visual language, using metaphor and metonymy to restore 

those commodities into newly coded forms and relationships. In the case of Cragg’s map of the 

British Isles, the plastic detritus is a direct reference to the shoreline. 

The uncanny world of Richard Slee could not be further removed from the gravity of those 

three artists, but there is support for the Slee endeavour since in The Art of Controversy 

Schopenhauer claimed that in the sphere of thought, absurdity and perversity remain the 

masters of this world, their dominion suspended only for brief periods.112
 

One of the most difficult steps to take in considering Slee is to understand that humour may 

not be an overlay of seriousness and that humour itself may be the actual subject, compressed, 

intensified and codified. Slee’s subjects, Toby and Mr Punch are metaphorical figures, 

developed from John Bull as expressions of Englishness. (illus71). The hermeneutic context of 

objects such as this may be determined formally and regarded sociologically in the context of 

a cultural system (as an object-sacred, economic or mythical). 

The worrying aspect of such a procedure, however, is that the oblique, slippery and perverse 

responses in print and in person suggest that Slee has a different agenda.113 It may be that there 

is a dichotomy here in which subjects and techniques are vehicles for Slee to counter the 

established critical and institutional biases circumscribing the development of non-vessel 

ceramic practices experienced during his working lifetime. 

Toby is iconic, he has always embodied that disturbing aspect of nationalism in which 

attitudes and emblems are incorporated, valorised and projected as ‘us’ against ‘them’. Tobies 

have, however, not been seen as agitprops and Slee’s objects, too, avoid the obvious, neither 

sermons nor one-liners in the Spitting Image mould. This series is seductively complex, 

technically, historically and in its cultural references. Toby, too, eases into another iconic 
 

 

 
 

112 This line of thought runs through his Essays in Pessimism in Arthur Schopenhauer, Essays and Aphorisms, 

trans. by R.J. Hollingdale., (London: Penguin Classics, 1976). 
113 This was confirmed in a conversation with the artist during the New Directions in Clay study day, York Art 
Gallery, 12th September 2018. 
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character, Mr Punch (illus72), a figure fluctuating between comic cheerfulness and frightening 

violence.114
 

Slee’s genius lies in the elasticity of the work’s historical and cultural references, material 

properties and grounded objecthood. His outcomes would appear to contest Michael Fried’s 

assertion that art degenerates as it approaches the condition of theatre. Fried states that the 

experience of literalist art is of an object in a situation.115 These figures do exist in a situation 

and quite deliberately so. Used metaphorically, both Toby and Punch can be viewed as mythical 

figures in the way in which gods have always represented specific characteristics. 

In Slee’s examples, however, deductions are never simple, intentionality and agency are not 

necessarily quite in alignment. Slee’s work resembles a traffic light, always on amber, an in- 

between state which asks, ‘are we considering truth or fiction, an untruth or truth via fiction?’ 

As a final consideration of this work, not always admitted, skill remains a live issue in art 

pedagogy and whilst conceptual skills may be analogous to, or supplant a toolbox of 

techniques, these figures reiterate the continuing value of a conceptual/manual synthesis. 

 

 

 

 

 
Process 

 

Engaging with Richard Slee’s singularity has suggested that in the quest for new 

understandings the requirement, in this instance, is for art’s praxis to have the capacity to 

undertake an enquiry yielding its own insights rather than claiming resonance by analogy with 

ideas and practices circulating in another domain. However, in keeping with the English 

satirical tradition, in addition to the use of metaphor itself I am using related tropes, metonymy, 

synecdoche, emblem and symbol as means of delivery. 

The aesthetic object is what is phenomenally experienced in a given manifestation made 

actual in a performative contact. The poppy, for example, may be used as emblem, symbol, 

metonym or metaphor, according to context. I want to point out the danger of analogous 

imagery, in this instance the poppy’s adoption as agent of remembrance, an example of which 

can be seen here in its overuse and misuse Sinking into a gift shop resource, it demonstrates 

official art falling back into a sentimental and cynical aestheticization. (illus73). 

My own sketchbook blague is on the theme of Nigel Farage’s anti-Europeanism. I read this 

as his rejection of the benefits of European unity, built post World War Two. Here, a mockery 

of the poppies and war memorial, offers my indignation organised around a metaphor of EU 

reciprocity, of debt and credit, of paying back. My indignation and antagonism prompt this 

retaliation (illus74). 

Parody, caricature and satire habitually tie production and interpretation of art works to a 

restricted focus. Traditional satire implies reference and would seem to avoid post-structuralist 
 
 

114 There is a recent example of a school banning a Punch and Judy show due to perceived inappropriate 

behaviour and domestic violence. 
115 Michael Fried. Art and Objecthood, Art Forum (Summer 1967). 
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theories of the free play of signifiers. Even accepting a difference between a narrowly defined 

satire and a broader critical praxis, satire has always been informed by an irreverence and the 

uncertainty central to postmodernism. This is a sense in which these satirical characteristics 

may be used to confront established and prevalent moralities and to be aesthetically innovative. 

A strand of this enquiry questions a theory of reference and uses ceramics’ languages to offer 

alternative readings, works that might denote or connote, might reference both index and 

symbol as shortly demonstrated by the shards and subsequent works. 

In working around metaphor, my approach may be seen as an emphasis on 

interconnectedness and animated process, a state of ‘always becoming’ and making space for 

the ‘maybe’, taking risks rather than assimilating material into a singular system where meaning 

and value are safe and reproducing knowledge already known, rather, it is explaining multiple 

connections, that is, in ‘seeing as’. The bringing of diverse materials together and exploiting 

their resonance may create connections which are either unproductive or counter- productive, 

yet, in practice, allowing for obvious failures, several pieces such as the shards and jugs 

demonstrate that the act of making connections across difference reveals knowledge to be a 

practice, the effect of multiple intellectual and physical activities. 

The pig series in the previous LoE has demonstrated the use of metaphor but my next 

example comprises a single image reworked into alternative forms of communication. I have 

printed a plate using the idealised, romantic Spode ‘Italian’ landscape image engulfed by a 

tsunami (illus75). In the lower image, the dramatic news headlines stand as a metaphor for 

events overwhelming the landscape. This is a closed text denoting a current situation. In 

contrast, Hokusai’s ‘Great Wave’ is a text open to interpretation, a potential metaphor for 

global warming, immigration or imports from the Far East and a framework for cultural 

readings. 

 

 
Allegory, too, has proved to be a useful trope when using the definition in the Oxford English 

Dictionary: Allegory – ‘A story, poem or picture which can be interpreted to reveal a hidden 

meaning, typically a moral or political one.’ Conceived as antithetical to a Modernist credo, as 

part of historical painting it was condemned to a marginal, historical existence in the mid 

Nineteenth Century, but Martin Heidegger provides a useful reference in contemporary use of 

allegory: 

The artwork is, to be sure, a thing that is made, but it says something other than 

the mere thing itself: it is allo aggreuei. The work makes public something other 

than itself; it manifests something other, it is an allegory. In the work of art 

something other is brought together with a thing that is made. 116
 

Historical examples suggest a reciprocity between the visual and the verbal with words often 

treated as purely visual phenomena. In this instance I have appropriated historical precedents 

in order to promote a blague. (illus76). This series develops the initial symbol into a narrative 

allegory. The naval hero as symbolic figure is the Englishman par excellence (linguistic 

paradox), but the first attempt (illus77) is curiously inert apart from the pseudo death mask. 

The second version (illus78) using a raku glaze to create surface texture shows an improvement 
 
 

116 Martin Heidegger, The Origin of the Work of Art, Poetry, Language, Thought, Trans. by Albert Hofstadler 

(New York), pp.19-20. 
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but still with minimal agency. The third version (illus79), again a marginal improvement, 

suggested a continued lack of agency and that further work on this subject would be 

counterproductive. 

Falling back onto Brexit as subject and drawing as ‘Denkraum,’ an enactive practice 

produced the first drawing (illus80) followed by (illus81). The mother figure developed here is 

a narrative-based artwork, it moves beyond symbolism as an allegory suggesting a mother of 

the nation image with squabbling children kept apart (illus82). Again, when modelled, the first 

accumulation proved unsatisfactory, due to both bland glazes and a clumsy arrangement of 

components (illus83) The second, revised, raku version proved to be more successful, a tighter 

composition and improved surface qualities resulted in an image with greater agency, an 

allegory as blague (illus84). 

In developing this theme, a reference to Craig Owens writing on allegory in the postmodern 

condition maintains that: 

Allegory is consistently attracted to the fragmentary, the imperfect, the 

incomplete-an affinity which finds its most comprehensive expression in the 

ruin, which Benjamin identified as the allegorical emblem par excellence. Here 

the works of man are reabsorbed into the landscape; ruins thus stand for history 

as an irreversible process of dissolution and decay, a progressive distancing 

from the original.117
 

And in support of Owens on the fragmentary Hans Blumenberg has already argued that the 

study of metaphor may be seen as indicative of substructures of thinking – the study of 

metaphor as an archaeology of knowledge in the realm of the broken and incomplete images 

as they emerge in narratives – believing that images precede discursive logic.118 

These readings suggested the value of an investigation into the form and materiality of 

fragments and their potential as metonyms. 

Highlighting fragments in this way, however, and with specific reference to this studio 

practice, fragments suggest that metonymy is the primary trope underpinning this specific 

research element. The current work shows that, in general, the grounding of metonymic 

concepts is more obvious than its metaphoric counterparts. My experience with physical 

objects, both manufactured and found, provides the basis for metonymy. Metonymic concepts 

emerge from coalitions of experience, between two physical entities (part for whole, object for 

user) or between a physical entity and something metaphorically conceptualised as a physical 

entity. 

Assemblage and fracture have been fine art strategies emblematic of the current zeitgeist and 

fulfil a requirement for cultural relevance and are clearly metonyms of the moment. Their use 

within the current studio practice seems to be particularly suited to the metonymic paradigm 

because they both physically incorporate features of the situation described but also narrate that 

situation in precis. Fragmentation, in particular, works against the notion of hierarchy, 

undercutting a culture of community and shared icons. 
 

 

117 Craig Owens, Beyond Recognition, Representation, Power and Culture (Berkeley: University of California 

Press, 1992), P. 55. 
118 Breaking the Disciplines, Reconceptions in Knowledge, Art and Culture ed. by Martin L. Davies and Marsha 

Meskimmon (London: I.B.Taurus, 2003), P. 188. 
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An archaeologist becomes adept in making connections between fragments and perceived 

wholes (illus85) and my own accumulation of shards is retained as reference material for a 

similar purpose (illus86). 

Shards can be seen as active components in developing an image from metonymic 

conception to final outcome in the following series (illus87). One shard was selected from the 

group and rearranged within a montage (illus88). Unsatisfactory as an outcome, it nevertheless 

acted as a bridge, suggesting the whole of which it might become a part. The resulting 

fragmented version of the Toby jug could then become a vehicle for an open-ended 

conversation (illus89). 

Coincidentally and methodologically related, two other blagues were suggested by their 

original fragments used as metonyms. The fragmented Britannia (illus90) is surrounded by blue 

and white china shards symbolising a broken pottery industry. The glass dome references 

Victorian taxidermy, acting as a signifier for protecting the remains of what has been lost. 

A similar metonymic process has been used in the piece titled Shards (illus91). In this piece 

the metonym is blatant in both image and title. The initial act was to photograph workers’ 

houses, vernacular buildings of the type demolished to make way for the new construction. The 

intention was to make the critique, a closed text, immediately accessible and this has proved to 

be the case in its reception. The new shard erupting through the shards of the old has proved to 

be an effective communicator in its agency. 

The final phase in the exploration of metaphor became an extended interrogation of the Toby 

jug form based on the (mis)understandings evoked by the Richard Slee series. 

Initially, the jugs underwent the same process as the trophies, being compressed and reduced 

to referents rather than functional objects (illus92). In several cases the images suggested a 

terminal agency in their unfired state and were retained as such (illus93). Taking others one 

stage further, a number were smoke fired (illus94) in order to add colour and texture and to 

exist in a semi-raw state allowing for both allegorical and metonymic readings. 

In concluding this phase of the work, I took advantage of my sense of disgust with many 

current social norms, disgust in this case provoking self-alienation as being bound to sensation. 

As described in the first case study, Robert Arneson used himself as a vehicle of representation 

and I found this to be a useful means of avoiding well known figures or hypothetical characters. 

So, my Punch (Toby) is a myth, a narrative of the myths of current cultural dichotomies 

between good and evil. I am Mr Punch, Mr Average, I whistle and sing, I kill people. These are 

not only cultural dichotomies, in this work they are also biological. In making self-portraits I 

was acutely aware of the paradigm of reading the face, deciphering as Schopenhauer described 

it, its hieroglyphic, an alphabet that we carry around, constructed as a readymade gestalt. The 

mind is so closely attuned to the human form that it takes only a small part, a fragment, to evoke 

the whole. 

My initial drawing (illus95) consisted of stretching features (not gurning) in order to evoke 

past imagery. The concept of collective memory binds together historicism and contextualism 

so the intention has been to rearrange past/known forms in order to enact new constructs, 

symbols as loci for altered collective memory. 

In making a mould of my own face, only minimal additions to nose and chin were needed 

for the Punch-like features to emerge. The collapsed Punch (illus96) fractured jug became an 
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appropriate metaphor for my own estrangement and a blague against myself. The aggressive 

raku firing has resulted in a cracked and variegated surface, entirely suitable for this form of 

expression (illus97). 

Process, as demonstrated in this phase of enquiry, may be logical, structured and at times 

rhyzomic, but the final outcomes highlight a possibility beyond formal analysis. During the 

#Me Too public debate of 2017/2018, satirical response was evidently off limits. My responses, 

notably, the drawings, could be considered neither structured nor rhyzomic, they were, in fact, 

lysergic, a crystallization made subconsciously and, as such, beyond analysis. Lysergic acid- 

crystalline is a compound prepared from natural ergot alkaloids or synthetically. These are 

ideas/activities/processes crystallising in a liminal space – between drawing and fabrication. 

The work is not the drawing. The work becomes the thought that thinks itself through the 

material. Drawing crystallises thought. 

The first image #Me Too (illus98) has the Punch/male figure surrounded with infants, the 

meaning open-ended. In the subsequent piece #Me Two (illus99) there is an element of blague 

in the play on words and allegorical reference to the word/image associations connoted. The 

use of salt glaze is specific. This medium has been used as an effective surface finish for 

ceramic portraiture since German 15th Century Bellarmines were developed. Its qualities allow 

the modelling to remain, unhindered by a normal heavier glaze coating. 

 

 
Analysis 

 

Pollio’s study claiming the use of 3,000 metaphors per week at once appears fantastical, yet 

awareness of the everyday appears to corroborate the fact and news bulletins often provide 

examples, ‘seeing as’ London buses, football pitches and swimming pools. This suggests acts 

open to analysis, gestalts consisting of properties that naturally occur together in our daily 

experience of performing these direct manipulations. 

It becomes clear, however, that not all forms of discourse can be converted from one form 

to another. There are lessons and insights even in the less successful outcomes. The mother of 

the nation figure can be seen as the outcome of authorship/allegory and non-art objects 

nominated as part of the reading. The combination of clay and mannequins creates a 

rendezvous, which, in turn, suggests instability This is not to envisage transformation, a truck 

transforming into a robot, rather an agency offering an emotional capacity. The problem- 

solving activities performed during this period of practice can themselves at times be regarded 

as metaphorical in nature – attacking, fermenting, giving birth. 

There have been critical difficulties in coping with synthesis and reconciliation of materials 

and idioms, in operating outside the persistent refinement associated with traditional concepts 

and practices. The choice of vernacular representation acts against refinement in both but is 

proving extraordinarily versatile in dealing with experiences that might otherwise appear 

confusing. The vernacular, too, has agency in its fundamental opposition to sensory 

deprivation, materiality in the present instances being paramount. 

Perhaps, in view of these performances we should consider the conversations activated by 

the vernacular as a creative process and to leave space for them to go where they want and to 

find a method of analysing them afterwards, turning gossip and anecdote into ‘exalted topics’. 
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Unpicking the results of the jug and (trophy) series has recalled Bolter and Grusin’s theory 

of immediacy and hypermediacy in which immediacy is the access given to reality by 

techniques, perspective in the past, virtual reality today. Hypermediacy, however, offers facture 

and process as content. Bolter and Grusin explain: 

If the logic of immediacy leads one either to erase or render automatic the act 

of representation, the logic of hypermediacy acknowledges multiple acts of 

representation and makes them visible. Where immediacy suggests a unified 

visual space, contemporary hypermediacy offers a heterogeneous space...in 

every manifestation, hypermediacy makes us aware of the medium or media (in 

sometimes subtle and sometimes obvious ways). 119
 

The jug series specifically embodies hypermediacy with unfired clay, flattened, smoke fired, 

raku-fired and salt glazed assemblages exhibiting facture in a variety of outcomes. 

If there were a value judgement that all I have done is simply identify metaphor as a 

rhetorical device rather than having an epistemological dimension, I would claim that the 

themes and questions arising from the metaphoric capacity of material interactions to produce 

effects has summoned concepts not immediately present. The material properties of the 

portraits and shards provide resources for further research, whilst the Britannia, Shard edifice 

and Tsunami plates offer supplementary cultural engagement and insights. 

In terms of research theory, the work references Robin Nelson;s practice as research model 

(originally proposed by Christopher Frayling at the Royal College of Art). Nelson proposes his 

practice as research model, as a means of progressing from know-what to know-how to know- 

that. There is also a parallel between metaphor and alternative idioms, in this instance fine art 

practices and craft’s strategies and associations which are synthesised in order to make progress 

along the line of enquiry. It is the work produced during this process that distinguishes the 

investigation as research with material outcomes as part of the articulation rather than as art 

objects only. 

A metaphor for this line of enquiry, ‘Dancing the Data’: suggests choreographing a 

movement away from the monovocal. A performative operation has provided an opportunity 

to capture multiple meanings, interpretations and perspectives with the intention of engaging 

audiences in recognition of diversity and, conceivably, some complexity. 

 

 

 
Skill 

 

 
Skill – a word to start an argument120

 

There is a distinction here in the consideration of skill and the avoidance of craft as a field 

of practice. As in examples recently experienced, the Restating Clay conference 2019, for 

example, craft appears to be a form of rhetoric rather than a field of practice and used as a form 

of persuasiveness by interested parties, it falls outside the remit of this enquiry. Skill, however, 
 

119 Jay David Bolter and Richard Grusin. Remediation: Understanding New Media (Cambridge, Massachusetts: 

Mit Press, 1999), P.34. 
120 Christopher Frayling, On Craftsmanship (London: Oberon Books, 2011), P.61. 
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should be considered as embedded in the practices of the artists under review in addition to the 

means of production within the enquiry. The featured artists, British and American, exhibit 

notable levels of technical and contemporary skills which are cited by Alison Britton and form 

an aspiration for my own practice: 

ADAPTION is a way of understanding changing conditions, play, rethinking objects into the 

present, the opposite of a controlling pursuit of clear concept into perfect form. 

ACCOMMODATION is the opposite of imposition, the negotiation of awkwardness and 

disjunction in finding new roles for objects. 

ABSURDITY is part of humour and is a strong trait in English work as seen in the 

juxtapositions of Slee and McNicoll. 121
 

And skill need not be the result of conscious consideration. To observe the sensory sporting 

motor skills of gymnasts is a demonstration of a remarkable complexity quite as developed as 

advanced craft skills. 

For David Pye, skill is a management of risk, not simply a technical matter but firmly fixed 

in the decision-making process.122 A discussion of skill is not to reignite an element of the tired 

and redundant art versus manual craft debate, but as a critical element in this enquiry. This is 

not skill as a bundle of techniques, but skill as immersive experience (the immersion of the 

maker in activity may also be matched by the viewer, for example, in the engagement with a 

Philip Eglin Pope or Madonna). My own preference in defence of skills is to reference Howard 

Gardner’s theory of multiple intelligences and the concomitant skills inherent within each (his 

cognitive model includes making, perceiving and feeling).123 The specific skills being brought 

to the current work may well consist of the haptic, skilled touch, aesthetic skill, historical skill, 

chemical/scientific skill and kinaesthetic skill. Each of these may be referenced within 

individual processes and outcomes, as cross-referencing of personal and original experiences. 

Referencing the Turing test may be relevant here. This parallels skills of 

know/how/what/why in studio practice. If you cannot tell whether the product is hand-made or 

machined, then the trumpeted poetry of the craft aesthetic becomes mythical and leads into a 

consideration of deskilling. As an extreme anti-skill backlash, deskilling can be seen to function 

as a liberation, a backlash against a perceived authoritarian expertise within reified practices. 

Within ceramics, however, the activity is rather one of re-skilling and is grounded in the 

expansion of artistic skills into both intellectual and unmaterial labour. 

There is an argument regarding the concept of deskilling with which I would concur and that 

is that the practices referenced by the term make its use inappropriate if not invalid. 3D printing 

in ceramics has replaced many thrown and carved processes but this constitutes a no less 

complex set of procedures. The degrees to which a combination of mind, hand and machine 

are employed are multiple and defy categorisation. This is a subject discussed in detail by David 

Pye asking ‘Is anything done by hand?’ 124 Paul Scott’s sourcing of historical plates and 

Barnaby Barford’s manipulation of figurines exist as examples of re-skilling and I would claim 

 

121 Alison Britton., Seeing Things. Collected Writing on Art, Craft and Design (London: Occasional Papers, 

2013), P.233. 
122 David Pye. The Nature of Design (Bellel, CT: Cambrian Press, 1964), P.52. Pye cites the workmanship of 

risk rather than the workmanship of certainty. 
123 Howard Gardner, Frames of Mind: The Theory of Multiple Intelligences (New York; Basic Books, 1983). 
124 David Pye., The Nature and Art of Workmanship (London: Studio Vista, 1971), PP. 10-11. 
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that my own use of figurines (Objects line of Enquiry (illus 49, 50, 53) required elasticity in 

both concept and context. 

An example can be found in Neil Brownsword’s narrative on the declining pottery industry. 

Eschewing his own considerable skills, Brownsword sourced a redundant china painter from 

the Spode factory. Tony Chellinor collaborated in producing an image, National Treasure, part 

of the ‘Topographies of the Obsolete’ research project, Bergen Academy of Art and Design, 

2013. (illus100). This work exists as a valuable example of a rethinking of the definitions of 

the domain, acting against a general disinterest in developing a critical vocabulary. It stands as 

a hyphenated form, not central to fine art’s hierarchies, but autonomous, as is the case with 

Paul Scott’s parodic Cow after Damien Hirst, 2014 (illus101), neither mainstream ceramics 

nor fine art located. Scott, on the other hand, demonstrates his skill in adapting critical work to 

a focus within a ceramic tradition in the Cumbrian Blue(s) Foot and Mouth, 2001. (illus102). 

This Scott piece is an elegant demonstration of key skills: 1) The history needed for the 

understanding of such art works include technological histories which are interdisciplinary. 2) 

These histories inform the critical vocabularies necessary to address the fluid characteristics of 

evolving practices. 3) The art work’s presence may require rethinking of curatorial contexts. 

I suggest that these key skills, associated with the concept of de-skilling actually demonstrate 

re-skilling, particularly those brought about by Postmodern practices such as appropriation and 

pastiche. Rather than alternative, they supplement existing conceptual and technical skills. The 

ironic interventions of my own early prints (Alienation line of enquiry illus39, 42) anticipate 

viewers who recognise the original ideological representations and who will engage with the 

implications of their reworkings. 

In referencing deskilling, it may have taken Duchamp to frame the readymade as a practice, 

but Picasso and Braque were able to reveal in their collages the function of the hand in 

selecting, ordering and placing as a form of assimilation of the readymade. It is this order of 

skill that enables Brownsword and Scott to actively expand the ceramic field, in contrast to the 

propositions of the academic community. These artists suggest that to become skilled puts the 

material rather than the maker into focus. This, then, endorses and prioritises the materiality at 

the core of my own studio practice. It suggests that creativity is not only a habit or mindset but 

also a form of socio-cultural practice that helps towards understanding issues of our time. My 

own Trophy and #MeToo series exist as examples of this proposal and illustrate theorising out 

of practice as opposed to applying theory to practice. 

The Anglian Potters organise a series of presentations each year and in 2017 I was invited to 

present in a series which included participants from Norway, Holland and the USA. My 

concern was to highlight the benefits of widening one’s skills base away from the bundle of 

techniques paradigm (illus103). This review by Ruth Gillett summarises the event of 14th May 

2017: 

At each stage Geoff deliberately went through a cycle of self-evaluation, 

determined the gaps in his knowledge and skill set and sought out relevant 

sources to fill these gaps. This repeated active approach, has resulted in a full 

tool kit and knowledge which enables him to express his views on any subject, 

whether it evokes a positive response (not so hard) or a negative one. Flipping 

through his sketch books, I was reminded of how I felt when the subjects of his 
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studies were occupying the news. He has the ability to convey subtle emotions, 

like anxiety and bewilderment as well as the more obvious fear and anger.125
 

This presentation constituted a partial breakthrough as several members of an otherwise 

tradition-oriented organisation demonstrated acceptance and understanding of the 

developments with a number being visibly enthusiastic about perceived advances. 

 

 
Process 

 

Rather than a clear pathway, this enquiry has required continuous re-routing outside the scope 

of a standard satnav. I have found that a requisite skill has been the finding of a personal, 

effective judgement of pace, a resistance to the urge for haste. James Elkins uses the word 

meandering as a pliable metaphor for rethinking the idea of a stable interpretative community 

and of the benefit of taking detours: 

The interest is in the matter of complexity, of the accumulated opinions, not of 

their linear relation, not pictured as a chain of successive accounts leading 

onward to the explanation that is taken to be definitive, but because of the 

muddle, tangle of crossing paths that eventually issue in the favoured account.126
 

This viewpoint not only relates to fabrication but also to drawing and writing practices and 

is discussed in a later section. 

Experience suggests that as thoughts occur, steps and movements may subtly reflect them. 

These patterns of movement, pausing, shifting and fluctuating may all find a voice in the 

narrative. Merleau-Ponty’s definition of the artist as a person who has the capacity to observe 

what others fail to notice may be well served by this approach.127
 

This is, however, a material practice, and as such the skills inherent need to be addressed. In 

recognising that this is ceramic research, writing around the technicalities of the field can, to a 

degree, serve to focus on the contemporary use of materials and technologies, engaging 

material science and related data to investigate disjunctions between sophisticated new 

materials of art practice and superseded, obsolete practices. Such examples might be three- 

dimensional printing and digital processes considered in relation to earlier pit firings or terra 

sigillata decoration. 

At the beginning of the research I anticipated examples from the case studies as underpinning 

the core of the practice, the outcomes of the five contemporary case studies proposing enquiry 

and explanation followed by a personal response to each artist via my studio practice. With 

hindsight this proposal can be seen as simplistic and was rapidly superseded by a matrix of 

strands from each group. The resulting work can be seen as quite distinct from that of these 

artists, but the connections have been gratifyingly clear enough for me to develop a satirical 

language. 
 

 

 

125 Ruth Gillett, Anglian Potters Magazine, (Autumn 2017), Page 6. 
126 James Elkins, Our Beautiful, Dry and Distant Texts. (London: Routledge, 2000), P. 176. 
127 This is a major theme in the concluding sections of ‘Eye and Mind’ originally published as: Maurice 

Merleau-Ponty., L’Oeil et l’esprit , Art de France, vol1, no1, Paris,(January 1961). 
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The idea is the machine that makes the art – reduces making to a perfunctory 

affair.128
 

I am suggesting that as this enquiry has progressed, the above statement by Sol le Witt has 

been flipped on its head into ‘making becomes the machine for the idea.’ As an illustration I 

am citing the initial perception formed from looking into the studio recycling bin (illus104). 

The transition of the material from solid to liquid state suggested that process as the essence of 

a work (illus105). That image subsequently evolved quite seamlessly into the ‘How to Display 

the US Flag’ outcome. This work highlights one of ceramics’ technical dividends, that of 

repetition using moulds. Carol McNicoll has contributed both conceptually and technically as 

pre-eminent in this technique, her work addressing social issues whilst continuing to make 

explicit functional references (illus106) with demonstration (illus107). McNicoll’s work adds 

substance to the argument for teaching skills, a reinforcement of my own learning within this 

project, due largely to the depth with which I have had to pay attention to the whole. 

Prior to the act of making, however, drawing served as a method of reduction, antithesis 

eliminating that which I didn’t know or sometimes, didn’t need to know. Drawing has proved 

to be a requirement, an attempt to ‘fix’ issues and events, not as they appear, but how they exist 

in the mind, recalling the act of wet photographic printing. Here the trick is to chemically fix 

the developing image at an appropriate moment. There are no rules involved, an image may 

demand to be bleached or it may require over-development in order to evoke a significant mood 

and, similarly, the detonator provoking a drawing may operate in such fashion, the self-portrait 

for jugs (illus108). 

The trap I have learned to avoid in this process has been in reading a drawing as a thread 

tracing a direct path to a final thought, idea or outcome. The work is not the drawing-the work 

becomes the thought that thinks itself through the material. So, drawing is shown to be an 

unspoken dialogue between self and emerging state, one in which the process can speak back. 

This also relates to meandering as a positive activity, easier in drawing than in clay processing. 

The most congruent example of the relationship between drawing and fabrication can be 

seen in the Brexit sketchbook. Born of an immediate and extreme form of antagonism and 

frustration, fifty drawings poured out in as many days. Whether figurative, parodic or symbolic, 

none of this body of work evolved into a related or specific outcome. What seven weeks of 

continuous drawing did, however, was to evoke memories, sharpen senses and produce 

relationships which might be harmonious but often confrontational. The significance of the 

Brexit sketchbook cannot be over-emphasised. It has permeated subsequent thinking and 

fabrication, even to the extent of requiring retrospective activity, revisiting and developing 

work previously considered to be complete at that stage of the enquiry, work on teapots for 

example. Brexit has acted as a key focus of studio work, pinning the ‘now’ rather than the 

historical.129
 

The fabrications resulting from these reveries could not be directly attributed to the drawings 

themselves but stand as symbols, emblems and indexes of sensations and liaisons.130 I would 

 
128 Sol LeWitt, Paragraphs on Conceptual Art, Artforum.vol 5, no.10 (Summer 1967) pp.79-83. 
129 A significant example of this process is the jug series. Initially conceived as materially demotic; later 

characterisation, via Slee and Arneson examples, has resulted in metaphorical and allegorical images of 

contemporary attitudes. 
130 The word ’reverie’ may suggest amateurism or daydreaming but it was reverie for Beethoven and Schubert 

when walking in the Vienna woods as it was for Wordsworth in the Lake District and Keats on Primrose Hill. 
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certainly identify the drawings with the lacunae of sensation, both of body and mind. To borrow 

from science, the term synapse may be appropriate, being defined as: ‘a junction between two 

nerve cells, consisting of a minute gap across which impulses pass by diffusion of a 

neurotransmitter.’131
 

In summary, the drawings in this portfolio are an immanence, neither static nor finite, even 

if appearing to say something explicit. They are developmental, always pointing to another 

place or condition but not in structured or incremental forms. The most serviceable term for 

these connections, and the word is primary, is lysergic, that is, in forming crystalline 

formations.132
 

The range of clay bodies and potential glazes was developed as a specific response to the 

requirements of the Trophies and Toby series. These illustrations relate to my developments 

from the initial Slee inspired Toby jugs. Initially a range of existing stoneware glazes were 

fired using a Michaelangelo pastiche mould made for consistent comparison. A number of 

glaze experiments ensued with an emphasis on surface quality and texture. The results varied 

widely according to the clay bodies; stoneware, terracotta, raku, crank, porcelain and paperclay 

were all tested (illus109). A decision was made in favour of exploring salt glaze, raku glazes 

and smoke firing as a process. Salt glaze has been used since the 15th century and has proved 

effective in allowing modelled details to retain their clarity. In order to grasp the implications 

of this method I spent a weekend with Peter Meanley in Belfast. Acknowledged for his 

expertise, his doctoral thesis ‘The Nature of Salt Glaze’, University of Ulster, 1999, provided 

the essentials of the technology (illus110). In my journal I noted that: 

Meanley has demonstrated via his character jugs just how effective salt glaze 

can be in highlighting details in modelled forms. His use of blue, primarily with 

some black slip provides a contrast with the transparent flesh tone highlighted 

with the orange peel slipped surface. My jug has a thinner cobalt slip applied by 

spray with moderate orange peel. 

This process has an auspicious conjunction with 18th Century satire as John Dwight at 

Fulham was producing salt glazed figures at the same time that Gillray was working nearby. 

A major contribution to this learning experience has been the collaborative work, an 

informal, lively grouping engaged in thorough research leading to formal permutations of body 

and glaze, devices for a range of expression. 

Participating in the Anglian Potters working party test firings, we refined the process. 

Initially, the heavy salting produced a heavy ‘orange peel’ finish, unsuitable for portraiture 

(illus111). This was modified by a faster firing using vacuum cleaners to increase flame 

circulation. Finally, a faster firing with lighter orange peel was achieved by the use of a ̀ bouncy 

castle blower (illus112), a process of distilling small gifts from the previous failures. 

Due to their rapid and impromptu nature the raku firings have provided a range of effects 

and affects. My jugs, damaged during fabrication and disfigured by fire, evoke characters 

physically and psychologically damaged. This may appear an obvious assertion-it also 
 

131 Oxford English Dictionary, Second Edition, 2005, P1788. 
132 Lysergics in the form of LSD and related psychedelics are now being used by academics and Silicon Valley 

entrepreneurs. Microdosing is being used as a means of mood-boosting and enhancing creativity. Researchers 

suggest that LSD switches on many more areas of the brain associated with visual processing. Jessica Griffiths, 

The Times Magazine, (31st March 2018), P.24. 
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highlights a problem in visual satire, that is avoiding what appears to be a simplistic image or 

idea. The resulting work may appear to be simple, but it is a distillation of thought and process 

and this requires attentive recording. In this instance the adoption of the Japanese raku method 

is an example of using appropriated techniques in a metaphorical way rather than in their 

original and traditionally skilled ways (illus113). The ability to control the kiln and cooling 

atmospheres allows for a variety of finishes, in this instance hints of a previous life in metal. 

Clay’s plasticity demonstrates how all manner of artefacts have been re-represented, from 

bulky statuary to miniature silverware, carrying all kinds of high and low art references into 

the public forum. 

The jugs, smoke fired and broken in fabrication or firing and held together with wire, carry 

handles and face casts as a form of cargo. Originally intended to be reassembled after firing, 

they now exist as statements with the additions as forms of prosthetic, wired limbs and a much 

stronger statement than of the original intent (illus114). These pieces are not sepia-toned 

exercises in nostalgia. They really are blagues, scathing and offering nothing constructive, no 

solutions. 

This series is a breakthrough due to its material content. The skill has been not only a matter 

of how to but, crucially, when to, a critical component in balancing intention with the 

unpredictable consequences of some chemical interactions. In this instance the introduction of 

primitive firing techniques, the use of smoke and an environment of combustible materials has 

produced surfaces rich in semiotics and metaphoric suggestion. The results are dramatic and, 

possibly, unique, the lack of refinement being the antithesis of the accepted ceramic ideal and 

their agency clearly references ordeal and rejection. These works, whether simple or complex, 

are a distillation of thought and process and require recording within the research enquiry. In 

works dependent on agency and affect the danger remains that writing can make the subject 

‘used-up’ and leave the viewer with little to contribute even with additional photographic 

evidence. 

These works also demonstrate that there can be intent and meticulous preparation and 

organisation, but these will always be compromised by physical, chemical and atmospheric 

considerations. An Autumnal firing will never replicate a Summer result. However prepared, 

the maker is always hostage to a range of possibilities. There will inevitably be a range of 

results from the racer to the landfill (to use Mick Casson’s vocabulary). It is a paradox of this 

research that landfill may be the objective. 

Working in parallel, I can record an act of meandering in examining a ceramic transmutation 

(and again in the following consideration of writing). Again, a reference to skill, printmaking 

skills from previous research led to a taxonomy of clay/print/clay/print. A teapot flattened as 

with the jugs and trophies, was printed to form a mould, which was printed in turn to 

demonstrate the commodity’s metamorphic function. A reproducible non-art object has been 

transformed into an unreproducible art object in the form of a reproducible art object exposing 

and inverting normal ceramic process (illus115). 

Critically, these recent pieces demonstrate and clarify to myself how the enquiry has 

developed from being practice-informed to being practice-led. Whilst not dismissing previous 

planning and structure, the work emerging from the various kilns has driven the narrative. Each 

firing has provoked a reaction and has demanded a response and it is these activities which 

have propelled the enquiry rather than initial theories, propositions and projections. 
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Analysis: Writing 
 

Writing as a major component of the enquiry has been taxing due to practice operating as the 

primary voice. Diligent reporting and observed detail are mandatory, but within satire, dressing 

up the text with exaggeration, invective and mimesis clearly stands apart from traditional 

academic forms. As noted in the introduction to the case studies, Walter Benjamin’s view of 

storytelling, ambiguous, open ended with space for interpretation is relevant here. 

A major problem, in this instance, is that using text in conjunction with images can make 

the work sound banal, as though everything is known and what is said becomes the focus of 

the narrative. The skill is in tracking multiple languages across blurred boundaries; speech, 

gesture, image, drawing and writing and the potential contradictions in their authority. 

At this point it is useful to cite Schopenhauer’s profound distinction between those who think 

in order to write and those who write because they have thought.133 Whilst the latter performs 

a critical function in research analysis and documentation, the writing portfolio testifies to 

imaginative and poetic musings alongside the analytical and rhetorical, thinking in order to 

write. As with the studio practice, meandering is considered to be a skill inherent in the writing 

and drawing practices, a gap allowing thought, the French style indirect libre. Whilst the studio 

fabrications necessarily constitute the core voice, the written component, as with the drawing, 

has provided a thinking space and is in no way subsidiary nor supplementary. 

 

 
Deleuze and Guatarri propose major and minor languages, but not simply in quantitative 

terms; the supposed ‘minor’ has significance for the ‘major’: 

Minorities, of course, are objectively definable states, states of language, 

ethnicity or sex with their own ghetto territorialities, but they must also be 

thought of as seeds, crystals of becoming, whose value is to trigger 

uncontrollable movements and deterritorializations of the mean or majority.134
 

This minority domain with minor language nevertheless requires a written representation 

of the whole and in this instance can be seen as a social practice operating at a particular time 

and place. Barbara Kamler and Pat Thomson distinguish between writing as a discrete set of 

decontextualised skills rather than a social practice; The problem with a skills-based orientation 

is that it is founded on a notion that language is transparent-simplified into a linear process.135
 

Any avoidance of that linear process achieved within the enquiry has been due to discursive 

formations: 1) What is observed. 2) What is recognised. 3) What is appropriated. 4) What is 

remembered. 5) What is validated. 6) What is conserved. 7) What is reactivated. 8) What is 

sayable. 
 

 
 

133 Schopenhauer’s distinction is cited by Clive James in Clive James., Cultural Amnesia (London: Picador, 

2007), P.767. 
134 Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus, trans. By Brian Massumi (London: Continuum, 

1987), p.117. 
135 Barbara Kamler and Pat Thomson. Helping Doctoral Students Write (Abingdon: Routledge, 2006), P.5. 
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Analysis from the early Age of Wire and String exhibition established the complexity of the 

practice and confirmed that the readymades and found objects (emanating from Duchamp’s 

blague and seen in the All in this Together and Willow Pattern Tableau) could be valuable 

constituents but only in conjunction with a reconsidered use of the hand. The eight elements 

above have proved to be emancipatory in their interaction with the hand, materials, processes 

and technologies. A synthesis of manual facility and cognitive acuity has been the long-term 

objective in the adoption of this practice and its processes and might be termed as multi-skilling 

rather than re-skilling. 

The adoption of a non-linear progression has been endorsed in both conceptual and 

functional terms by the developments in thinking and fabrication as the project developed. The 

theoretical support stems from a connectionist view of cognitive processing made by Graeme 

Sullivan: In this model, information happens in the process of making connections rather than 

the neural network merely being a delivery system that loads knowledge and shunts inputs and 

outputs back and forth as the individual interacts with the world.136 

 
                                                     Practice as a Maker 

 

    This practice functions on the understanding that the studio enquiry is a process in which the 

evaluation of the completed works acts within the context of the research questions rather than 

as exhibition artefacts. It can be seen to relate to  Robin Nelson’s Practice as Research model 

running from know-what to know-how to know-that. 

    The know-what forms the initial stage in establishing the problem. It uses conventional 

research techniques to review the project’s context via texts, primary observation and artist 

interviews and conversations. 

    The know-how constitutes the major stage, the physical studio practice. This depends upon 

the practitioner’s knowledge, the key characteristic being that the practice is fundamentally 

exploratory and multiple, involving innovation and risk. Exploratory thinking can be identified 

as emergent in the assembly, decoration and gestural mark making, the technical, formal and 

known providing a platform for the intuitive, speculative and haptic. 

    Ceramics’ vital capacity for repetition and multiplicity (moulds, throwing, extruding) 

provides a meta commentary on generic forms which both enables recovery and questions 

stability. Multiplicity enables comparison and contrast, both in examining studio outputs and in 

consideration of other artists’ works. In this phase the technicalities of measuring, throwing, 

casting and firing are a-priori cognitive strategies in which the aims are revealed on completion. 

Non-ceramic activities, drawing and writing are provisional and act as paper records of liminal 

areas between thought and object. Processing these experiences may involve pictorial, spatial, 

written or algorithmic thinking or an instinctive intuition. It is at this point  that the between 

ceases to be secondary and where failure to constitute a stable identity can actually become an 

achievement. It is here in the studio during hands-on processes that the emergence of further 

questions and, at times, answers to unasked questions, defines the practice as research. 

    The resolution of the know-how/exploratory stage involves the firing and finishing processes 

and are wholly dependent on the researcher’s experience and management of risk. 

    Operating between the know-how and the concluding know-that phases, exhibition and 

performance have evolved into vital practice activities. These are collaborative activities 

yielding audience experiences and reactions which have contributed to the work’s meaning(as 

opposed to evaluation, the researcher considering its worth within the enquiry). 

    The final phase of the practice, know-that, consists of analysis and reflection. It is a 

consideration of the work, what it means in the context of the practice and its response to the 

research questions. It is a return to writing and documentation as means of moving the project 

forward. 
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Exhibition and Context: Curating Strategies 

 

 
This research recognises that the status of objects relies not only on the objects themselves but 

in the manner of their articulation within human and system networks. The audience is invited 

to engage with the researcher in experiencing an object’s agency and its transition from closed 

text to open dialogue.137 An extended consideration of audience can be found in the essay ‘At 

what point do we introduce audience to the process?’ in the writing portfolio. 

The formative exhibition, The Age of Wire and String, concluding the first year’s study, 

University of Lincoln, Projectspaceplus, December 2014, provided significant material for 

analysis of both content and exhibition strategies. Based upon these analyses of the event, the 

decision was made to add curation, exhibition and context to the existing lines of enquiry and 

this line is reviewed here. 

My experiences of current ceramics texts and related conference issues appear to indicate a 

widely accepted role of research within contemporary ceramics curatorial practices. Critics 

located within ceramics and the wider crafts appear to have evacuated the studio in favour of 

the exhibition space where the idea of curatorial research has an acceptance which contrasts 

with the often- contested epistemic dimension of artistic research. This view has been 

supported by my experience of the programme and speakers at the Restating Clay Conference 

2018 at York Art Gallery. 

Westminster University’s Ceramics in the Expanded Field programme has played a leading 

role in performative curating, delineating practices rather than following lines of enquiry. 

Rather than originating in theory, curatorial discourse has built on practice and is employed to 

unpack specific discourses. In conversations with Dr Laura Breen, a graduate of the 
 

136 Graeme Sullivan., Art Practice as Research (London: Sage, 2004), P87. 
137 The term ‘audience’ within the research refers to a range of groupings, but each is specific rather than a 

general public. Specific audiences have consisted of academics, research students, secondary school teachers 

and their pupils, professional ceramicists and amateur potters. 
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Westminster programme (Victoria and Albert Museum, 23/1/14 and York Museum, 20/3/18), 

she emphasised the open text embracing indeterminacy and keeping ‘the perhaps’ alive.138
 

This reinforces my aspiration towards a curatorial strategy linking objects, images, 

processes, people, locations and discourses, a multidimensional mode which is rhizomic, acting 

in tandem with the studio practice itself. This, then, raises the possibility of the performative 

producing both results and a critical evaluation together. This idea of a performative 

collaboration with a wider audience suggests that curatorial work in the context of this research 

becomes a socio-cultural practice initiating, contextualising and making the art and its 

conjectures public.139 The researcher is then not only a producer of objects but also a producer 

of how audiences experience a range of art works. 

The resulting curatorial vision, formed by multiple voices, site, curator, sponsor, audience, 

rather than an individual authorial voice, requires a shift in the understanding of the work and 

its redefinition as durational rather than immediate. The anticipated subsequent conversations 

constitute a production cycle rather than a fixed performative moment, allowing the researcher 

to develop arguments unconstrained by established models. This course of action has exposed 

evident risks with partial contributions, incomplete passages and failures interrupting a well- 

ordered progress. 

In recognising this research as a contribution to social practices, I am referencing critical 

discourse analysis, specifically Norman Fairclough’s three- dimensional model of discourse.140 

Whilst Fairclough’s model is used as a research tool for critically analysing spoken and written 

texts, I propose that it suggests a productive model for exploring studio practice in a social 

context: …An interpretivist tradition of seeing social practice as something which people 

actively produce and make sense of on the basis of shared common- sense procedures. 141
 

In this instance a socio-cultural practice should combine texts (products) and their agency 

with disciplinary, institutional, historical and political contexts as well as the socio-historical 

relations of the field itself. Fairclough’s model (illus116) can then be read as nesting boxes; 

text (topic) fits into discourse practice (studio practice) and in turn, into socio-cultural practice 

embracing artist, audience and exhibition space (public exposition). 

In examining the research’s social practices, I have identified six methods of exhibition with 

which to make distinctive contributions to engagement with audiences. These forms of 

engagement are conceived as a means of avoiding the traditional gallery emphasis on a 

perception of quality and the evident failures of individual works which have tended to fail at 

the site of exhibition rather than in the objects themselves. In those instances, the focus had 

remained on the singular object routinely alienated from its social context and to the detriment 

of its voice.142
 

 

 

 
 

138 I am aware of important artists who have worked with clay, Rebecca Warren, Anthony Gormley and Andy 

Goldsworthy for example, but my concern is with the trajectory of theory and practice from the core of the 

domain, so these artists are outside the remit of the research. 
139 This method of working may be described as para-education. Discussed by Dr Anna Green, Norwich 

University College of the Arts, 2006, she warned of the dangers of falling into a form of ‘edutainment’. 
140 Norman Fairclough, Discourse and Social Change (London: Polity, 1992), P.73. 
141 Ibid, P.72. 
142 My concern can be illustrated by the Victoria and Albert Museum’s ceramics displays in which historical 

items can be served by plinths and vitrines but in which pieces by Richard Slee and Stephen Dixon are etiolated. 
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The meaning of the work originates in both the creative process (retrieval) and the critical 

process (revision). These are not contradictory; I am suggesting that the context of display is a 

critical element in the collaboration of the two. 

Three considerations in sharpening the focus of the experience are proposed here: 

1) The nature and properties of the object, 

2) The sensory and emotional aspects of the encounter, 

3) The impact of the setting. 

Successful reception ultimately determines the content and depends upon the two fundamental 

operations of language, selection and arrangement. Failure in this area can leave the work open 

to retroactive and revisionist scholarship. 

More people are aware of an artist’s work through printed and visual media or conversation 

than by direct contact with the art itself; whereas a spectator confronting the actual work 

becomes a cluster of motor reflexes. This discursive event becomes a co-production of 

questions, ambiguities, explorations, a conversation determined by the spectator and the 

contingencies of time and place. 

This circumstance is significant because neither experience nor thought come naturally in 

linear form. Examination, contemplation and experience may have no specific beginning nor 

orderly sequence and complex patterns of interconnection may coexist alongside linearity’s 

artifice and cultural specificity. 

At this point in the project there is an emphasis on the performative dimension of the artefact, 

its status and agency. Recent social and political events have revealed that people are as much 

persuaded by mythologies, images and poetics as they are by rational argument and that a 

formal rhetoric may be inappropriate.143 In an historical context, institutions appear to have 

often followed the church in promoting discourse over image and it is the objective here to 

examine means of revealing the object’s signifying potential. The six strategies trialled are as 

follows: 

 

 
The Plinth 

 

The plinth in its traditional form has usually contributed to a neutral display network but the 

politics of curation continue to question its value in practice. The concept of a supposedly 

neutral viewing environment in museums has been explored, notably by Marcel Broodthaers, 

Fred Wilson and Hans Haacke and the complex relationships within institutions and their 

hidden aspects of power exposed. High culture has relied on an ideology of framing with the 

plinth regulating and enshrining objects into codified categories. The plinth contributes to the 

paradox by which objects intended to extend consciousness are edited (often in a well-meaning 

way) and anaesthetised into entertainment. Style, another cross-cultural social agreement may 

also contribute to the plinth’s social position in a white cube context. 144
 

In an effort to avoid such neutrality I have used examples of my ceramic baby shoes where 

possible in order to enhance contrast and comparison between outcomes. Feet are represented 
 

143 I am thinking here of contemporary concerns, Brexit, climate change and the Royal Family for example. 
144 The plinth’s ubiquity in jewellery shops, fashion houses and sale rooms endorses this view. 
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through these indexical surrogates, synecdoches and visual statistics. Shoes are conceived as 

measures of insurmountable loss, whether of domestic childhood or the horrors of the 

Holocaust represented by the piles of dirty shoes displayed at Auschwitz. The baby shoes 

(illus117) have been neutralised by the plinth despite the clarity of their presence. The plinth 

does, however, retain some value as a necessary component of the work as evidenced in the 

Shards, Pigs and Reworked Willow pieces (illus118, 119, 120) and it is possible to use the 

perception of a tired exhibition strategy in an ironic form, for example in conjunction with the 

smoke-fired demotic trophies. 

 

 
The Vitrine 

 
Members of the public looking at art may not necessarily be looking at accepted art 

conventions, rather they may be looking at the idea of art carried in their minds. In this instance, 

art as value, social or commercial, may be accentuated by a superior form of display such as 

the vitrine over the plinth. The vitrine has a presence denied the plinth, the suggestion that the 

contents may be precious and vulnerable create an aura and the physical barrier establishes an 

official distance between object and viewer. 

There is a whiff of veneration here. With its origins in the church reliquary, the glass case 

acts as a metaphor for captivation, lending authority and power to its contents. In effect, the 

case within the gallery puts the art in quotation marks, an artifice within the artificial and 

making the support system transparent both literally and figuratively. But Phyllida Barlow, 

whose large-scale sculptures contest the possibility of vitrine use, is unconvinced: 

Without doubt the vitrine is endlessly fascinating, but now familiarity is 

beginning to breed contempt-it has become an over-used and abused device. 

Aesthetically stunning, capable of beautifying anything from shit to sheep, and 

portraying the already desirable as unreachable and untouchable, the vitrine 

seems to have captured the imagination of artists and viewers alike, perfectly 

symbolising how we are now forced to experience aspects of contemporary life. 

Its glory is becoming muted, its message repetitive.145
 

In this instance I have used the bell jar as a form of vitrine, the reference being to the 

Victorian practice of keeping fragile memento mori in an airtight repository (illus 121). This 

echoes its use in the previous and more successful Britannia work in the Metaphor enquiry 

(illus122). That example demonstrates a perceptible embellishment over the plinth with 

recovery, status and taxidermy acting as signifiers evidenced by the glass surround. 

 

 
The Cabinet Drawer 

 

The display drawer exists as another creature entirely. As a means of display for archaeologists, 

anthropologists and artists, it has a wider potential audience. The projects featured often act as 
 
 

145 Phyllida Barlow, extracts from ‘The Hatred of the Object (1995), a paper presented at the ‘Sculpture, 

Method, Research’ conference held at Central St Martins, London; reprinted in Phyllida Barlow, ‘Objects 

for .... and Other Things (London: Black Dog Publishing, 2003), pp. 183-4, 187-8. 
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a form of historical revisionism and apart from being ‘art’ or history, have a vernacular 

existence which can appeal to the untrained as well as the trained sensibilities. Whether bugs, 

butterflies or shards, the appeal to all age groups is in the spot the difference between items 

displayed, the difference in repetition.146 Ideally placed to display shards, the drawer has a 

metonymic capacity. This was demonstrated by the evident allure of small-scale items in the 

Lucy Rie retrospective, York Art Gallery, June 2018. The pulling and pushing and peering into 

the drawers had an almost performative dimension. In the case of the shoes, the display comes 

alive and exists as a different order of experience from the plinth and vitrine. (illus123). It is 

immersive. 

 

 
The Gift 

 

Whilst Marcel Mauss considers gift exchange to be the cement of society, Claude Levi-Strauss 

is more specific: It is precisely because of their non-utilitarian qualities that some things are 

better suited as gifts than others.147 From a positive perspective the gift may be unnecessary, 

unexpected, undeserved, unaffordable, personal, intended to please, thank, comfort, surprise 

and enrich. Conversely, the gift may be used to demonstrate, manipulate and oblige, as every 

gift is somehow a Trojan horse with hidden meanings and dependencies. Its traps are key. 

As noted, in the case of an uninstructed audience, there will not be a view of art, rather an 

idea of art, essentially a precondition of taste, but the gift used judiciously, however, can be an 

effective means of initiating a conversation. A recurring metaphor for networks is dialogue or 

more informally, conversation, acts of collaboration, connecting, interacting and conversing. 

Individuals will speak in different languages (literally or figuratively), requiring collaborative 

translations between networks and this is the role of the gift. Specifically, with regard to 

museum display, the politics of exclusion can be a weapon with which an elite reassures itself 

in avoiding the common values of the masses. The gift in vernacular form provides a means of 

bypassing this condition. 

Within this project I have gifted ceramic piggy banks at conferences. This has been 

successful in engaging non-art students who would otherwise not normally engage with art- 

relate papers and posters. Gifting to a wider audience introduced a tactile element which created 

an additional social relationship between artist and audience. 

The use of the shoes collection as gift at the Lincoln University Postgraduate Conference, 

March,2018 was more formal and disciplined in the conversations initiated by the offer to 

participants. Responses ranged from the basic ‘How did you. ?’ to the dramatic incident in 

which a participant burst into tears, explaining that her specific choice was identical to her 

daughter’s first shoes from infancy (illus124). It is difficult to imagine a more convincing act 

of agency and affect. 
 

 

 

 

 

 
146 Drawers of found items have been a regular feature of Mark Dion’s shows. 
147 Claude Levi-Strauss, The Principle of Reciprocity (Amsterdam: University of Amsterdam Press, 1996), 

pp.18-25. 
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Installation 
 

Whilst direct experience may be subject to revision, moods evoked can be subject to 

devaluation and vulgarised into taste. Installation, above other strategies, can evoke mood by 

bringing together common materials, acting in a similar way to poetry which performs the 

function of verbalising feelings and making them generally accessible; ‘These were my 

grandmother’s gloves’ syndrome. Ceramic installations have frequently enlisted fragments as 

reminders of past journeys, drenched in nostalgia as acts of ventriloquism and voices of 

retrieval. Association has appeared to articulate itself through the vocabulary of sentiment 

attached to objects. 

Historically, installation as a strategy has been hugely beneficial to ceramics; rather than 

representing form, texture and space, installation presents these elements as direct experience 

with an emphasis on sensory immediacy and physical participation.148 

For the researcher the negative aspect of installation can be found in problems of 

documentation, the difficulties of representation in either imagery or writing. By their nature 

and in their original state installations contain nuances which only spatial encounter can yield. 

In addressing these complexities, viewers will have their own subjective practices and, 

according to interest, will develop a unique understanding, an opposition to the white cube 

which seeks to remove such complexity. 

Several small- scale forms of installation were attempted during the formative exhibition 

of 2014 (illus125), their limited success resulting in the development of this current line of 

enquiry. Small scale installations, hiding objects in full view, have been trialled (illus126) 

echoing the interventions of Philip Eglin at the Arts and Crafts House, Blackwell, 2011 and 

Edmund de Waal at the Victoria and Albert Museum, also 2011. The success of my own 

interventions is constrained, however, by their domestic scale, but is useful, nevertheless. The 

suggestion is that my printed works could be successfully inserted within museum displays to 

disrupt or question the hegemony of the romantic landscape for example. 

 

 
Site – Specific Installation. 

 

Miwon Kwon has written extensively on site-specific art and locational identity and her 

identifications of types are acknowledged; site-oriented, site-referenced, site-conscious, site- 

responsive and site-related.149 These sites may, in practice, cohere at times as in the case of my 

printed plates and mugs hidden in full view on the dresser, an instance where any of the five 

types might be referenced. 

The previous installations have all been site adjusted or site dominant, that is, relocatable, but 

it is the site- specific installation that cannot be relocated that offers dramatic opportunities 

along with associated difficulties in documentation. What was once medium specific is now 
 
 

148 Installation as a strategy for ceramic exhibition has been documented in a number of texts, most notably in 

Breaking the Mould. New Approaches to Ceramics, ed. by Cigalle Hanoer (London: Black Dog Publishing, 

2007). pp 104-136. 
149 Miwon Kwon., One Place after Another (Cambridge, Massachusetts: The Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology Press, 2004), P.1. 
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often debate specific with the creation of objects made optional, but within this enquiry clay 

remains a working focus. 

Two sites have been nominated as locus of experience with a focus on theatricality and the 

obsessive accumulation of contents. This has been done to avoid the site overpowering the 

work itself, to avoid the site being sole content and artist simply as tour guide or archivist. Site 

and objects are co-performers. 

In the case of the shoes on the tideline (illus127) the moods, memories and affects can range 

from literal loss (many ceramic shoes originate from shoes found on the beach) to referencing 

personal experiences, refugees or even maritime disasters. The shoes were produced for use 

within a range of projects and do not relate specifically to the migrant crisis. On the shoreline 

they can equally reference litter, forgetfulness or tidal movement, they can both denote and 

connote. The beach acts as a pre-eminent site, the strand as the most liminal place to be, 

contingent on tide and time. 

Kwon suggests that due to the primary interest in a work now being in its discursive bond, 

site-specific art has lost its site and has, in fact, been dematerialised.150 Engaged in a practice 

in which material is paramount I would argue against this view by citing the shoes on the 

shoreline. There is an indexical relation between the materiality of the shoes and the discursive 

space. This is not a strategy intended to oppose the white cube or institutionalised display 

forms, the intention is to activate multiple signifiers as artwork and site interact. There is a 

useful contrast with the American Flag arrangement (Agency illus 69) in which the elements 

represent criticality whereas the shoes and site are signifiers presenting criticality. 

The final site, selected for its drama and finality, was the local authority refuse tip. The 

flattened teapots used in the Lincoln show (illus128) have been dumped in the skip and become 

beyond retrieval (illus129). This gesture has two audiences, my being on site and everyone else 

who wasn’t. Memory serves to complete the work. The photograph of the event restores the 

original moment but with ambiguity. Like any currency, the photograph and thus the event, 

becomes subject to inflation and depreciation. 

 

 
Analysis 

 

Curatorial work as evidenced by this practice echoes the Westminster programme in which it 

is understood as a practice which is longer-term, discursive and educational with a focus on the 

conceptual, on process and knowledge formation rather than on the resolution of ideas. The 

emphasis on the vernacular and a range of audiences aims to avoid the view that: the art world 

at the moment is becoming a little autistic because it has no real connection to the outside 

world151 Curating in a research context becomes an attempt to find out what you don’t know, 

how is it possible to engage beyond your own cultural knowledge? The question becomes ‘how 

do you know what you don’t yet know how to know?’ One possible answer, here, is the 

conversations closing the gap separating artist and audience, a situation in which the audience, 

in effect, becomes the rationale for both the making and reception of the work. 
 

 
 

150 Ibid. P1. 
151 Catherine David interview with Robert Storr, Documenta X (1997) Artforum 35 No 9 (May), (P 129). 
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There have been active and passive audiences, the latter often due to personnel composition 

but, at times, due to a misreading on the part of the researcher. Three levels of audience 

engagement can be identified: 

1 Foundational level – the provision of information. Some work can be 

acknowledged to exist at this level, there are early printed pieces such as the 

joke plates which act as closed texts. 

2 Participatory level – audience interaction. The pig gift presentations 

demonstrate this level. I would consider it to be a collective as opposed to 

collaborative experience. 

3 Creative level – shared experience and co-writing of the text. The Broken 

Brexit Britain and the shoes on the shoreline are examples of alternative 

presentations which garnered discussion rather than comment only. The 

reactions to the baby shoes in their several forms of engagement, define the 

experiences as collaborative and discursive. 

 

 
The opportunity to present the work unconventionally (whilst aware that installation is now a 

convention) and open-mindedly has carried risks with a range of successes and also 

disappointments. In offering a dialogical interaction which, in itself, could be construed as ‘the 

work,’ the space for action, questions and analyses has often proved to be narrow. When using 

objects as cognitive tools and applying them to sites beyond the art world, uninformed 

audiences have frequently been appreciative and collaborative whereas elements of the ceramic 

community, for example, have shown a diminishing level of toleration. 

In the more successful instances, an active space has opened up between researcher, object 

and audience, a triangulation in which there is migration between different, informative cultural 

voices and provoking objects. Experience suggests a research environment of risk, not only 

observed in the failure of individual artefacts but also in their agency and articulation. It would 

be wrong, however, to impose restraining criteria on the work’s exposure and exegesis even if 

regarded as dysfunctional within existing academic paradigms. The work’s function is to 

explore the possibility of revealing new paradigmatic positions and may refer to activities 

beyond exhibition but as outcomes of curation such as lectures and presentations, essays, 

catalogues and artists’ residencies. 

The experience of engaging a range of audiences with multiple performances has been a 

positive contribution, not only to the thinking and content of the commentary, but as an 

affirmative and developmental experience. It can be summed up in the following: Bakhtin’s 

subject (like Odysseus) returns home from experience each time and finds itself changed and 

enriched, more often to its own possibilities as it travels through different worlds of 

otherness.152
 

It would be presumptuous to expect to find a similar change in the audience’s perceptions, 

but the ambition, following cumulative experience and debate, is for a more open space of 

public reflection. 
 

 

152 Jeffrey T. Nealon, Alterity, Politics, Ethics and Performative Subjectivity (Durham, NC: Duke University 

Press, 1998), P. 37. 
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POSTSCRIPT 
 
 

 

A Reconsideration 

 

 
Outstanding satirists such as Gillray have been the loners, whether commissioned or driven by 

an independent spirit of moral outrage as was demonstrated in Eighteenth-Century England. In 

this ‘Golden Age’ of satire, vices were the ones which were anathema to a rational democratic 

period and for satire to work there must be agreement, if only loosely, on what is abhorred. 

Acting against this convention, within the current vector of authoritarian populism, 

contemporary political cartoons appear to be little more than propaganda for the two sides in a 

culture war. 

Due to the Brexit vote in 2016 this is a situation which has intensified during the course of 

my research and which calls for a reassessment, as satire is shaped as much by its audience as 

by its targets. Rather than attempt to confront humourless puritans of the internet culture wars 

I considered it to be more productive to attempt to reconstruct my blague. 

The latter part of the project has been largely concerned with producing open texts, 

encouraging dialogue and beginning conversations.153 If, during this latter work, the blague 

appears to be less conspicuous, this is due to it being a finger pointing to a destination (the 

conversation) rather than the destination itself. As a consequence of this evolution and 

adaptation to the zeitgeist, I can now consider myself to be a period artist as were Kottler, 

Dixon and Barford. 

 

 

 

 

Reflections and Insights 

 

 
My text has differed from other writing on the satirical domain due to an extended focus on the 

potential for addressing a specific form of critique within ceramics. It owes a factual and 

interpretative debt to the artists and their works as primary sources. Its other major benefit has 

been the range of audience response. The resulting text does not intend to match or develop the 

usual technical or biographical formats, rather, it presents a broader perspective but with 

consistently maintained reflections on cultural disaffections. 

From a researcher’s viewpoint the major benefit in development and progress has been the 

framing of the practice within a tripartite system: the object; its exposure; and its audience’s 

reaction in creating the conversation. The evolution of this mode of practice, therefore, is a 
 

 

153 My position on open texts is elaborated in the Open Texts, Ambiguity and Enemy Action in the writing 

portfolio. 
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methodological insight in itself. Insights have been exposed by specific case studies and lines 

of enquiry and some have value in emphasis and reiteration here. 

 

 
The Ceramic object offers a Range of Effective Critical Alternatives to 

Traditional Forms of Satire 

 

Potentially, these works can create a breach in normative discourse, as notably shown by 

Richard Slee (Foucault’s bouts of surprise). There is the possibility of alternative thinking, 

bursts of the comical, incongruous or paradoxical, half opening doors of discourse.154 

Via a range of audience, meaning has often been recovered through the experience of others. 

The mother affected by a baby shoe, the professor delighted with a gift and the council refuse 

attendant have all made distinctive contributions. Whether by peer review or empirical 

phenomenology the aim has been to find a description of how the object was experienced and 

that experience’s common core. 

The Brownsword figures (LoE 2) demonstrate the absolute relationship between material 

and narrative, in this instance a style analogous to the mode of thinking and purpose, an 

exemplary model of Bolter and Grusin’s theory of hypermediacy. 

In an endeavour to reach a wider audience, metaphor has been adopted as a major theory and 

process due to its position as a familiar social trope. The crucial factor has been that the image 

or object stands in a one for one metaphorical relationship with its referent and acts with brevity 

and clarity, for example, the pigs (LoE3). 

Agency, sensation and affect together have constituted a major strand of the enquiry. What 

is an affect? The question presupposes an answer, but affect is in opposition to language as 

supported by Kristeva who proposed that art is a bloc of sensations, not so important for what 

the specifics of a medium might be, rather, what a particular object can do.155 Art works can 

contest the idea of truth to materials, the affect resulting from a gifted ceramic shoe (LoE6) 

proving utterly different to that of shoes found on the shoreline and different again from plinth 

and vitrine presentations. 

 

 
To What Extent has the Blague previously been used as a Critical Strategy? 

 

 
In dealing with past and recent histories, comparison has proved a useful tool. The blague, 

subcultural rather than countercultural, has continued the traditions of Hogarth, Gillray and 

Swift in highlighting nonsense and venality without recourse to constructive correctives. 

Subjects examined included Robert Arneson as a synecdoche for Funk and the period works of 

Kottler and Barford proclaim them as period artists as were Guston and Hockney, for 
 

 
 

154 Michel de Certeau., Discourse on the Other, trans. by Brian Massumi (Manchester: Manchester University 

Press, 1986), p94. 
155 Estelle Barrett., Kristeva Reframed (London: I B Taurus, 2011). 
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example, in their own fields. The ceramicists can be seen as representatives and ethnographers 

of distinct zeitgeists. 

The blague has been successful in exposing different forms of alienation within the case 

studies, artists alienations from, towards and against. It is these which determine the tone of 

the voice and give the works their material distinctiveness as demonstrated by Brownsword’s 

retrospective self-alienation and Eglin’s raging hostility. 

The American case studies have revealed self-absorption as an unsettling phenomenon. 

Apart from the case study artists, a review of American ceramicists exposes a widespread 

narcissism driving the work. Shock, scandal and estrangement can no longer be regarded as 

tactics against conventional thought, in that domain they have become conventional. In the 

USA a ‘look at me’ narrative is evident, the artists using their own emotions or alienations as 

focal point. In contrast, the UK artists’ ‘look at this’ focus foregrounds the issue addressed (the 

elusive Richard Slee being a paradigmatic absentee). The voice itself is paramount. 

The search for fresh insights into ceramic satire and its rescue from the discourses of other 

disciplines has required similar exploratory trips into what Tanya Harrod has termed unofficial 

terrain, 156 where oral history jostles with all manner of printed ephemera and an elusive array 

of objects. (A weekend supplement referencing Alexander Pope and an obscene teapot in 

Norwich Castle Museum act as examples). 

Gossip and anecdote have proved to be informal and often rhizomic, not the conventional 

and linear format of a text. Memory has been seen as a distinct form of knowledge from the 

more codified branches of intellectual life. The acts of memory involved are inseparable from 

lived experience, with attendant vitality. This is the voice acting in opposition to the myth. 

Anecdote has been found to be a profound and effective strategy in providing both provocation 

and nutrition to the project. Gossip and anecdote have allowed multiple, meaningful and 

entertaining ways of dealing with the contingencies of artists’ research; Dixon, Scott and Slee 

being consistently generous. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Practice’s Vernacular Core offers Insights into Past Practices and Opportunities 

for New and Alternative Critiques 

 
The ambiguity of certain ceramic objects (teapots, shoes) and their status as conversation 

pieces contest satire’s specificities. This has been demonstrated, not as high art, but as 

informative of lifestyles and a contemporary zeitgeist. The sense of the past at any given point 

(Kottler, Dixon) may be as important as what happened in it and several of my Brexit pieces 

should add to the sense of the present. 
 

 
 

156 Tanya Harrod, The Real Thing (London: Hyphen Press, 2015), P.90. 
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The use of the vernacular has become one of the means of revealing hidden, undisclosed and 

unarticulated codes within ceramics (that objects speak for themselves). Its purpose has been 

to contribute towards clarifying things which are known but perhaps not fully understood. 

The choice of plates as decorative souvenirs eligible for display rather than use has employed 

these items as a correlate of malfunction, moving from proper function to decoration to 

souvenir in an alternative system function. The demonstration of touch, whether in using or 

breaking the plates has been an essential element contesting the museum’s traditional systems 

of display. 

Stephen Dixon has staged vernacular objects (teapots, petrol cans) as carriers of historical 

moments with emblems of national mythologies (LoE 1). Richard Slee’s carrot umbrellas and 

saws from Wickes add to this anthology. Viewing, too, has engaged the vernacular glance, 

notably when engaging with Philip Eglin’s surfaces, in relation to Ronald Paulson’s reading of 

Hogarth in the Eglin case study. 

 

 
Printed ceramic practices continue to develop and enrich the English satirical tradition. 

 

 
Printed ceramics operating at an interdisciplinary junction have demonstrated the scope for 

interrogating canonical traditions. Reflections on making within a multi-media approach have 

produced insights into the know-how of practice combined with the know-that of contemporary 

thinking to locate the work in a satirical lineage. Howard Kottler can be recognised as the 

unsung precursor of contemporary print and Paul Scott as the primary UK catalyst.157 My own 

prints have been produced to manipulate and subvert the traditional genre of printed collectable 

ceramic souvenirs, exposing alternative representations of social conduct. The American 

Gothic (LoE1) and Willow Pattern Tableau (LoE2) are examples. 

My own Britannia dome (LoE4) has migrated across established disciplines, print, collage, 

ceramics, exhibition, and categories. This piece demonstrates the range of skills required to 

produce the emblematic density necessary for allegorical texts. 

One canonical piece, the Diana Dossier (LoE1) illustrates the relevance of the satirical print. 

The process demonstrates interdisciplinarity, multiphased activity and thinking via drawing, 

collage, printmaking and precision firing techniques. The intention has been to show that 

dexterity, judgement and care are confirmed as contemporary values (as they were in the golden 

age) rather than simply a toolbox of techniques. 

 

 

 

What is the blague’s potential for making alternative, additional and distinctive 

contributions, why and how might these contributions be achieved? 
 

 

 
 

157 Paul Scott provided considerable technical input in the initial stages of the research. His personal contacts 

and introductions were an additional and valuable contribution. His work, often satirical, is caustic but does 

not fall within the context of the blague which accounts for his omission as a case study. 
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Referencing Michael Fried’s critique of objecthood and theatre, narratives have exposed 

storytelling and theatre as tropes.158 Wonder, curiosity and the marvellous appear to have been 

absentees from the seriousness of ceramic scholarship, but the case studies have frequently 

highlighted these features. The figurative work of case study artists has embraced theatre. 

Referencing Bolter and Grusin’s hypermediacy, in their specific ways, these artists fill their 

subjects with vitality, Eglin and Brownsword significantly endorsing Wollheim’s twofoldness, 

the recognitional and configurational aspects. 

The medium’s critical potential, the practice’s intuitive, lysergic manipulations, have had 

little to do with any rational or objective notion of truth. There have been collaborations beyond 

rational research experience (propositional and physical risks of firing procedures). The broken 

plate performances and the council refuse tip installation act as examples. 

I can demonstrate the considerable potential of the ceramic blague as productive: 

Metaphor – the Hokusai Tsunami plates can both denote and connote (illus. 75) 

Allegory – the pigs are emblematic (illus. 67) 

Metonymy – the shards can act as signposts (illus. 91) 

Installation – shoes as key agents for affect (illus. 123) 

Medium as message - in the trophies and jugs (illus. 57) 

Performance – plates as interactive subjects (illus. 44) 

All of these in their distinct ways demonstrate hypermediacy. 

A standard trick has been to adopt traditional processes into new contexts, a potential 

expansion of strategy, materials and targets. Eglin’s use of plastic packaging discards as moulds 

for body parts and clothing is an exemplary example of adaptation to new circumstances 

(LoE2). 

 

 

 
Curation, Exhibition and Display 

 

 
I have referenced Gramsci who was quite clear that it is childish to think that a concept can be 

inserted into various consciousnesses with the same clarity and effect. This, in itself, has been 

a manifesto for widening the range of my work’s exposure. My audiences have been 

determined by location and context: formal exhibitions, artist’s residency, home university and 

conference presentations have provided opportunities for dialogue. 

Exhibition considered as a social practice with a focus on the experience has enabled a range 

of strategies which generate meaning through discursive relations. Re-examined orthodoxies 

(print) and revived clichés (pigs) have proved to be novel for newer audiences. 
 

 

 

158 Michael Fried, ’Art and Objecthood,’ Artforum, (Summer 1967). The work of all the case study artists 

contest Fried to a greater or lesser extent. 
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A major success in audience engagement has been the use of the gift, both informally and in 

conference contexts. The difference between market transactions and gift transactions has been 

significant. Whereas the former makes no reference to prior history or interaction, the gift does 

so and becomes a means of developing and modifying relationships. In the case of the piggy 

banks, the labour expended on these almost worthless objects is justified only within an 

asymmetrical economy of gift giving. This system of value lies both outside the worlds of art 

and commodities. It establishes a logic of reciprocity. 

A recurring metaphor for networks is dialogue, or more informally, conversations, acts of 

collaboration, connecting, interacting and conversing. Individuals speak in different languages, 

literally or figuratively, requiring collaborative translations between networks and this is the 

role of the gift (LoE6). 

Conversations in which unexpected insights emerged to the surprise of participants, 

including researcher, denoted the practical and theoretical engagement with the artwork’s 

subject matter as being performative. 

My position on audience has been defined by twin assumptions; that the project is interesting 

beyond being ‘art’ and that it can make an appeal beyond trained sensibilities. This has not 

been a move in line with political populism but rather a disaffection with the privileged 

spectator in the gallery space as sole arbiter. 

 

 
Avenues for Future Development 

 

 
Understanding that this full text will engage only a limited audience, showcasing the ideas, 

insights and artefacts may be possible at two levels, the academic and the social. In an academic 

context, written components, individual case studies and lines of enquiry may be offered as 

discrete texts, to Ceramics, Art and Perception, for example. My preference is the delivery of 

a relevant conference paper within an academic area of interest. Such a paper would be a 

distillation of the insights and examples from the research and this is a possible example: 

Abstract for Paper, Geoffrey Lee UK 

The Emperor’s Old Clothes Transgressed by Their Critics, Even. 

Key Words: Ceramics Borders Recodification Blague Domestic 

This paper proposes that the field of ceramics, until recently marginalised by 

the fine arts community, currently demonstrates a capacity for significant 

exposition and critique. 

The ubiquity of clay across time and cultures not only suggests a capacity for 

immersive experiences but also a means of contesting a global standardisation of 

art history and its methodologies. 

The collapse of this formerly discrete field into multiple strands generates a 

fluid relay of histories, technologies, materials and semiotics across former 

borders. Ceramics’ access to hegemony, previously constrained by cultural 

marginality, now contributes to eclectic works, which in combination with 

mainstream reified codes, proves capable of subversive recodifications. 
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Whilst dismissive of ceramics as a creative entity, artists are now plundering 

the field’s resources to negotiate multiple border crossings. 

This paper seeks to demonstrate the successes of artists working within a 

variety of disciplines who have succeeded in reappropriating pre-existing 

representations and have done so whilst acknowledging their previous contexts. 

The strategy used to make this case is a conflation of the domestic and the 

blague. This latter, a form of caustic mockery and ridicule, has been invoked by 

ceramicists to expose and antagonise existing hegemonies. The domestic is a 

context largely abandoned by the art world in the latter part of the Twentieth 

Century, but its histories, materials and semiotics can prove to be powerful 

agents in an immersive experience in the ways in which cinema, video games 

and sport are immersive. As Max Ernst and James Joyce affirmed: ‘quotation 

can be eloquent beyond its original meaning.’ 

 

 
The outcomes of this research suggest a range of exhibition strategies. Work by the case 

study artists would form the core of an admirable exhibition experience. Ideally, I would like 

to see this located in York Art Gallery, the site of the Centre for Ceramic Art (COCA.Org). As 

the gallery holds examples of work by the UK case study artists, the core of the show would 

be immediately accessible for display and curatorial oversight (hopefully, by myself). Failing 

this outcome, an on-line exhibition is entirely feasible in promoting this theme both here and 

by offer to cfile, the on-line ceramics forum in New York. My preference is for non- ceramic 

based locations and review within the wider fine art community. 

The Covid19 pandemic crisis has demonstrated the need and potential for on-line exhibition 

and performance, suggesting a means of audience appeal. I would like to work in collaboration 

with my daughter, an art historian with an MA in material culture. Her past work on symbolism 

indicates areas for a future partnership widening the outreach of the current programme. 

At a formal level, talks, workshops and demonstrations can be tailored to reference the 

research as I have recently been setting in motion at the Fire and Flux gallery in Norwich. My 

preference is to work beyond a specific ceramic community. Schools invite demonstrations and 

workshops (my current artist-in-residency, recently on hold, may be reactivated). No grouping 

need be ignored, a solo conversation may be as fruitful as a mass gathering. As alumnus of 

several art schools there is continued contact and the potential for exhibition, physical or on- 

line, plus contribution to the in-house productions of these institutions. 

With regard to the social context, musicians and actors are adept in producing pop up 

performances. At an informal level I envisage similar activities, particularly in relation to the 

gift. The appeal is of hit and run, the Dada or Surreal event in a public setting, consistent with 

the logic of the blague and opportune in the light of recent experience. On home ground I 

propose what I would call the ceramic pharmacy. a situation in which learning, therapies and 

recuperation might occur. Whether relaxing by sitting at the wheel, developing skill sets or 

working towards a specific qualification, colleagues could use the studio and myself as 

resources. There is no intention to set up a teaching programme, simply an environment where 

my experiences in this and other research can be available on an informal basis. 
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CONCLUSION 

 
 

    From the initial stages of the enquiry there was never an expectation of the research 

producing a dramatic paradigm shift in knowledge. Based on previous experience, the ambition 

had always been the incremental accumulation of insights and understandings. The perceived 

successes of the project, therefore, exist in these accumulations in relation to the initial research 

questions. 

    ‘To what extent has the ceramic blague been used as a critical strategy?’ The case study 

artists, selected for their range of approaches, succeeded in offering evidence of a spectrum of 

satirical activity and the demonstration of multiple working practices. Satirical ceramics may 

not constitute a genre but the works revealed confirm a strain, a tradition evident particularly in 

printed souvenir ware first appropriated from Gillray, through Cruikshank and Victoriana to 

Kottler, and most recently to Dixon and Eglin. 

    Insights into past activities have not been confined to acts of looking and reading. 

Contextualising an artist within each line of enquiry has endorsed embodied cognition, a 

practice aligned with critical processes. The methodology has successfully exposed a range of  

material and intent not available through the traditional technical, biographical or historical 

approaches within ceramics. 

    ‘What is the blague’s potential for making alternative, additional and distinctive 

contributions to social debates, why and how might these be achieved?’ The lines of enquiry 

have exposed multiple approaches and material possibilities. Clay’s fundamental capacity for 

fabrication and imitation has been critically endorsed by the case study examples, but primarily, 

by the range of work within the studio practice. From the initial printed pieces to the smoke 

fired wreckages, the sheer range of clay’s material potential has been exposed. The why and 

how of achievement has been realised via iconic, indexical and symbolic readings. 

    The blague as vehicle within a ceramic context has found a role, notably within a vernacular 

context; everyday items, souvenirs and gifts have all addressed a variety of audiences. 

Exhibition strategies, performance and installation, whilst not unique to ceramics, have 

highlighted the medium’s access and appeal to a widening constituency. 

     The blague’s potential has been further endorsed within art’s mainstream, Rebecca Warren 

and Marcus Harvey, for example, both making ceramic responses to the zeitgeist. 

     Additionally, two further insights emerged from a rhizomic practice, responses to unasked 

questions. The first is well expressed by Hartwig Fischer with regard to Edmund de Waal’s 

Library of Exile: And yet the crossing of borders so often leads to the breaking of barriers, and 

to the fertilisation of thinking and feeling in the host country, transforming the exile’s eccentric 

position into creative energy. 

      Secondly, a major claim for this research is that it is developing an argument supporting 

parity between three fields, art, craft and literature, their cross-pollination avoiding any 

individual aura. The research’s methodological scope suggests a productive way of presenting 

the inherent and unique identity and values of craft; it provides a way of revealing the 

theoretical and critical ground upon which the metaphorical potential of craft can be constructed 

in conjunction with art and literature. 
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APPENDICES 
 

                                                          Appendix 1 

 

                                                          The Blague 

 

    The Oxford English Dictionary merely defines the blague as a joke, but its context within this 

research project takes on a more substantial meaning. Here it references its exploitation in 

mid19th century Parisian culture where it proved a favourite form of destructive wit. 

    Flaubert (le lyricism dans la blague) and Baudelaire (cette chose si chere aux artistes-things 

dear to artists) wrote in support. Manet employed the term blague at least six times in the 

course of his recorded pronouncements, his paintings acting as pictorial versions of those 

endemic literary pranks which threatened accepted serious values. Manet exhibited Le Dejeuner 

and Olympia in 1867. These paintings were interpreted as blagues at the expense of the 

academy and the salon, but equally significant, his blagues were manifest in the witty contrasts 

of facture, the actual application of the paint. 

    The Goncourts, a year later, termed the blague as a farcical credo of scepticism, a brattish 

expression of blasphemy, impious (see Eglin) and carnivalesque (see Dixon). 

    Within this research the blague embodies mockery and ridicule with no recourse to 

constructive correctives. Here, the blague is regarded as subcultural, plural, symbolic, its 

resistance is performed by recoding cultural signs. The intention is that it should resist the given 

discursive and economic circuits, media myths, commodity signs and fashion symbols, perhaps 

to contest, but certainly to confuse. These blagues aim to utilise art’s disruptive potential, to 

open up breaches in normative discourse. 

    Evidence of such activity is not uncommon. Contemporary blageurs being viewed as 

transgressive, the Chapmans’ ‘improvement’ of Goya’s celebrated Horrors of War etchings 

being a prime example. So too, is much of Ai Wei Wei’s practice. In a ceramics context he has 

dropped a Han Dynasty urn and painted the Coca Cola symbol onto an historical vase. Grayson 

Perry, too, frequently returns to mockery, his ‘What’s not to Like’ 2006 being an example of a 

blague on consumerism. 

 

 

Appendix 2 

 

                                                Practice as Embodied Cognition 

  

    During the process of locating relevant research theories and methodologies a primary 

concern was to explore a range of possibilities in order to find correspondences whilst avoiding 

a palpable mix and match result. In locating my practice concerns, Katy MacLeod’s Type A 

Research suggested a positioning that could be historical, cultural, contemporaneous or a 

combination of these and which appeared to confirm my own position. ‘Here the text carries 

the information relevant to an exact positioning of a culturally critical activity. In this instance 

the researcher was ready for his practice to change and the research study which involves 

renewing an historically-based practice has, in fact, renewed and newly positioned the 

researcher’s own practice.’ 1  

    With the research emphasis on a material practice, readings on object theory revealed texts 

critical of the priority given to subject over object, by Alfred Gell for example. Graham 

Harman’s Object Oriented Ontology operates beyond Actor Network Theory in considering the 

positioning of objects: ‘All objects must be given equal attention, whether they be human, non-

 
1 MacLeod, K. (2000) The functions of the written text in practice-based PhD submissions. 
Retrieved<26/06/2018>from URL, http://www.herts.ac.uk/artdes/research/papers/wpades/vil1/macleod2.html 
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human, natural, cultural, real or fictional.’ 2 He criticises Foucault: ‘For Foucault, all of the 

work seems to be done on the human side of the fence.’ 3 and cites Jane Bennett: ‘I will 

emphasise, even overemphasise, the agentic contributions of non-human forces……..in an 

attempt to counter the narcissistic reflex of human language on thought.’ 4 Harman then 

expands into cognitive activities which are also taken up by Robin Nelson in three concerns: 

‘But to set the bar for new knowledge at the level of the paradigm shift is to set it too high. 

Fortunately for most of us substantial insights are more readily attainable and this is in no way 

to demean them.’ 5 and then referencing lines of enquiry as ‘the thread of the researcher’s 

cognition:’ ‘Cognition is not the representation  of a pre-given world by a pre-given mind but it 

is rather the enactment of a world and a mind.’ 6 Nelson then endorses Varela in referencing 

enactive perception, embodied knowledge and the haptic, a practical knowing, possibly before 

or beyond words.7  

    In examining Varela, Thompson and Rosch’s enactivism8 I was gratified to find 

acknowledgement of the pioneering work of Jean Piaget, demonstrating a pleasing symmetry 

and antecedent to their positioning. The educational psychology lecture series during my 

teacher training (1960-62) featured Piaget’s thinking and his advocacy of learning by doing. His 

theories underpinned the Plowden Report of 1966 and even more so the practical learning 

forming the basis of the Newsom Report of 1970. Piaget’s theory of learning by doing from 

1930 prefigures much current practice-based research. ‘Every fresh external influence exercised 

upon the organism or mind presupposes two complementary processes. On the one hand, the 

organism adapts itself to the object which exercises this influence: in this way there is formed a 

sort of motor schema related to the new object. This is what we shall call in a very wide sense, 

imitation. On the other hand, this adaptation implies that between the new movements and the 

old habits there is a certain continuity, i.e. that the new movements are partly incorporated into 

already existing schemas. This incorporation we shall call assimilation.9  

    Rather than simply cite Varela and colleagues at length, it seems more constructive to discuss 

their ideas within the narrative of the practice itself. There are, however, some basic 

propositions regarding enactivism and embodied cognition to be noted. ‘In the enactive view 

knowledge is constructed: it is constructed by an agent through its sensorium or interactions 

with its environment.’ 10 In enactivism, mental processes are: ‘Embodied - involving more than 

the brain – including more general involvement of bodily structures. Embedded – functioning 

only in a related external environment. Enacted – involving not only neural processes, but also 

things an organism does.’ Cognition is not tied into the inner workings of an ‘inner mind,’ some 

cognitive core, but occurs in directed interaction between the body and the world it inhabits.’ 11 

     Importantly, regarding the haptic, ‘Another application of enaction to perception is analysis 

of the human hand. The many remarkably demanding uses of the hand are not learned by 

instruction, but through a history of engagements that lead to the acquisition of skills. 

According to one interpretation, it is suggested that ‘the hand is an organ of cognition,’ not a 

faithful subordinate working under top-down instruction, but a partner in a bi-directional 

 
2 Graham Harman., Object-Oriented Ontology (London: Pelican, 2018), P9. 
3 Ibid 215. 
4 Jane Bennett., Vibrant Matter: A Political Ecology of Things. (Durham NC: Duke University Press, 2010), P112. 
5 Robin Nelson., Practice as Research in the Arts (London: Palgrave MacMillan, 2013), P27. 
6 Ibid 43. 
7 Ibid 56. 
8 Francisco J. Varela; Evan Thompson; Eleanor Rosch, The Embodied Mind: Cognitive Science and Human 
Experience (Massachusetts: MIT Press, 1992).  
9 Jean Piaget., tr Marjorie Gabain, The Child’s Conception of Physical Causality (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 
1966), P285. 
10 Marieke Rohde., Enaction, Embodiment, Evolutionary Robotics (Atlantis Press, 2010), pp. 30 ff. 
11 Marek McGann in Ralph D. Ellis, Nakita Newton., Consciousness and Emotion: Agency, Conscious Choice and 
Selective Perception (John Benjamins Publishing, 2005), P184. 
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interplay between manual and brain activity.’ 12  

    This section of the commentary is written in the first person in order to demonstrate 

relationships between research practice and theory. Additionally, the relationships between case 

study artists and this practice form a key element of the research. There have been two major 

strands with which the research has been tracked; the lines of enquiry and the artists’ case 

studies. The alignment of the two constitutes the spine of the practice. In order to generate 

maximum understanding of the artists’ motivations and practices I have used my own practice 

to engage with both common themes and processes. There are two words in frequent use and 

their meaning within this text requires clarification. I use the word copy when my own work 

addresses that of another. The Oxford English Dictionary meanings are: ‘To make similar or 

identical’ and in this instance it is the similarities under consideration. For the various 

production processes, I use fabrication which, in dictionary terms is to ‘construct or 

manufacture’ and also to ‘invent in order to deceive.’ The latter, in this context, is not proposed 

as deception, rather to create ambiguity or to ask questions. 

    A number of questions underpinned the research from the beginning but as the enquiry 

developed it became important to record the experience of engaging with questions emerging 

through practice but not visible initially. A situation of incorporating not knowing in the head 

with the certainty of explicit tacit knowledge begged the question of what form the processual 

nature of knowledge-making might take with the use of skill.  

    Aware that institutional demands could result in the practitioner’s voice being filtered 

through methodologies designed to establish objectivity, I took the decision to rely initially on 

intuitive creative processes (difficult to express) and skills, often undervalued but evident in the 

practices of my subjects. After interviews with these artists had provided some insights into the 

qualities of their processes, an in-depth engagement by an act of copying suggested a direct 

means of addressing the artists’ experiences. This activity is not the informed and explicatory 

copy of the drawing studio or pottery workshop but by placing the artists within a tradition or 

context I could reference myself to that context also. 

    Past experience on the Drawing MA (Norwich School of Art 2006-2008) exposed drawing as 

an experiential methodology concerned with what can be known through experience rather than 

prescription. 13 Varela’s enactivism reinforces this idea of knowledge grounded activity and 

proposes that emergent thinking is observed through experience. Now, beyond drawing and into 

a material practice, his ideas became incorporated into my understanding as a practitioner. 

Artists interviewed were often modest and understated in their responses; my aim in 

consequence, was to try to understand their decisions by the logic and momentum of my own 

making. The hope was that this approach might reveal something of the artist not available from 

looking or theorising. In the initial stages of the research I had already had cause to operate this 

process in deconstructing one of my own pieces which used similar imagery to that of a Paul 

Scott plate, However, whilst using a similar image and the blue and white semiotic, the subject 

matter and narratives were entirely different. 

                                            Extract from Journal 12/2/2016 

    What happened? This may not be a problem, rather a concern to be addressed knowingly. 

The use of the Hokusai Great Wave by Paul Scott at the same time as my own Tsunami plates 

could be open to accusations of plagiarism. It is inevitable that there will be artists working on a 

theme simultaneously but from a quite different starting point. The Scott plate references 

Fukushima and the traditional Willow Pattern, whilst my work references the reified romantic 

landscape as evoking a mindset in the build up to the European referendum. Reinforcing the 

fact that this is research, the comparison of the text tsunami and the literal wave demonstrates 

ways in which denotation and connotation might form alternative forms of representation. 

 
12 Daniel D. Hutto., Radicalizing Enactivism: Minds without Content (Massachusetts: MIT Press, 2013), PP46ff. 
13 Patricia Cain has written on enactivism in her book on drawing and in associated lectures and articles: 

Patricia Cain., Drawing (Bristol: Intellect, 2010). 
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    This problem continues to exist. Claudia Clare’s work, illustrated in her book on subversive 

ceramics, is well publicised. My own similar work, not in the public domain, could be regarded 

by outsiders as appropriation or plagiarism in terms of technique although my work was 

produced ten years prior to the Clare piece. This issue is ongoing, as demonstrated in the 

various uses of the three drunk girls image by myself, other artists and print media.  

    I asked myself how I might reconstruct a process and take the practice into active cognition 

rather than focus on the artefact itself. A problem was to maintain the necessary discipline to 

stay with the process in order to allow knowledge to pass between practitioners when there was 

a conflict between this reproduction and the natural inclination to experiment. This tension 

subsequently proved to be positive, as my own work demonstrated originality whilst inhabiting 

much of the original’s substance. 

      Aware of this problem, the initial trial consisted of the use of found objects. By addressing 

Barnaby Barford’s use of kitsch figurines the objective avoided faithful reproduction in favour 

of reproducing actions and identifying subsequent effects on mindset. In equating the figurines 

with text, the creation of comic disjunctions demonstrated thinking taking place within a flow 

of activity rather than in retrospect. Whereas Barford had used the figurines to mock 

contemporary social orders I was highlighting the linguistic disjunctions between academic and 

vernacular expression, demonstrating thinking within the flow of activity rather than as prior or 

retrospective activity. In by-passing the literal content of Barford’s figurines (as in the case of 

the Paul Scott prints) the difference became clear between imitating and inhabiting. Re-enacting 

the Barford process revealed what he was doing whilst my conceptualising took a different 

direction. 

    By engaging with the Barford/Brownsword case study and recontextualising the 

making/thinking relationship it is possible to refocus from the artefact to the process that 

produced it. Again, referencing the Drawing MA, I was aware of an assumed visual convention 

that a drawing’s style can reveal the essence of the thinking processes making it, leading to the 

question of whether style is analogous to mode of thinking and therefore its purpose. Whilst a 

questionable proposition, it becomes relevant when comparing the contrasting styles of the 

Barford and Brownsword figurines. Barford’s work and my own response are essentially 

highlighting activities, whilst Brownsword’s complexities are immersive. Brownsword’s 

tableaux caused me to question how something apparently representational was not what I had 

initially imagined. Fortunately, and helpfully, the archaeology of Brownsword’s thinking 

process is made visible in the style and materials of the work.  

    The idiosyncrasies of making are difficult to relate to description, particularly when applied 

to methodologically reductive descriptive formulae, but implicit learning might identify patterns 

in a complexity too subtle for cognitive means. Brownsword’s work suggests that the 

experience of doing can accumulate knowledge and that learning by maker and viewer can 

involve fluid aspects beyond analysis, such as emotion and affect, both of which are embodied 

experience.  

    By this stage of the enquiry the question of my own ability to inhabit or embody another 

artist’s thinking no longer led the research but emerged as the research migrated from being 

theory-led to being practice-led. Subsequent investigations into enactive thinking (the relations 

and interactions between processes) through practice have made emergent aspects of thinking 

evident. Examples can be seen in the Trophy, Toby Jug and Cornucopia series in which formal 

and intuitive stages combine. Formal thought processes involving existent thinking were 

aligned with formal instrumental marks in the technicalities of measuring, throwing and casting, 

a-priori cognitive strategies in which the aims are revealed on completion. Exploratory thinking 

could be identified as emergent in the gestural mark making, assembly and decoration, the 

formal providing a platform for the intuitive and haptic.  

    Acknowledging this, I began to explore previously unnoticed relationships between the 

stages and began to experiment, trying multiple permutations into new connections. The ability 

of ceramics to offer outcomes in series allowed me to access variables, even within fixed 
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parameters. In this way I was able to react to intuition, ideas occurring within the process of 

fabrication. 

    In this situation thinking has occurred within processes of interaction and iteration and has 

demonstrated how one can employ and bridge a variety of disciplines whilst remaining within 

one’s own. The ‘Willow Pattern’ tableau demonstrates how emergent thinking is tracked 

through the use of readymades, drawing, collage, print and found objects into a performative 

piece, removed from the original sketch book impetus. 

    Past research (MA by Research, Lincoln, 2011-2013) had suggested that drawing practices 

could solicit reflexive thinking and indicate how I might make sense of what I was doing. I 

could relate drawing to production of text by using existing models (Surrealism’s exquisite 

corpses) whilst progressing my understanding of what I was doing. The drawings, exploring the 

construction of a persona, developed from Robert Arneson’s drawings and his ‘Californian 

Artist’ sculpture. The series developed through politicians’ self- image to terrorist (Jihadi John) 

apologist, (he was sporting, friendly etc) to my own individuation (via Jung) and a fictitious 

persona. The question then became not ‘What is this drawing about?’ but ‘What have I come to 

know through the processes involved in the making of the drawings?’  

   As a result of these and subsequent self-portrait drawing and the experience of the ‘Toby Jug’ 

series, I can now view thinking in a research context not as a reflective post-activity event but 

often as a process operating on a subconscious, self-reflexive level. Enacted knowledge through 

fabrication would appear to issue from multiple sources, not so much from repetition as from 

recurrent patterns of thought and performance.  

    Embodied cognition emerging from fabrication has resulted not only in problem solving but 

in problem finding. It may be that the result of a work is the formation of a question. This, in 

itself, may constitute a result (a question as the work of art?).  

    I have engaged with two pieces of work not directly involved with the blague or with ceramic 

criticality, rather in order to explore specific rhetorical questions they examine connectivity 

from both artist and viewer perspectives. The first, the ‘Punch’ print, explored related imagery 

at one remove, in effect contradictory images due to a missing stage in the family tree. The 

viewer is challenged to identify the connections, validating the antitheses made in ceramic 

outcomes, the ‘Joke Plates’ and ‘Cornucopias’ for example. What is meaningful from this 

experience is that we can make connection not previously recognised and can adapt to make 

sense of supposedly unconnected situations. 

    The second major theoretical engagement is the ‘Semiotic Noughts and Crosses’ 

construction. The teapots acting within Peirce’s semiotics employ the icon, index and symbol. 

Viewers are invited to construct their own rules, trying for a coherent narrative line or for 

alternative imaginative configurations between regimes. The work suggests inventive readings 

as a means of understanding. It suggests that what I know is aligned to how I know it and 

demonstrates the nature of experiential knowledge.     

    This suggests that awareness is a primary cognitive act and is inherent in first-person 

embodied experience and cognition. It concerns making sense and meaning of difficult or 

confusing events and in constructing an interpretative sequence in which I am central to the 

emergent text. A major advance within the practice has been a heightening of awareness as a 

research tool. It has emphasised absorption, accommodation, adaptation and assimilation as 

key research skills to be added to the existing toolbox of conceptual and technical skills 

previously in place. 

 

Appendix 3 
     
             Can you have a Ceramic Practice that is not Ceramic? 

 

    A short answer to the question would be yes, given the experience of the 1990s, but the 

example would be superficial, unpopular and short-lived. For a brief period a number of 
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innovators and some students operated portfolios of virtual ceramics of varying visual quality 

and ceramic relevance. The concern with touch and the material’s agency rapidly overcame 

interest in the genre and its subsequent interest and value has been as a precursor to 

contemporary ceramicists’ websites and catalogues. Ultimately, this practice evidenced minimal 

interest and limited potential. 

    There is, however, a contemporary example of ceramics as a non-material focal point, both in 

terms of subject matter and content ( to confuse the two is literary: Susan Sontag). The work of 

Marian Maguire, nominally a printmaker using etching and lithography, has a ceramic focus 

and content without which the work could not exist. This work is a dialogue between a subject, 

his pre-classical origins and his recontextualisation within a more recent historical environment. 

    Maguire has introduced Herakles, the ancient world traveller to her New Zealand homeland 

during the late Victorian era. Athens, the most familiar and powerful city of ancient Greece has 

bequeathed its culture to us largely through its narrative ceramic surfaces. (This work illustrates 

the paradox of drawing and painting constituted as high art on the ceramic surface, itself 

regarded as mere craft) Maguire convincingly traverses the cultural divide and focuses on the 

archaic black figure rather than the later classical red figure, so freeing Herakles, her subject, 

from the attributes and ethics of both classicism and Western religion. 

    Her Herakles is introduced to New Zealand in parallel with Captain Cook’s visits during the 

1770s, the latter figure embodying the advent of colonial culture and ideologies. Maguire’s 

choice of black figure imagery not only avoids reference to Western cultural influences but also 

evades late and more sophisticated Athenian imagery. The black figure engraving favours 

frontal presentation of the eye, resulting in the warrior’s activity being central to the narrative 

whilst simultaneously looking beyond the frame to engage the contemporary viewer. 

    Maguire’s focus on the pots enables us to engage with their limitations and potentials and to 

consider their agency in both ancient and contemporary depictions. 

    There is an inevitable strand of humour running through the work when considering the 

slippage between the signifiers: ‘To Repulse the Amazons fighting for Womens’ Rights’ is a 

neat, if bizarre, conjunction of male aggression and womens’ pursuit of the vote. 

Similarly‘Herakles discussing Boundary Issues with the Neighbours’ brings to mind the ways 

to which the original Herakles might have resorted in order to resolve dispute. 

    It is instructive to compare Maguire’s narratives with the work of Jenny Grevatte. The latter, 

similarly focused on pots, is concerned with form and surface, essentially with subject matter, 

whilst Maguire’s concern is to use subject matter to expose content. It is the conjunction of 

subject matter and content that generate the work’s agency and suggest that this practice could 

equally be defined as ceramics in a printmaking context as printmaking in a ceramics context. 

   Every time ‘The Labours of Herakles’ has been shown it has been different. Seldom has an art 

gallery or museum presented the series without supplying further context, be it Maori, colonial 

or classical; and I like that. I am not fixed about the way I think my work should be interpreted. 

Viewers come to it with their own cultural perspective. Marian Maguire, The Labours of 

Herakles, (Christchurch, New Zealand: Paper Graphica, 2015), P7. 

 

Appendix 4 

 

                                     Open Texts, Ambiguity and Enemy Action 

 

    A major plank in the platform of this research has been the development of the satirical 

object as open text, its ambiguity contrasting with the specificity of most satirical activities. 

Rather than offer a closed text, as was the initial practice, a black or white, yes/no outcome, the 

work is now considered as a finger pointing, as a signpost, as a catalyst for conversation. As 

this angle of intervention developed, however, so did the social circumstances within which the 

discourse evolved. The post-Brexit condition, that of post-truth, requires iteration in order to 

establish the circumstances within which the research discourse has operated. 
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    By now, my sense is of a current vector of authoritarian populism which has been 

hijacked14by a group of political shysters and commercial opportunists. In this situation society 

is divided and lacks an agreed moral framework in which the best satire can flourish. 

Contemporary political cartoons appear to be little more than propaganda for the two sides in a 

culture war. 

    In his essay ‘Dada Data’15 Vid Simoniti sets out his assessment of the dangers of the internet 

in the heated culture wares of the zeitgeist. He contrasts the present with the original Dadaists 

who created ascerbic nonsense against a coherent imperialist expansion, suggesting that now it 

is the on-line incoherence which is the servant of political forces, our on-line lives already 

Dada. 

    Citing Harry Frankfurt, he advances three types of disinformation, lies, bullshit and 

simulacra. Dealers in these practices, however, are not simulating truth (lies), avoiding truth 

(bullshit) or rendering truth unintelligible (simulacra); they ask the viewer to sacrifice any 

pursuit of truth, to sacrifice this right to their cause. And of these, bullshit is the exemplar, 

devoid of argument but demanding a belief or allegiance in violation of the standard rules of 

truth. I find this a new, malignant development and quite specific; a culture of vigorously 

expressing an adherence to an opinion by publicly sacrificing the right to sceptical enquiry. 

    During a period in which appropriation and distortion are rampant, the dangers of offering 

open texts becomes obvious but have to remain preferable to the yes/no of contemporary 

discourse.  

   I would make no claim for originality in advocating satirical open texts. The question of 

satirical expression in cartoons and caricatures as being instantly accessible with a single focus 

on interpretation was questioned in late Seventeenth Century emblematic images and referred to 

as ambiguous. There is a concern here with multiple meanings and interpretations and 

ambiguous may be an inappropriate term. Derived from the Latin ambo uterque – each of two, 

ambiguous can only refer to something with two possible meanings, not something which might 

have more. Substitutes, however, such as vague, indefinite or uncertain could imply hesitancy 

and dilute the character of the work. Easily recognised, if actually misused, ambiguity can stand 

as Roland Barthes’s shifters – ambiguous hinges that open and close on differently embedded 

spaces.  

    Another danger has to be flagged – a cornerstone of internet rhetoric is ironic ambiguity and 

no artwork is immune from distortion to a more favourable or radical position. American 

survivalists with their assault rifles might well find endorsement for their stance in viewing 

Rembrandt’s Night Watch as citizens arming themselves and grouping together in self-defence. 

As Angela Nagle observes; ‘Just like the style of the rightist chan culture, interpretation and 

judgement are evaded through tricks and layers of metatextual self-awareness and irony.’16  

    There is, I think, the possibility of bypassing such access by the means of surprise. Stephen 

Scrivener provides useful thinking on art as surprise in his essay ‘Transformational Practice.’  

‘…….what we are attending to here is the fact that the coupling of surprise and art is the 

coupling of cognition and art and that this coupling can lead to an altered or expanded 

understanding of art, issues and events.’17   

    This research proposes that art works can be understood both as triggers for conversations 

and as conversational responses in which unexpected insights might emerge to the surprise of 

participants. Empirical and theoretical engagement with the art work’s subject matter can prove 

consequential, often in ways that are difficult to anticipate. Reactions to the pigs and shoes 

 
14 Vid Simoniti., Dada Data, The Alt-Right and the Sacrifice of Scepticism, in Reality Machines , Mara Polgovsky 

Ezcurra (Coycacan: Tecoloti Press, 2018). 
15 Ibid. 
16 Angela Nagle., Kill all Normies. The Online Culture Wars from Tumblr and 4chan to the Alt-right and Trump 

(Winchester: Zero Books, 2017), P. 31. 
17 Stephen Scrivener., Transformational Practice: On the Place of Material Novelty in Artistic Change in The 

Routledge Companion to Research in the Arts ed. by Michael Biggs and Henrik Karlsson (Abingdon: Routledge, 

2010), P. 259. 
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contributions are eloquent examples. These two topics have demonstrated how successful work 

is able to dislocate the ‘fixed terms’ of the hierarchy between ‘high’ and ‘low’ cultures, making 

different and, hopefully, persuasive configurations as seen in the two pieces incorporating the 

shards for example.          

    The aim has been, and sometimes achieved, to stand by the work as it is experienced by its 

audiences with initial surprise becoming collective surprise and leading to dialogue between 

those who would reject and those who would accept the work as argument if not a work of art 

as such. My finding is that rejection (significantly, by potters) reinforces the current 

understanding of art, whilst acceptance requires cognitive adjustment as surprise becomes 

recognition. This cognitive adjustment can be viewed as validation of the transformative 

contribution of the artwork.  

    Theoretically, the maximum surprise coefficient would attend the informed individual, the 

one in possession of art-related cognitive systems and semantic structures. Art of collective 

surprise should rely on reaction to objective-shared rules, traditions, values and expectations, 

but the use of quotidian objects has subverted this assumption to the benefit of a non-specialist 

audience. Whereas in other fields there are preconditions for new knowledge and further 

investigation, artistic modes of engagement and innovation appear to be unstable moments. 

Rather than true propositions, works can be understood as unstable but active contributions to 

collective interests and understandings. 

    The certainties of informed individuals and shared cognitive systems have largely been 

dismantled by postmodern agendas and the virtual world, with greater access for a more general 

audience, one with a wide range of life experiences. If existing networks fail to accommodate 

newly presented forms, then cognitive surprise can provide momentum for meta-cognition and 

explanation of the unexpected. This cognitive disruption of expectation in the material offering 

constitutes a new visibility: ‘ways of making modes of speech, forms of visibility and protocols 

of intelligibility’18  

    The employment of the quotidian in making new connections between image and idea does 

not constitute a retrospective discourse. The recontextualization denies the autonomy of the 

artwork from subject, they are bonded.  

    We are now, however, at a point within a noisy zeitgeist where traditions may not have been 

entirely dismantled but where agreement is problematic. A critic could legitimately ask whether 

art is any longer an arena capable of cognitive surprise as the previously accepted frameworks 

for reception and interpretation have been constantly eroded. The exhibition LoE suggests that 

this may be a moment for the artist’s first concern being to establish the ground, the context in 

which surprise can be registered, its consequences hypothesised and later activated.  

    This surprise mechanism interrupts and refocuses attention and cognitive resources with 

momentum for adoption, accommodation and assimilation (as referenced via Alison Britton in 

the literature review). At this point it is useful to distinguish between surprise and affect as both 

have proved factors in the research’s reception. Affect can be likened to pure sugar rather than a 

complex food.  

    Suzanne von Falkenhausen has taken a negative stance on affect: ‘unlike emotion which is 

social and feeling and which is personal, affect is considered pre-personal: a non-conscious 

experience of intensity.’19 She regards affect as a lifebelt against the helplessness felt which 

might challenge and complicate understandings if it operates independently from meaning. She 

claims that affect is now part of the mobilisation of political populism, an energetic exchange 

between materials and humans, independent of cultural and social conditioning.  

    Based upon empirical research experience I would question this view and do so by turning it 

on its head. If, in fact, affect and meaning are independent, the sugar rush of affect can be 

harnessed. The collective sugar rushes of recipients (audience) when developed by 

 
18 Jacques Ranciere., Painting in the Text, in The Future of the Image (London: Verso), pp69-89. 

6 Suzanne von Falkenhausen., -The Trouble with Affect Theory in our Age of Outrage,’ Frieze Magazine, issue 

204.June/July 2019. [frieze.com/article/trouble-affect-theory-our-age-outrage, accessed 24/3/2020]. 
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conversation, discussion or argument may achieve collective cognitive status and then exist as 

parts of a more complex food.  

    The suggestion, therefore, is that while the ambiguity of an artefact or image might tempt 

appropriation or distortion, the reliance on affect, by alt-right groups for instance, can be 

countered by surprise and affect mechanisms when the ground for reception and interpretation 

is adequately prepared. 
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